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Sibley, tax collector lor 1915, subfollowing report for July which
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as though they had been their own.
The funeral took place July 14th at hie late
home, where they had spent the larger part of
their married life. Mr. C. S. Adams having
had a rich personal acquaintance with him
paid a tribute to the departed, and Rev. E. A.
Dinslow offered prayer. There was a profusion of flowers and many friends and neighbors were present to do honor to a kind and
loving neighbor. He was honored and respected by all. He had lived a quiet peaceful
life ever ready to feed the hungry, help the
|
fatherless and the widows, trying to keep himself unspotted from the world. Having come :
into close relationship with his Savior he was !
able to bear his sufferings with Christian for1 titude, sweetly trusting Him who doeth all
Salley-Reynolds. A quiet wedding took
things well, and thus he fell asleep in Jesus.
place at the Universalist parsonage, Pittsfield,
C. S. A.
Friday afternoon, July 16th, at 4.15 o’clock,
j Mrs. Fannie (Seekins) Knowlton, wife of when Arthur S. Salley of that town and Miss
Eli Knowlton of Swanville, passed out from Charlotte M. Reynolds of
Unity were united
her sufferings July 22nd after an illness of in
marriage by Rev. A. E. Wright. Mr. and
many months. She was a very quiet, unas- Mrs.
left on the afternoon train for a

ready to help those
aged parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Levi Seekins, lived with her and will
miss her loving care. She leaves her husband
and one daughter, Mrs. Ktndall of Belfast, to
mourn the loss of a faithful wife and loving
mother. The funeral services were held at
suming woman, yet
in

aiz uo

j

follows:
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machine room at Read garage, cause,
mining over; no damage; put out
icals. July 22nd at 7.30 a. m., lire
Clark house, Upper High street,
l.t from oil stove on porch; damage
ured. The report included the bid
looker to install a storage battery
$240, the cost of maintaining the
4 83 against $107 04 of the gravity
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ville Center
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and material.
.hat the charge of cost of traction
ruder, $2,546, be transferred from
and bridges appropriation to the

of C. J. Pattee, city treashe month of July was accepted, as
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Midsummer quiet in trade.
Iny more active. Iron and steel lead.
War
bl the leading stimulus. Less idleness
Strikes fewer. Fine crop prospects,
bar.
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buildings, and the trustee, of

generally apparent. Such
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more
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benefaction or from the
in the community by lives of
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some

high regard won
high purpose or great

success
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profession-

a

future to such school buildings as
may be acquired or erected by or for our city.
There is at present an opportunity to carry
along this idea in the new school now being
modernized and remodeled in the north end of
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to

see

for other
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this
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reasons.

I

still further extend-

the

city and soon to be occupied. There
would seem to be the best of reasons for
naming this school for the family who used
the building for a home so many years—now
broken up by death and removal. 1 feel certain that the many friends of the

and

well said, and voices the sentiment*

our

citizens

an

act.

ment to

one

such

sure, of all the members of ihe Maine
Mr. Haskell v.as the third
Press Association.

have

of

our

old

standing

a

deserved

men

in

and

women

to

which they have removed. Two members, in
the past, have been associated as teachers in
So I make the suggestion
our public schools.
that the school building on North High street
be known as the “McLellan School” and that a
suitable tablet to that effect be affixed to the
building facing High street.
Chas. W. Frederick,
Belfast, Me., Aug. 3, 1915.
BARK MABEL I.
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'he annual field
meeting of North Waldo
•■'Hiona will be held
Friday, Aug. 27th, at
onroe fair
grounds. State Master Stetson
Hen. C. M. Gardner of Massachusetts,
‘!*h Priest of
Dementer, will be the principal
8peakers and arrangements will be made for
entertainment. Dinner to be a basket

I'1

P^DlC.

ijj??

W. Brown, Eeq., of Belfast, a promiof that city and formerly county
for Waldo county, was in Rockland
°n hia Way t0 SwBnB
Rock-

...1 lawyer
^nd O’

Col. G. B. Brackett,who for the past 18 years
had been chief pomologist of the U. S. Depart-

Agriculture.died Aug. 2nd at hiB home
iu Washington, D. C., after a brief illness. He
ment of

was in his 89th year. Col.Brackett was a former
president of the American Pomological society
and an authority on fruit. He was a native of
Unity, Me., and a veteran of the Civil War.

The funeral of Alfred W. Robbins, infant
son of Lawrence A. and Mabel
Wyman Robbins, took place Sunday at 2 p. m. at their home
No. 17 Water street. Rev, Horace B, Sellers of
the Methodist Church officiating. The interment was in Grove Cemetery,
Charles E. Stevens died August 1st at hie
home in Unity, aged 60 years. He was one
of the best known men of tbe town and wai
engaged in the mill and lumber businesses
l member of tbe firm of Stevens &|Adams. ,|Jj|

Mr. and

Mrs. ti. B. Ladd and*Mrs. E. C. Merriam. Each number was heartily encored.
The receipts were over fifty dollars.... Miss

Virginia Shreiner

!

on

her.

A CORRECTION
To the Editor of the journal. An incorrect account concerning the hearing with re-

1

anKor. The Canadian exhibit will be de1iargely to the products and resources of
great northwest, it is said. The Univer^y of Maine will also
occupy a large space.

Staples; reading, Frances Davis; piano
duett, Miss F. S. Waikiey. Miss Carolyn Hatch;
piano solo, Bradbury Staples; solo, Miss Carolyn Hatch; the farce, “A Picked Up Dinner,”

|

surance

1915.

The matter of the appeal of Fred S. Thompson, an heir at law of the estate of Mrs. Henrietta T. Nickels, of Searsport, waB heard in
the Law Court, at Portland, July 21st. It is
claimed by Mr, Thompson that' his aunt died
intestate, as no will was found after her death;
and the only expression of her desires was a
partly executed draft, drawn by Robert F.
Dunton of
Belfast. The paper which was
presented for probate as a will was a copy of a
former will which had been drawn for her by
Henry W. Swasey of Portland some two years
before; and the original of which, the proponents admitted,had been destroyed by testatrix.

of

thur

Boston, Aug. 1. The crew of the bark
Mabel 1. Meyers of Belfast, Me., sunk in a
collision with the battleship Nebraska last
Friday night, were landed at the Charlestown
navy yard today try the naval tug Iwana
which took them off the battleship at Boston
light. The party numbered 11, including one
Mrs. Agromonti, the wife of the
woman.
steward. Most of them were sent to the Seamen’s bethel to be cared for as they were
virtually destitute, having been unable to
save any of their effects.
Captain William Meyers, master and prinowner of the bark, said he was out 35
I cipal
miles on Cape Cod and heading for Boston in
j
a thick foe iust before 7 n. m..
Fridav. whon
he heard warning whistles.
He answered
with his fog horn, hut almost immediately the
big stem of the battleship struck bis vessel,
tearing away her bow. The bark began to fill
and after a brief examination of the damage
Captain Meyers decided to abandon her. He
was getting ready to clear away his boats
when a boat from the battleship appeared and
took off the entire crew, 10 minutes after r,he
collision occurred. No one was injured. Two
poll parrots belonging to the steward’s wife
were saved.
In the hope that the bark might remain aflcat :
the battleship was kept.in the vicinity all night
and cruised about yesterday in the fog searching for her. When Captain Meyers was satisfied,
after finding a comforter from his cabin floating the water, that his vessel had gone down,
the Nebraska was headed for this port, arriving,
off Boston light early today.
The Mabel I. Meyers sailed from Barbados
July 6 for this city and Portland with a cargo
of molasses.
The Nebraska was bound from
Rockport for Newport to engage in the fleet
maneuvers. She sustained no injury.
The barkentine was owned by Capt. Meyers
and family of Searsport, Me., and was built
there for his orders in 1891 by A. J. Nickerson. She was 168 feet long and 34£ feet beam,
with a draft of 17 feet, and was of 669 tons.
She was considered one of the best sailing vessels along the coast and had been engaged
principally in the South American trade, Mrs.
Meyers frequently accompanied her husband
on his voyages, but on this occasion she was at
home.
The vessel w.as worth $25,000, exclusive of
cargo, and Capt. Meyers did not carry any in-

Charley

Mrs. W. s. Hatch and
Mrs. W. G. Hatch, presented the
following:
piano solo, Miss F. S. Walkley; solo, Mrs. Ar-
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Raymond Young is visiting relatives in
Skowhegan.
Mrs.
are

Ned Collins of Castine arrived
Saturday to
his aunt, Mrs. Mary S.

visit

Abe Strecker of Boston
spent a few days
last week at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Michael
Collins.
Miss Nellie E. Walker of
Lynn, Mass., is
and Miss Carrie

visiting Mrs, Ada E. Wildes
E. Gilmore.

Capt. Royal W. Warren and MisB Edith M.
Southworth returned Monday from a brief
visit in Rockland.
Mrs. Emma F. Kochersperger arrived Saturday from New York and is the guest of Mrs.
Helen W. Crosby,
Mayor and Mrs. Charles R. Coombs, son
Horace and daughter Alice, returned
Monday
from a few days visit in Rockland.
Mrs. MittieGowen of Brooks was the
guest
Belfast friends Tuesday. She was on her
way home from a visit at Bayside.

of

There
services

guest of her sisters-in-law. Mrs. Albeit. M.
Carter and Miss Charlotte W.
Colburn, and is
pleasantly remembered here as Miss Carrie
Anderson.

At the Baptist church this week the services
will be as follows; This, Thursday, at 7.30 p.
m., the prayer meeting; Sunday, at 10.45 a. m.
morning service, with sermon; Sunday school
at noon; Christian Endeavor at 6.30.

T.

Rev, H orace B. Sellers of the Methodist
church will take two weeks vacation in August and the church will be closed the 5th
Sunday. The third Sunday the pulpit will be
supplied. Mr, Sellers will remain at the parsonage, taking short trips.

_

At the Methodist church next Sunday morning the pastor, Rev. Horace B, Sellers, will
speak on “The Silence of Jesus.” At 2.30 p.
m., he will speak in the Woods school house.
If stormy Sunday evening the union services

will be held in this church.

The mid-week

meeting during August will be held
every Wednesday evening at 7.30, instead of
Thursday, as usual.
was
on

good attendance

a

school house

Ohio,

the union

at

common

Sunday

last

Mrs.

Rev. Horace B. Sellers, Methodist,
led the congregational singing with A. H.
Welch, cornet, accompanist. Mr, Harry H.
Upton, Colby ’17,offered prayer and Rev. Harry Lutz, pastor of the Newton, Mass., Unitarian church, read the scripture and gave the
address, taking for his subject “The New

William B. Schiller and
son, Morgan
Burdette,of Pittsburg, Pa., are guests of her
mother and sister, Mrs. Caroline and Miss
Anne C. Crosby, at their summer home on
Northport avenue.

Age.”

opera

evening.

After

Harold Libby and William
Quimby Foster of
Portland were in Belfast Friday to attend

the

reading passages of prophecy
proceeded to an enquiry as to

Mikado and were guests of Mr. and
Mrs W m. H. Quimby at Alhambra
cottage,
Pitcher’s pond, over Sunday.

from Isaiah he

what force should constitute the new age,
forces would contribute to its develop-

what

ment

Mrs. Hall F. Hoxie and sons, David F. and
Thomas B. of Augusta, are visiting Belfast
relatives. Mr. Hoxie, who accompanied them
here, has returned to Augusta, but his family
will remain for several weeks.

and what would be the ultimate outcome

of the

little

age.
quite
European war, saying that it was
question what would survive, whether
He dwelt

new

servatives who

a

a

on

the

world

the

con-

past and
Mrs. J, W.
Hatch and son Hall and the
think of things along traditional lines, or of
Misses Hatch are in Bangor from
Montpelier,
the more optimistic or radical who think of the j Vt, on their way to Marlboro. Mr. Hatch
[ was
future with hope and that what will survive is
formerly superintendent of the East
Maine Methodist
district.—Bangor News.
not perhaps the present institutions but huRev. GeorgeS. Mills and son, Charles S., of
and
the
of
itself
manity
spirit
religion, as
that is fundamental to the life of man. He I Bennington, Vt., who have been at the Battery
emphasized finally the brotherhood of man, for several weeks, went to Limerick Monday
the value of humanity and the spiritual value | to visit Mr. Mills’ father, Rev. George A.
Mrs. Mills went to Boston Wednesday,
rather than the macerial salvation and made Mills.
look

towards the

will

relatives and

ture.

The game on the Congress street grounds,
July 28, between the local team and the strong
Skowhegan team was an interesting one, in
which Belfast made a fine showing in battery
and fielding. Skowhegan put in three pitchers,
but their support was somewhat discouraging.

Advertisements. The semi-annual
Red Tag Sale of Harry W. Clark & Co., the
Main street clothiers, is now going on and the
bargains are going, too. See advt. for some
of the special bargains they are offering this
week and the special hour sales for Thursday,
Friday and Saturday....At the New York
Bargain Store, Main street, there is an August clearance sale of all summer apparel.

Smalley.

Mrs. Ella Gilman nf West
Medford, MaBs.,
is a guest at her
uncle’s, Capt. G. T. Osborne.

prayer

Services are held in the church at North
Belfast Sunday morning at 10.30 o’clock; Sunday schot 1 at noon and service at 7 o’clock in
the evening. All are cordially invited.

it was heartily agreed to be most appropriate.
No doubt it will be adopted on Thursday
night, when “all hands" will meet with the
“Baldheaded” member to observe his birthday
celebration. A nicer, more congenial company, cannot be found than the “Jolly Nine,"
and no doubt it will be heard from in the fuNew

Roy E. Young and daughter Beulah
visiting in Winterport.

Miss Mildred Dodge is spending a two weeks
B, C. Stantial of Boston and Mrs. Abra A.
vacation from the H. H. Coombs store
with
Cook of West Medford, Mass., were guests the
relatives in Isleeboro and Rockland.
past week of Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Stantial, I
Frank Libby, who has been
Waldo avenue.
spending several
week with Belfast
relatives, left Tuesday to
Mrs. Mary Wadsworth and
daughter Al- join the U. S. S. Vermont at Norfolk, Va.
berta, Mrs. Fred Rackliff and little Emily
Mrs. Lewis F. Clifford returned to her home*
Rackliff.are at the Lincolnville cottage at Bayin Stockton Springs last
side for two weeks.
Sunday after a brief
visit with her mother and sisters in this
city.
Miss Montgomery of Rutland,
Vt., is a guest
Asa West and Herbert Hatch of
with her sister, Mrs. H. S.
Boston
Pearl, at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Pearl, Union spent the week-end
calling on relatives and
street.—Bangor News.
friends and left Sunday night
by boat for
I.
A
li'rmkt
_J
home.
after
Wednesday
visiting his mother, Mrs. F.
Mrs. Everett Rurcrpas nnrl
A Knight, and his sister, Mrs. R. D.
Shute, Eleanor and Mabel, of Burnham, are
visiting
142 Waldo avenue.
her parentB, Mrs. and Mr6. Everett
Hart, on
Mrs. Edward R. Hart of Holden was
called Waldo avenue.
to Belfast last
Thursday to attend the funeral
Mrs. Frederick Ingersoll, who had been the
of her grandmother, Mra. Ellen A.
Coombs of guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Morrill, formerly of Belfast.
Webber, High street, returned to her home in
Mrs. W. E. Barker of Caribou, Miss Mabel Portland Monday.
Butters of Bangor and Prof. N. V. Barker of
George C. Milliken of Lynn, Mass., arrived
Ricker Classical Institute, Houlton, arrivSunday morning by boat to spend a month
ed last Friday to visit Miss Maude
E. Barker. with his
niece, Mrs. Thomas Decrow, and
Mrs. William Colburn of Toledo,
is the
family, Peach street.

The Churches.

moo

at one-half price and children's
Hon. Wm.P. Whitehouse,Henry W. Swasey,and Millinery
low prices. This
Robert F. Dunton represented the proponents coats and dresses at special
of the will; Hon. George F. Gould of Portland, is a real clearance sale to make room for new
Eugene C. Upton of, Boston, and Aurelia E. fall merchandise....Silk hose are the vogue,
Hanson represented Mr. Thompson, who,
and if you buy Holeproof there is no question
though now a resident of Chicago, is a former
Maine citizen, having been born and having about wear as they give you a written guarantee that three pairs will wear three months

Hved^oMiJon£tim^^renton^ndje^JJ^

free....Belfast

Haven, Conn., is
Miss Millie Mitch- an appeal for those
present to manifest an in- where Mr. Mills will join her later.
ell-Dr. and Mrs. F. C. Gay of Brooklyn, N.
Miss Alfreda Ellis returned last
terest in the movements of the present, to
Saturday
Y., and Miss Carrie Brier of Winter Hill* study them from a
religious point of view, so I from Orono, where she had been the guest of
Mass., arrived Saturday morning to spend that finally brotherhood would be realized as college friends who are
attending the summer
|
their vacation-Mr. J. L. Wood, who had a
an actual ideal.
Miss Ellis, who is taking the domestic
The benediction was pro- school
serious
attack of heart trouble last week, nounced
very
by Mr. Upton. Rev. Frederick K. science course at Maine, is spending the sumis very much better at this writing_Mr.
Gamble, pastor of the Grace Methodist Church mer vacation with her sister, Mrs. Maude
and Mrs. Maurice Roberts are living in their of
Busse, at Penobscot Lodge, on the Allyn
Bangor, will preach next Sunday evening.
new home....Miss Walkley's travel talk on
shore.
her visit to Bethlehem and Jericho last Sunday
EAST BELFAST.
Chaplain David N. Tribou is back again from
evening was very interesting_Rev. and
New York. The Chaplain hasn’t had a
very
Mrs. Harry Daniels and children of Guilford
great taste of Maine air as yet this year. He
Mr. McConathy of Evanston, Conn., is a
had only been here a short time from Virginia,
are spending their vacation with his mother,
guest at the Gentner cottage.
where he spent the winter, when he went
Mrs. A. S. Daniels-The services in the
back to the land of sweet magnolias. Then
The annual sale and supper at Trinity ReNorth Belfast church for next Sunday will
another visit here, and back to New York.
formed church will be held August 20th.
The chaplain is as active as a youngster, and
have for their subjects: The Battle between
no doubt takes his rest in
of
Hutchinson
arrivGertrude
Miss
Bangor
travelling.—BucksGood and Evil in the Child-Life, in the morned Tuesday for a visit with Mrs. F. N. Savery. port Times.
ing. The evening talk will be, an illustrated
Capt. Fields C. Pendleton is critically ill at
Will Crosby sold his ho use to Winfred Hopstory of “How We Got Our Bible."
his home in Islesboro. His eldest son. Fields
kins and John Robbins has bought the Charles
The “Jolly Nine" Have an Outing. About
S. Pendleton, who has been with him
voiiari
Bruce house.
one o'clock last Saturday afternoon a party of
to New York by urgent business, but his son
Cuneo
of
Lillian
arMiss
Roxbury,
Mass.,
of
nine took possession
Mrs, Rose Fahy's
Edward Seymour Pendleton and his daughters,
for a stay at the
Home Farm cottage on the shore, with Mrs. rived Tuesday morning
Miss Pendleton, Miss Grace Pendleton, Mrs.
James cottage.
Annie M. Frost as chaperone. The company
Phcebe Pendleton Crosby and Mrs. Effie Penleft
Fred
Whittemore
last
Mis.
Thursday
was composed of friends among the younger
dleton Clinkenbroomer of Brooklyn, are with
for her home in Chester, Penn., after a visit
of
the
Methodist
and
consisted
society
people
him.
Her husband, Mr.
with Mrs. F. N. Savery.
of the Misses Dora and Marian Brown. Ethel
Miss Helen M. Sanderson, superintending
is superintendent of the AmeriWhittemore,
Frost, Gladys Marshall, Clara Palm, Charles
nurse at the Waldo County General hospital,
can Dye Work of Chester and recently returnGetchell, Byron Salter and Fred Seward. The
ed home from San Francisco, where he at- left on Monday morning’s train to spend a vaafternoon was spent in bathing, playing checktended the Pan-Pacific Exposition. He went cation at her cottage in East Waterford, and
ers, chin music, and setting up housekeeping.
with the Shriners excursion and was a member was accompanied by Miss Maude B. Steward
After the supper was cleared away, dominoes,
of the delegation to escort the Liberty Bell.
who will be her guest. During Miss Sander,
Peter Coddles trip to New York, embroidery
son’s absence, Miss Helen F. Dunn, a former
Mrs. T. P. Leaman entertained a party at
and music (including an original “Round")
will supply her place at the.
Miss
Clara
superintendent,
in
honor
of
her
home
last
Friday
and
the
last
was greatly enjoyed,
arrivals apLincoln, who is a guest of Mrs. Elmer Decrow,
peared about 10 p. m. In a short time all and Misses Sara and Eva, who are guests of hospital.
hands were in the land of dreams. A large Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Hall. The tables were
Hon. L. C. Morse and Mrs. Morse of Liberty
came to Belfast to attend the opera, in which
part of the day Sunday was spent in listening decorated with roses and a delightful lunch
was served, after which an auto ride to Northto the reading aloud of “Sunshine Jane" by
their son, Ralph I. Morse, had a prominent
port and vicinity was enjoyed. Wednesday
different ones. While enjoying the midday the party went to Northporl in the Decrow part. They were accompanied by Mr j. Fanny
Ayer of Rockland, widow of General Richard
repast, served about 2 p. m., Clarence E. Frost launch Louise and had a picnic dinner with
Mrs. Chas. Decrow, and today .ThursAyer, formerly of Montville, who had been
(visitor) arrived and greatly assisted in car- Mr. and
on
a
to
the
will
take
Mr.
Hall
trip
party
day,
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Edmund P. Walker
ing for what was placed before him.The evening Isle au Haut.
at The Acadian, Castine, and is now with
was spent in singing hymns, reading before
Mr. and Mrs. Morse.
the open fire, and and it was not until about
FAMILY REUNIONS.
9 30 p. m. that a company of five escorted Mr.
Rev. and Mrs. Eugene S, Philbrook of SanFrost up to the avenue with a lantern on his
For other reunions see 2nd page.
ford, who arrived last week with their two
return trip, thinking him able to reach home
Clements. The twenty-second annual re- children for a visit with Mrs. Philbrook’s sissafely from there alone. About 6 a. m. Mon- union of the Clements family will be held
ter, Miss Isabel Smalley, will spend the first
the
left
of
a
for
their
party
part
large
day
Thursday, Aug. 19th, at Odd Fellows’ hall two weeks in August with Mr. Philnrook’s
to
three
clear
and
day’s work, leaving
up
Monroe.
people in Brewer, after which Mr. Philbrook
straighten out the cottage. Just before leavNorton. The annual reunion of the Norton with his sister, Miss Beulah F. Philbrook, and
the
“Baby" suggested the family will be held at the home of Fred Nor- Mr. and Mrs.
ing at eleven o'clock
George Robertson of this city
“Jolly Nine" as a name for the company and ton in Palermo Saturday, August 21st. All

Battleship spending

gard to the Nickels’ estate of Searsport appeared in the Waldo County Herald, of July
wheat, oats and hay yields. Wheat
21st. As I am in charge of the said case for
nt late.
Weather unfavorable. Exthe appellant, and so somewhat responsible for
smaller than year ago. Prices higher.
the ideas which the public may get of the matE.
of
with year ago marked. Stock markets George
Dorchester, Mass.; Franklin H„ ter, I should be greatly obliged if you would
ahead
of
two
of
Clearings
years.—
past,
Wollaston, Mass., John E. of Auburn; by insert the enclosed account, as if any account
Dra
streets’ July 31st.
three daughter*, Mrs. Lizzie Cooper of West is to be given to the public it is well that they
should know the truth. You will find this acBrooklyn, Me., Mrs. W. H. Lakin of Plainfield, count corroborated in the Portland Daily Press,
Canada to Exhibit at Bangor.
Conn., and Mrs. E. H. Glidden of Bath; by two of July 21st.
Thanking you for the favor, I am,
J '' at Manager Field of the Eastern Main brothers, Dudley of Brooksville, Me., and WilVery sincerely yours,
air has received an application from the liam of
Oceanville, Me., and by five grandchilj
Aurelia E. Hanson.
Government for a large space in the dren and two
^anaaian
great grandchildren.
2 Mountain Avenue, Malden, Mass., July 31,
:ti
xhibition hall at the coming annual fair
I
■

mittee, consisting

MEYERS LOST.

Run Into ana Sunk by the U. S.
Nebraska

the

ice

ol in-

the communities

and

up

mystery table of Miss Millie Mitchell, and the
cream was furnished
by Ross Arey. The
decorations were arranged by Mrs. Frank
Tibado and Mrs. Frank Roberts and were attractive andin good taste. The program com-

compli-

families whose members

made themselves

fluence and

family here,

generally, would approve of

It would be

car

North Belfast. The annual event of the
Ladies’ Aid Society occurred in the church
vestry Tuesday evening, July 27th, when they
held their fair and sale. About 100
people
were present and the sales table,
candy table,
table
and
ice
cream were
mystery
liberally
patronized. The sales table was in charge of
Mrs. W. G. Hatch and Mrs. John
Cheney, the
candy table of Miss Madeline Coombs, the'

the

we are

Franklin S. Sellers, a retired house joiner,
died July 29th at his thome in Bath after an
illness of two nonths as the result of an attack of paralysis, aged 76 years and 3 months.
He was a native of„Sedgwick, Me., son of the
late Eben and Hannah Sellers, and for the past
forty years hats been a respected and active
resident of Beth. He was a hard working,
honest man, ar d member of Elm street Baptist church. He is survived by three sons:

hope

shall

life,

business

or

driving his delivery
the right hand side

the meeting of Thomas H, Marshall Circle last Tuesday afternoon 31 members were
present. One candidate was elected and one
initiated. An invitation was received from
Capt. A. Perry Coombs for the Circle to join
the Post on an excursion to Castine on the
steamer Golden Rod next Saturday, if
pleasant; if not, the Saturday following. The Circle will furnish the dinner for the 26th Maine
reunion next Tuesday. The dinner will consist of baked beans, brown and white bread,
doughnuts, pies and cookies, and all members
of the Circle are requested to furnish food.
Mrs. Nettie Merrithew was appointed press
correspondent for the ensuing year. The
next meeting will be held September 7th.

was

school

on

At

Since

few years, his death on Tuesday of last week
brings a sense of both genera! and personal
loss to publishers of the Maine weeklies. For
many years he was the editor and publisher of
the Pitt field Advertiser, a paper well up to
the standard of country weeklies; and at the
business meetings and banquets of the Maine
Press Association, and on a number of its enjoyable summer excursions, he has been a
pleasant, dependable and always good-humored
companion. His wife and three children, besides other relatives, have sincere sympathy
extended to them for his seemingly untimely
death while in the prime of his powers.—The
Oxford Democrat.
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S. A. Parker, ex-tax collectors, and
Rayford for support of poor were ac-

suggestion
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and
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Editor
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Louis O. Haskell of Pittsfield had not
been in the newspaper business for the past

-•

A

To

cemetery.

|

''

re-

THE NAMING OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS.

of

!

v

will

was

Marsano with his sister Lizzie and brother Alton in their car took the same side of the
street, intending to turn down Miller street,
but had not made the turn in time. Both cars
were damaged but their
occupants escaped injury, except that Marsano received a few
slight cuts.

were

member of the family, members of this asrary.
sociation, to die. His father. Orrin S. Hasmcount.
1
|
kell, first passed away, and was followed by his
.$ 5,373 73 son Charles B. Haskell. Ail had been connt collecter for 1908.$
58 77 nected with the Pittsfield Advertiser as edii
1909-.
90 30
and their deaths were a
**
1910. 1,188 31 tors and publishers
Knowlton
loss to the Maine Press Association and the
n collecter for 1911
730 80
!
46 64
1912
community in which they lived.
1913.
21 21
er
1914.
40
3,282
Mary J, widow of the late William H. Barns
1915. 88,017 38
hley
j
of Belfast, died July 28th in North Islesboro,
and 15 days. She was born in
.$93,435 71 aged 89 years
R. R. Stock.$500,000 00
Isle au Haut, the daughter of the late Joseph
|
trust funds.
68,661 90 and Betsey Buckminister Knowlton.
\
Her
9,676 12
married life was spent in Islesboro, Northport
.$ 78,338 02 and Belfast. Mr. Burns died in Belfast JanI
liabilities accounts. 92,568 68
uary 19,1914, and since that time she had made
her home with her sister, Mrs. Watson Coombs
.$772,466 77
of North Islesboro.
Deputy Sheriff J. A. G.
LIABILITIES,
j
Beach of Belfast is an adopted son and had
.$690,000 00
lived with Mi. and Mrs. Burns since he was
1 :■ Series.
204 05
utstanding. 32,500 00 three years of age and had respected and
Water Company.
!
2,020 01 cared for them as an own son. Mrs, Burns
-ax.
5,620 51.
had enjoyed remarkable health until very rex.
15,89184
1% tenses.
25100 cently, when she was subject to heart disease.
fund. 68,661 90 The end came as a result of a shock which she
t-niied balances of 1915 apsustained July 17th. Prayer service was held
|
I
{ nations:
ac her late home in North Islesboro and the
interest. 11,666 38 remains were brought to Belfast for interment
tfrcv:.
moth.
600 00
in Grove cemetery, where services were held
100 00
s
816 50
by Rev. Arthur A. Blair of the Universalist
i.t.
10,905 16 church.
\
-Ms on taxes.
1,500 00
!
2.515 97
Mrs. Ellen A., widow of the late William
| rte to:* irtment.
books.
1.223 64 Coombs of
Waldo, passed away at the home of
jarr'-'
i ill.
300 00
Mrs. C. Brown,in Morrill,
:h school
2,178 92: her daughter,Mr.and
?.:^ys. 5,488 67: July 27th, at the age of 79 y ears and 7 months
ver bridge.
1,500 00 She was a devoted wife and mother, a lifelon.
1,620 85
building.
Christian and was loved by all who knew her
2,178 32
1
partment.
1,492 93 ; Since the death of her husband some yaars ago
•4'*
.d insurance.
1,706 28 j she had made her home with her daughters,
418 55
ntingent.
Mrs. Mary Brown in Morrill and Mrs.Alice Bram***••
677 30
hall in Belfast, whe tenderly and lovingly ad614 23
,jm' 8iJ
highways.
1,292 96 ministered to a 1 of her wants in her declining
ghts.
3,246 00 years. She is survived by four children; Mrs.
schools.
400 00
Brown of Morrill, Mrs. Alice Bramhall of
importation.
1,346 00 Mary
;Verlay. 3,628 81 of Belfast, Johi and Elmer Coombs of Laurel,
Montana; by t iree sisters and several grandT°tal
$772,466 77
children. The funeral was held July 29th at
Sibley collector for 1915 has paid the residence o : Chas. Brown in
Morrill, Rev.
Usurer in cash $9,700 00.
Nathan F. Hunt officiating. Mrs. Hunt and
BOARD OF MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.
a
{ i> L). Southworth and Henry D. Clark daughter Estht. r sang two appropriate selecdrawn as grand jurymen, Elbridge S. tions. Tbe ren ains were taken to Waldo for
I Moer, Robert P. Chase, Edgar M. Hall and interment. The floral offerings were many
h- Warden as traverse
jurymen,
renewal of reduced bonds of Fred W. and beautiful.

!

They

Arey
street

Pittsfield, where Mr. Salley has a position in the spinning department at the Pioneer plant of the American Woolen Co.

Blair of Belfast
The bearers

Waterville.

in

The head-on collision of two autos on High
street opposite the Free Library last
Sunday
afternoon attracted a large crowd.
Roscoe

side in

Whil^

fund.

j

Rev. A.
of

few

Her

The casket was banked and the room filled
with the beautiful flowers she loved so well.
If flowers speak of love she was dearly beloved by all. She was laid at rest in the Swan-

read and passed

sum

s

ever

need.

hose

new

...

giving the name “Peirce School” to the new
Isaac McKeen, Charles Curtis, Charles Webb
building now under construction, the wisdom
and Arthur Doliber.
It falls to the lot of but
of so honoring the names of such of our old
few to rest among such a profusion of flowers.
families as the citizens shall elect, becomes

-.nee:

-CO!
!

late

and

speaking words

use.

wing orders

;

trouble

Salley
days’ visit

or

—

was the scene of a pretty wedding Saturday
evening, July 31st, at eight o’clock, when Mrs.
Barlow’s nephew, Harne Freeman Partridge,
and Effie Augusta Curtis were united in marriage by Rev. A, J. Muste, pastor of the Central Congregational church of Newtonville, in
the presence of a few relatives and friends.
As the last strains of the bridal chorus were
played by Miss Lena Barlow the couple entered the room and were met by the minister,who
performed the single ring ceremony. The
bride was dressed in white satin trimmed with
shadow lace and brilliants and carried bride’s
The groom wore black broadcloth with
roses.
white tie. The parlor was decorated with
potted plants, white sweet peas and ferns, the
dining room with pink sweet peas and Scotch
mist. After congratulations ice cream and
The bride is the oldest
cake was served.
daughter of Mrs. W. B. Choate of Belfast and
is employed at Wm. Filene’s in Boston. The
groom is the only child of Mr. and Mrs. N. C.
Partridge of Sandypoint and is employed by
the S. S. Pierce Co. of Boston. They have
rooms at 165 West Brookline street.
Mr. and
Mrs. Partridge are well known in Belfast and
surrounding towns and have many friends who
extend congratulations.

rest July 12, 1915, after a
lingering and painful illness, at the age of 63 years. He was
married June 22, 1874, to Miss Ella Oxton of
Montville, who survives him, with four brothers: Erastus of Norwood,
Mass., George of
Liberty, Henry of Searsmont, and Conant of
Searsport. They had no children but adopted
the children of her brother, who died
leaving
four orphan children, Pearl, Hazel, Ruby and
Lawrence, and cared for them as carefully and

without holes

Savings Bank book, No. 14,919, lost and dupliPERSONAL.
cate book applied for... Southworth’s ten
days’
The midsummer fair by the ladies of the
sale begins today, August 5th, and ends
Miss Grace H. Hayes spent
Aug.
North Congregational church was held at the
Sunday with
This sale is to make room for new fall friends in Rockland.
church yesterday afternoon, too late to be re- 14th,
merchandise and to give the patrons of our
William Stover of Lynn, Mass is the
ported in this issue of The Journal.
guest
county fair the best values of che season. of his
sister, Mrs. Eben L. Fletcher, No. 3
The August meeting of the Waldo County
See prices quoted on men’s and youth’s
Commercial street.
Veteran association will be held today, August
suits, mackinaws, rain coats, etc.
All
Chellis Michaels and his guest,
5th, in the K, of P. hall, Prospect. If stormy,
Harry Wells
straw hats
at
one-half price.See
the meeting will be
postponed until the next prices quoted for the Ford cars by B. O. of Springfield, Mass..are visiting Mr. Michael’s
fair day.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Michaels.
Norton, the local agent. Everybody can afJ. H. McClure of
Mrs. Paul DeLaney, son Roderick and
Bangor, of the Continent- ford to buy a Ford... .Specials at James H.
tripal Insurance
Co., was in town last Saturday Howes dry goods store Thursday and Friday, let daughters, Lillian, Elizabeth and Devonia,
adjusting the loss on the Clarence M, Knowl- from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m. and Saturday 10 a. m, left Friday for their home in Chicago.
ton house, corner of John and High
streets, to 9 p. m
M. C. R. Conductors Urpee of
A fine assortment of candy at L.
Bangor and
known as the James H. Clark house. Mr.
J. Pottle’s 5,10 and 25 cent store at 10 cents a Murphy of Portland, with ladies, were in Bel"
Knowlton bought the two Clark houses about
pound, salted peanuts 10 cents, chocolates 20 fast Sunday, guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Morfour years ago. The damage was estimated
cents....Carle & Jones have complete lines of riaon.
about $125.
kitchen utensils in aluminum, agate, and wire.
Mrs. B. L. Knight and
family returned to
The Waldo County Hospital, Mrs. Ber- Visitors to the fair in need cf anything in that South Manchester, Conn., last
Saturday after
line
should
them
a
tha McCloskey of
give
call....The
Coliseum a two weeks’ vacation at the Shute
Searsport entered Sunday
cottage,
Rink
as a
opens to-morrow, Friday, night and will East Belfast.
surgical patient... .Miss Marjorie Harriman of
Liberty was operated on Wednesday open every evening and Saturday afternoons.
Dr. and Mrs. Charles F. Flanders of Manmorning.Miss Katherine Mertaugh of ....The steamer Anna Belle, Capt. Staples, chester. N. H., were in Belfast several
days
Hartford, Conn., who was stopping at the goes on the Belfast-Brooklin route, Monday recently, guests of his uncle, Dr. David
P.
Gentner cottage in East Belfast, entered the August 9th. See time table in the advertising Flanders.
columns.
Get
aboard
and
come
to
Belfast,
hospital Sunday as a medical patient.... Mrs.
Arthur J. Jones, profeseor of education at
Josie Simpson of Stockton Springs entered and see what we have to offer in merchandise,
the University of Maine, has
resigned to acetc....
a
of
nose
Found, pair
glasses in case on
Tuesday for medical treatment... .Miss Lizzie
cept a similar position at the University of
Morgan of Unity entered Saturday for medi- road from Belfast to Searsmont.
Pennsylvania.
cal treatment.
—

Mrs.

tenderly

collected August, 1, 1915.$3,092 44. f,
rt of S. S. L. Shute was read and

)

|

445 88

3,114 57

;l *

I

read,

The News of Belfast.

Partridge-Curtis. The home of Mr. and
Benj. F. Barlow of West Newton, Mass.,

Here in a few imperfect words I
attempt to
pay a tribute to a departed friehd, C. F.ThompBon of Montyille, who passed
peacefully to

city government
Monday evening. Mayor Charles R.
itar

i-----L-

WEDDING BELLS.

OBITUARY.

friends of the family are cordialPicnic dinner. Eva Norton Ripey, secretary, South Mortville.

trip

ly invited.

BASE
BELFAST

7;

than

SKOWHEGAN

3.

EASTERNS 8, BELFAST 4.
The Belfast team played the Easterns last
Saturday afternoon in South Brewer and were
defeated, 8 to 4, in an interesting game.

Rockland

having but

one run

up to

on

the home

3, the visitors
the 9th inning.
to

Yesterday afternoon the Madison team
played Belfast on the Congress street grounds,

|

two weeks

on a

Mt. Katahdin, taking

canoe
a

and

hiking

different route

Mr, James H. Howes accompained Mrs. Wm.
P. Whitman to her home in Campello, Mass.,
Monday and will return today, Thursday, with
his daughter, Mrs. Richard P.
Whitman, and
her imfant son,William P.
Fred McDonald and Edward Frisbee left last
Toledo, Ohio, where they have employment with the Overland Automobile Co.
Mrs.McDonald and Mrs. Frisbee w ill
join them
the latter part of next week.
week for

Walter B. Kelley, son William Swan
daughter Katherine, accompained by Miss
Elizabeth A. Kelley, will leave today,Thursday,
for St. Paul, Minn. They will spend Sunday
in Chicago with Mrs. H. H. Hilton.
Mrs.

and

Misses Florence and Ruth Kimball returned

Monday from Lynn, Mass., where they
been visiting their sister, Mrs. Lester

last

had

Adams, since their schools closed last June.
will spend the remainder of their vacation
with their sister, Mrs. Gay Holmes, in Waldo.

They

Miss Katherine C. Quimby and her
sister,
Mrs. C. C. Pineo, and little daughter Katherine, will leave today for New York to join Mr
Pineo and will sail Aug. 7th for Rio Janeiro,
South America. Mrs. Theodore N. Winslow
of Elizabeth, N. J., sister of Mrs. George A.

Quimby,

visiting here, will spend some
Mrs. Quimby after her daughters

who is

time with
1 eave.

Mr. and Mrs. Horace Pearson of Brookline,
Mass., spent the week-end in this city and

Quantabacook pond, where their two sons,
George and Robert, are spending the summer
at Dr. Vickery’s camps. Saturday was the
birthday of their younger son, Robert, and
his parents came down especially to spend
the day with him. They returned to Brookline Monday.

at

W, H. Williams, a former pastor of the
E. church in this city, and who had held
pastorates in Eastport and. Houlton, but for
some years past has been engaged in business
in Springfield, Mo., arrived Monday and is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin A. Hubbard. 4
Park street. In the 30 or more years since
Mr. Williams left Maine he has retained his inMr.

M.

terest in the State and the

many friends he

here, and his occasional letters to The
Journal have been read with interest.
made

Mr. and

Mrs.

P. Chase. Miss Ida
Walden, who with Mrs.
Walden and Miss Hall, a trained nurse, have
been at Rocky Point cottage at Pitcher’s pond
for several weeks, have returned and Mr,
Walden left Monday morning to resume his
position as traveling salesman for the A. H.
Robert

W’alker and Charles H.

Berry

Co.,

Shoe

Portland, after

pleasant

a

vacation. Mrs. Walden and Miss Hall

maining
change

are re-

cottage for a longer stay as the
has proven beneficial tc the former’s
at the

health.
GETS THE POST CANE AT 87.

Capt. L. M. Partridge, Prominent in Stockton Springs.
[Correspondence
of

this

town

headed

of the

cane

In

age

1852,

as

of
a

1 he

selectmen

presented the Post goldCapt. Lewis M, Partridge, 87

have
to

years, the oldest citizen.
In his early youth he

At the

Boston Post,]

Springs, Maine.

Stockton

engaged

21 he became

a

passenger, he

a

as

made

sailor.

mariner.

master
a

voyage

around Cape Horn to the gold fields of Calitrip. During his
fornia. After a year he returned to Prospect
Philbrook’s family will visit in
Marion A.

that of last season’s

absence

Of the local team Pendleton did some sensational work and the battery worx of McLellan
and Curtin was fine.

Belfast defeated

to

Belfast.

BALL.

grounds Tuesday afternoon, 9

spend

Prof, and Mrs. Wm. F. Schoppe and son
Billie returned to their home in Bozeman,
Montana, July 27th from a trip through the
Yellowetone Park, and Mrs. S. is to write up
the trip for The Journal.

Mr.

From C. F. Howell, the advertising representative of the Marine Journal, New York,
received a neat little folder, which
we have
has on the first page a fine picture of Capt.
George L. Norton, the editor, followed by “a
brief biography of a sailor, shipmaster. State
and government official and journalist,” and
enclosed is a leaflet containing one of the
many interesting reminiscences Capt. Norton
is publishing in the Marine Journal. Several
of these reminiscences have been printed in
this paper and one appears this week. Capt.
Norton was born in Castine in 1887 and still
retains an active interest in his native town
and State, He has had a distinguished and
useful career, and may he live many years to
champion the cause of the American merchant marine, of which he is an able and
earnest defender and advocate.

took command of the schooner
Gould. He was married in 1856 and had four
children. In 1861, at the commencement of
the Civil War, the schooner Windward was
built for him. On her maiden voyage his vessel was captured by the privateer Jeff Davis.
He was allowed his liberty within 24 hours
and

and permitted to take his schooner to Portland. From 1866 to 1875 he was deputy collecFor several years he was the
tor of customs.
cashier of the local savings bank. He was
admitted to the practice of law in 1873 and for
many years was the only lawyer in town.

The

Shoe

Situation.

Following the departure of visiting buyers
from the New England footwear market, many
good-sized contracts for fall and winter lines
have been received. In most instances factories
are running close to full capacity and manufacturers express much confidence in the
outlook.—Dun’s Review, July 31st.

REGIMENTAL REUNIONS.

County Coi respondence.
NORTH MONTVILLB.

j

Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Wig gin visited friends i
Bath last week.

day.

Mrs. Nathan Wiggin from Boston was
guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Wiggin.'

Mrs. Nettie Webb frem Knrx visited her
the
cousin, Mrs. Wiltur Penney, a few days

Miss Christie Knowlton from Taunton,Mass,
is passing her vacation with her fatlfer, Anso

Bowler, who has been working in
has moved back here on his farm

D.

for

Knowlton.

|

while.

a

a re

cent

past week.

Quigg’s mill,

The 17th Maine. The 53d anniversary of
the muster in of the 17th Maine Regimeqt*erill
t>e celebrated at Dunstan, Wednesday, Aug.
18th. Members, with their families and guests,
will assemble at the Elm street car station,
Bangor, and the business meeting will be held
at 11 o'clock in the forenoon, dinner being
Round trip railroad rates
served at noon.

George Worth has sold his home in the vil
lage to parties in Knox.

Mrs. Delia Wyman ard daughter Marguerite
called on their old friends in this section Sun-

W.

The 26th Maine. The 80th annual reunion
>f the Twenty-sixth Maine Re rimental Association will be held in Memorial Ball, Belfast
ruesday, Aug. 10,1915. H. M. Chase, Secy.

FREEDOM

J. W. Deane from Freedom visited his sister,
Mrs. J. W Nutter, Sunday.

have

Rev. T. P. and Mrs. Williams of Houlton ar<
passing their vacation with their daughter
Mrs. A. M. Small.

Maine. The 1915 reunion dates of
Maine Regimental association will be
Sept. 15th and 16th, in Bangor, and details are
now being arranged by the secretary, H. A.
Shorey, and Eva L. Shorey. assistant secretary. The secretary now has a complete list
of survivers, furnished from Washington. It
is hoped that there will be a large attendance
at this meeting, which will be the 30th that
Mr. Shorey har attended.
the 15th

1?

cemetery.

port

White, the past week.
town

The friends in

extend sympathy to

Mr. Chester Dow of Searsport.whose buildings
last Sunday.
were burned early in the evening
of
Brookline,
Jewell
Dowling
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of his aunt, Miss
MasB., are in town, guests
Belfast in
-Louise Cunningham. They came to
their yacht.
returned to their
Mr, and Mrs. Victor Neal
Mrs. Neal
Lome in Boston, last Saturday.
one weighing
•caught two salmon while here,
Acas heavy.
4k pounds and the other nearly
and Mrs. Wallace Gray
Mr.
by
companied
auto to
rides were taken in the Neal

pleasure

Northport, Searsport

Belfast.

Bangor,
other places.

and

_

is

3aay.

causing farmers

are

is stopFrank McLane of Pemaquid Beach
ping at C. S. McCorison’s.
Mass., is
Mies Achsa F. Hall of Lowell,
here.
sisters
and
brothers
her

visiting

People

are

trying hard

the weather is

so

to

bad they make poor prog-

Clark were unitMiss Hazel Hall and Lloyd
J. W. Deane of
19th
by
July
marriage
in
ed
Freedom.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Hall and
on relatives
Arthur Titcomb of Belfast called
last Sunday.

Francisco and Mrs.
George Stevenson of San
were guests of
Esther D. Eldred of New York
-J, E. Hall last week.

PROSPECT FERRY.
Silver is at home for

X;

a

while.

Stillwater
Frank Kingsbury
end visitor with friends here.
of

Mr. and
Brewer were
atives.

Mrs. Arey is very ill and Mrs. Morse is casing for her.

was a

week-

Herman Avery and children of
week-end visitors here with rel-

Mrs.

Mrs. W. S. Dolloff is passing
friends in Knox.

Sunday.
and Mrs. Otis Ginn and little daughter
of Brewer visited Mr. ar.d Mr. W. H. Ginn last
Mr.

Sunday.

W’ilbur J. Hunt and daughter returned
to their home in Andover, Mass., last Satur-

Mrs. Ella Harriman visited Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin Cunningham in Belmont several days
5 ast week.
m

July

peiereu
and Peter

Mrs. Clarence Gilchrist had
of

night, but is

acute
now

a

very

gard.
All
ard

Mrs.
1

Penson
at

Frank Carter and family of Boston are
spending their vacation with Mrs. Carter’s
parents here. Mr. Carter is in poor health
and was obliged to leave his
position in Jordan
& Marsh’s
temporarily,

Eliza Howes and Miss Grace Black
visited at W. E. Nelson’s recently.

The weather for the past few weeks has been
such that but few have had the courage to begin haying, but this week there will be more
cut.
Hay looks quite well in this section. Owing to the wet we ather many have been unable
to do any
cultivating or hoeing and all crops
are late, but with hot weather
they will soon

Miss Eva Nelson and friend of Hanover, N.
H.. recently spent a few days here with relatives.
H. Chadwick ot Albion

car.

Littlefield

H.

very

was

sick last

attended by Dr. Foster C. Small, of Belfast.
Mrs. Sawyer and sons Irving of Cape Jellison
and Bernard of Waterviile, and son-in-law, Dr.

Ss

Worcester, Mass.,
Sunday.

were

guests at J.

W. Nickerson’s

at

Gray’s hospital,

Waterville.

and

SEARSMONT.
Mrs. Lucretia Ripley received word Saturday
of the sudden death of her only brother, Chester Whitten of Knox.

Bayside.

Mr. and Mrs, Frank A. Cushman and Mr.
and Mrs. Fred S. Jackson of Belfast werfc Sunday guests of Mrs. Emma B. Cushman.

Mrs.

performed

family motored to
spent Sunday at their cottage

George L. Edmunds, wife and son spent the
day Sunday at his old home, now owned by J.
W. Wentworth.

Nelson.

was

Clement and

Northport and

Eliza Nelson is visiting her son, Warren

operation

are glad to learn that Mrs. Loren Howwill return from the Tapley Hospital this

week.

PALERMO.

Mr. and Mrs. W.
visited his mother, Mrs. Hattie Chadwick, re“After
the
drama,
Game,” was most cently.
satisfactorily rendered last Friday night by
Mrs., Charles Shorey and three children of
the Campfire Girls under the management of
D. C„ are visiting her sister. Mrs.
•Washington,
Mrs. Gus Cates. The hall was filled and everyM. Nelson.
H.
one thoroughly
enjoyed the entertainment.
The friends of John Black are sorry to learn
A “Cradle Song” by little Marie Hogan and
he had to have his foot amputated. The
that
I
Stevens
called out a most hearty enGladys

riding

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Norton of Harlem, Monare visiting her sister, Mrs.
Elijah Bel-

tana,

spent a few days in Castine recently, guests
of Mr. Ladd’s sister, Mrs. M. E. Packard, and
while there Mrs. Ladd had the misfortune to
fall and break her wrist.

severe

Miss Hattie Wren, accompanied by Mrs. W.
J. Hunt and the Misses Lettie Hunt and Martha Small, took a pleasure ride to Belfast last
Friday, making the tripin Miss Wren’s easy

Ellen Goodwin.

Mrs. Olive Ladd of Lowell, Mass., is visiting
her husband, II. W. Ladd. Mr. and Mrs. Ladd

indigestion last Thursday
fully recovered.

We were grieved to hear of the serious illness of Dr, Samuel W. Johnson, who about 40
years ago, when located in Dixmont, was our
family physician in whom we had implicit confidence.

MONTVILLE

The Foy brothers are cutting the hay on the
farm owned by Dunton and Morse of Belfast.

ers.

A1 Howes and friend of Newburgh were in
town last Saturday looking after beef, lambs
or pigs for the Bangor market.
attack

away

number from here attended the
Quite
children’s concert in Morrill Sunday night,
July 25th, and report it a very fine one, reflecting much credit on both pupils and teach-

is wen

He has Peter Lafland
Daigle helping him secure it.

24th at the home of Mrs.

passed

a

The grass in the Center cemetery has been

nay crop

old veteran,

were

Higgins.

this year.

an

Sergt. J. C. W. Hunt and friend of Belfast
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. M. F.
Hunt.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Crockett of Belfast
passed July 24th and 25th with her father,

The Campfire Girls, the Boy Scouts and Mr.
Mrs. Merton Bradford were entertained
by Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Smith Monday evening.
Mrs. Melvin Cunningham and Mr. and Mrs.
Singing was followed by a' most interesting
Robs Beckwith of Belmont were gueBts of Mr. talk by Mrs, Elizabeth Towle, National Supt.
21st.
and Mrs. W. D. Harriman July
of work among the soldiers and sailors of the
U. S. Army and Navy, conducted by the W,
SWANVILLE.
C. T. U. It was Mrs. Towle’s birthday and
she pronounced it her most happy one, made
Mr. Isaac Nickerson is steadily improving.
so by the pleasure of meeting so many bright
Mr. Rufus Brown is quite ill at the present young people. Lewis Hogan, Guide of the
Scouts, said it was the first time any one had
■writing
the Scouts as an order since its
Mr. and Mrs. Loomis Eames of Searsport recognized
E. organization. There is one thing sure, if parwere
guests Sunday of Hon. and Mrs, A,
ents and neighbors do not take these young
Nickerson.
people “into their houses they will get into
entertained
Meritbew
Mr. and Mrs. Leon
houses,” that will be of very little benefit to
her
guests
'a l.esday evening, Mrs. M. serving
them. But then our young people are not of
rwith ice cream and cake.
that class. Mrs. Towle left Tuesday for her
and
Inez
Mrs. Elma Cunningham, daughter
summer home in Newport, R, I.
of
are
gues.s
son Stanley of Melrose, Maes.,
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Nickerson.
TROY.

Martin of

Mr. M^Gann,

day.

M.

CENTER

Mrs. Inez Brown of Warren is visiting her
Joseph Jackson, who had a shock several
brother, C. F. Cushman.
I weeks ago, is slowly gaining.
Miss Annie Proctor is at home with her parHaying goes on slowly on account of so
ents, Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Proctor.
much wet and so little sunshine.

Mrs.

Henry

■***-

NORTH SEARSMONT.

Mrs. Frances Gordon Whitten of Lisbon
Falls has been visiting friends in town.

core.

E.

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS, BELFAST, MAINE.

few weeks’

a

vacation with

The

and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Harding of Brewer
their little daughter visited relatives here last

Mrs.

Swan-Whitten-Bickford Company

Fred L. Higgins and children returned
their home in Augusta July 24th.

Mrs
to

give the boys a good reception,including an
automobile ride about the city. The M, C. R. R.
will give reduced rates—one and three*fifths
fare for the round trip—good from August 24th
to 27th inclu. ive. Comrades are requested to
forward to the Secretary the names of deceased members that they can be reported. Waterto

Mrs. James Cole and son Austin passed Sunday with friends in Albion,

nicely mowed and raked by J. D. Higgins, who
has charge of the cemetery.
get their hay. but

ress.

here

THORNDIKE.

gins.

his
helping C. W. Colby get

Crows and potato bugs
tots of trouble.

The 19th Maine. The 43d reunion of the
19th Me. Regimental Association will be held
at Waterville, Maine, on Wednesday, August
Dinner will be furnished by the
25, 1915.
ladies of the G, A. R. Circle at the Post Hall,
for 35 cents. Arrangements are being made

Cemetery.

Mrs. Mary E. Pitman was the guest last Saturday night and Sunday of Mrs. V. N. Hig-

HALLDALfc.

"Lloyd Clark

The friends of Chester Whitten were sad
dened to hear of his death in Knox Jnly 24th
Mr. Whitten was a resident of this village foi
many years. His funei^pl was held at his hom<
July 26th and the interment was in Pleasant
Hill

been granted.

«.The 15th

were unitLloyd Clark and Miss Hazel Hall
of the
ed in marriage July 19lh at the heme
The funeral of Mrs, Anson Knowlton wa .1
Clark.
Lawrence
brother,
groom’s
held at her home July 16th, Rev. J. G. Vanci
officiating. The interment was in Pleasan
SWANVILLE CENTER.
Hill

Belfast
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Marden of
called on relatives in town Sunday.
Mrs. Emma Ford Levanseller of WinterMrs, H. P,
was the guest of her niece,

cnmp

j

furoToi-r)

FAMILY REUNIONS.
Prescott. The annual reunion of the Presfamily will be held at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. C. S. Adams South Montville, Aug. 7tfc,
1915. Picnic dinner. All descendants are cordially invited.—Oren W. Ripley, Sec’y.
cott

Simmons. The Simmons family reunion
will be held at the home of Fred Simmons,
East Union, Wednesday, Aug. 11th. If
stormy
on that day, the first fair
day.—A. A. Sim-

mons, Sec’y.
Mrs. George Plaisted and son George of
Bills.
The annual reunion of the Bills
Malden,Mass.,are summer guests of her daughfamily association will be held at Oakland
ter, Mrs. Raymond Packard.
P ark, August 11th. If
stormy, the first fair
Friends of Mr. Del Dunton have received
day.
the
for
throat
his
word that the operation on
Starrett-Spear. The annual Starrett and
removal of goitre was successfully performed.
reunion will be held at Reunion grove,
Spear
&
Cobb
of
Paine,
firm
Mr. John Paine, of the
Warren, August 19th.
who was taken violently ill one day last week,
while out on the delivery team, is very much
Bisbee-Waltz. The annual reunion of the

Bisbee and Waltz families will be held at the
Minnie Knowlton and son WilEon, who home of J. E. Benner, Warren, Maine, August
have been visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. ! 19th. If stormy, next fair day.
Wilson Whitten, have returned to their home I
The Simmons family will hold
Simmons.
in Conway, N, H.
their annual reunion on August 11th, at the
:
of
Natick,
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Sweetland
home of Fred Simmons, East Union. If stormy,
Mrs. Augustus Stevens is visiting her sons Mass., and Mrs. Howard Lyman and two chil- : the first fair
day.
Mrs.
at Belfast and Stockton Springs.
dren of Meriden, Conn., are visiting
Hills. The annual reunion of the Hills
Fred Bagley of Detroit was at the Center Myra Hall and Mrs. George Luce.
family will be held August 25, 1815, at F. P.
Sunday the guest of his brother and sister.
Bennett’s, Libertv, Maine, All members and
UNITY.
Mrs. Lizzie Hopkins of Plymouth is passing
connections are invited to attend. If stormy,
a few days with her sister at the Center.
Orville Fuller of Togus passed the week-end the reunion will be held the first fair day.
Reuel Rogers, Esq., of Belfast passed the
with his mother, Mrs. Clara Fuller.
“HELL ON THE WABASH."
week-end with his sister, Mrs. Myra Terrill.
Mrs. Van Deets of Attleboro, Mass., is the
Mrs. Kierstead and two children from Grove- guesl Ui uer Bvii,
An Old Fiddler’s Contest, at Decatur, 111,,
town, N. H., spent the week end with Miss
Oscar Hunt and family of Portland are pass- has struck a new note. Always, in reading of
such contests, we can look with an expectation
Erdene Pierce.
ing a few days at Windermere Park.
which is never disappointed for such old friends
Mr. and Mrs. Herman and son of Benton and
as “Leather Breeches,” “Money Musk
Miss Gladys Twitchell of Vassalboro is passOld
M
ITlniav Hill
...• U.J
Zip Coon,” or “The Arkansas Traveler.” But
ing a few days at the Central House.
at
Decatur
went
to
the
prize
Lyman Drake, 78
Mr. Hill's parents here last Sunday,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Sawyer of Fairfield years old (or is it 78 years young?) for his
the
of
“Hell
on
The ball game on the Mitchell ground last were week-end guests of Mrs. Lucy Mitchell.
Wabash.”
playing
That is a fiddle piece we should like much to
Saturday was between the Winnecooks and
Woods ot Everett, Mass., has been the hear. But who can say, with confidence, that
Lynn
Troys, and the score was 3 to 2 in favor of
guest of his brother, W. F. Woods, the past he has not heard it under another name,in some
other section of this vast and wide-spreading
Troy.
week.
country? It is a peculiarity of the fiddle piece
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley and daughter, Miss
of
Fairfield
W.
spent in our mpsic that it often takes on a name from
Mt. and Mrs. J.
Sawyer
Helen of Lewiston, accompanied by Miss
Mrs.
Lucy its surroundings. What is called “The MissisSunday with Mrs. Sawyer's mother,
Mamie Stone, were calling on friends at the
sippi Sawyer” at Ground Tower, 111, might
Mitchell.
easily be called “Hell on the Wabash” at Mount
*
Center Sunday.
The Rev. James Ainslie and family of Sears- Carmel, on the other edge of the same State.
We have heard what was called “Turkey in the
Van Stevens of Pittsfield was in Troy Sunday
port have been calling on friends in town the Straw” in Texas, called “The Devil’s i^ream”
in his new runabout. He was accompanied
past week,
in Southern Indiana, and “Hell for Sartin” in
upon his return by his grandmother, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Lindsay of Farmington I Eastern Kentucky.
Martin Mitchell, who will remain for a visit.
But the name with which Lyman Drake carwere the guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Whiteried off the honors at Decatur is new to us,
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Libby of Bangor spent
house Monday.
though doubtless it is old in all of those gray
Saturday and Sunday at the home of Mr. Mcold towns along the Wabash, relics of pioneer
C. B. Mitchell and Mr. and Mrs. Frank TozFarland in East Troy. On Sunday two auto
days, where it may have been so named long
ier have been on an automobile trip through
before Lyman Drake,even tnough 78 years old,
1 oads of former neighbors came from Palmyra
was born.
It may have come down from the
Axpostook
county.
to call on the Libbys.
Have
rtf tho flithnolmpn ichn nnoa nairinofaH
at the Soldiers’ the Wabash in considerable
who
been
has
Gregg,
Henry
numbers, and who,
A good attendance at the Troy church last
Home at Togus for the past few weeks, re- according to veracious chroniclers, often raised
Sunday in spite of busy season and weary men
that state of things along shore described in
turned home recently.
and horses.
Rev. Mr. Snow used the very unthe title.—St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
Dr. and Mrs. F. R. Carter of Burlington
usual text found in Ex. 10:26—“There shall not
of Mr. and Mrs. R. C.
TO REPAIR CAMDEN ROADS.
a hoof be left behind"—giving a
strong ser- Vt., have been rguests
Whitaker the past week.
mon,
Camden held a special town meeting July
Mrs. Julia Getchell, formerly of Waterville
Mrs. Luetta Harding, who has been in Mas- 17th to consider what would be done about rebut now from New Haven, Ct., has been visit- sachusetts and New Hampshire for the past pairing the roads damaged by the big storm,
was pretty
and the whole
thoroughly
ing Mrs. Clary and Mrs. Chase at their sum- six months, is the guest of his daughter, Mrs. dfscussed. Thequestion
Camden Herald reports that
mer home here. Mrs. Getchell has been travelR. C. Whitaker,
the general sentiment of the meetinar was in
favor of making the repairs in a thorough and
ing quite extensively in the South but, like
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Carter, who have been in
permanent manner. The total estimates
many others, is attracted to the coolness an
Montana for the past year, returned home Sat- amounted to $8,240, which included the requiet of Maine during the warm days.
urday and will occupy their cottage at the building of the Spring Brook bridge. As this
The entertainment given by “The Pierces lake for the remainder of the Bummer.
bridge is on the line of the State Highway
trunk line it was felt that the town should
at G range hall last Friday evening brought oul
town
were
Presthe
in
recent guests
take this matter up with the State, so the
Among
a good attendance in spite of the fact thai
ident George C. Chase and son and Prof. Geo. amount raised was for all except the Spring
farm era were getting their first real hay wea
Brook bridge.
M. Chase of Bates College, Mr. and Mrs.
It was voted to raise by loan a sum not to
ther. This is their third visit here and wai
Charles Hansis of West Somerville, Mass., exceed $6,240, at a rate not exceeding 4 per
vote ! to be the best yet. No one else conk
and Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Pierce of West Med- cent interest, to repair the roads in accordance
have drawn so many under the circumstances
with the schedule of estimates presented by
Mass.
the committee, with the exception of the
Thei work » of the highest order, moving tin ford,
The Central House garage, recently com- Spring Brook bridge, and that the treasurer be
audi nce to laughter or tears at their will an< I
authorized to hire this money only as fast as
pleted, is an attractive and a substantial look- needed to
giving a moral uplift at the same time.
pay the bills on notes maturing in
and
It
is
fire
the
walls
proof,
ing building.
in one, two and three years, $2,000 for each
and
floor being entirely of cement construction
year.
It was voted that Eaton bridge and Turnpike
the roof covered with tin shingles. The manEe i what you want and not be troubled
Hill jobs be let out by contract if the selectwi h indigestion if you will take a
ager, T. H. Whitehouse, already has a very men could do so to advantage.
It was voted also to have the selectmen approsperous business.
Soint a committee to present the matter of
Cpring Brook bridge to the State Highway
pommissioners at their next meeting.
before and after each meaL Sold only
The meeting then adjourned to meet in the
FOR
by us—26c a box.
hall Friday, July 80th, at 7.30 p. m.,
Firemen's
^
to hear the report of that committee.
City Drug Store.

guuu

Reunion.

the

interested in erecting a monuour honored townswoman, Miss Alice Kane, please send their
contributions to Mrs. Mary F. Nickerson. Miss
Kane was one of the noblest women we ever
.AM who

ment to

'iiad with

are

the memory of

helping hand
every

to

one

eager to lend a
and it should be a pleasure for

She

us.

was

always

give something for

so

worthy

a

cause.

The L. A. S. will hold its

summer

sale and

Grange hall, Aug. 19th. The L. A.
S. will meet this, Thursday, afternoon with
fair at the

Mis. Ada Billings and her daughter, Mrs. L. B.
JNickerson.

Swanville Union church is to be re-dedicated with appropriate exercises Sunday
^aft err.oon, August 22nd. The exercises at the
c hurch
will be followed by our annual memThe

orial exercises at the

cemetery.

Mr. and Mrs. S. A.

Strickland and Mr. and

Chauncy Harderson and little son Lowell
of Bangor were quests of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Cunningham Sunday. They were accompained
by Mr. and Mrs. Emery Cunningham, who had
Mrs.

been their

guests for several weeks.

WHAT IS HEALTH?
How to

Keep

Well

Health is ease, sickness is dis-ease.
Health is ac-cord, sickness is dis-cord.

Bodily harmony

bodily

health.
When every organ does its share of
and
is
in
with
the
work,
harmony
other organs, there is robust, joyous
health. If you are out of sorts and
unhappy, know the joy of living by
means

getting yourself healthy with the aid

of “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine.
It
the body of common ills and
keeps the stomach, liver and bowels

«ases

in tune.
__

Oakland, Maine.
We have used L. F. Atwood’s Medicine for

tune years and find, it excellent for sick headaches.
My husband takes it for gas in his
stomach. We give it to our two little girls
for biliousness and when troubled with worms.
Mrs. Ernest L. Booker.

35c bottle

Buy
'•your nearest
or write today for a free sample.
FREE.—On receipt of a yellow’ outside
■wrapper with your opinion of the medicine,
a

at

store,

will send one of our Needle Books with a
|food assortment of high grade needles, useful
an every family.
we

-L. F.” MEDICINE CO*

Portland, Me.

tuviiiKivs

Only

a

few

w

«>

ami

uuiu

Silas Adams

more.
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Sunday, August 8th, at 10.30. Music, invo
cation, address of welcome and messages by
the President, Louis F. Jones of Bangor. At
2.30 p. m., lecture by Mrs. Helen P. Ressegue
of Hartford, Conn., whose well-known reputation as a trance speaker is nation-wide. She
is one of the very best. At 7 30, a social

meeting.
Monday

at 2,30. A meeting in memory of
arisen co-workers with several speakers.
At 7 30, public seance.
Tuesday at 2 30. Address by Mrs. Ressegue.
At 7.30, public seance.
Wednesday at 7.30. A fine entertainment,
and dance. Full announcement later.
Thursday at 2.30. Address by Freeman W
Smith, subject, “Guide to Happiness.” Mr.
Smith is the only living active member of the
original pioneers of this camp. At 7.30, public
our

Beance.

Friday at 2.30. Lecture by Mrs. Ressigue.
At 7.30, public seance. A ten cent fee will be
charged at these public seances.
Saturday at 2.30. Annual business meeting

NEURALGIA PAINS

Children Cry
FLETCHER’S

OASTO R I A

Nothing Better

I

than bread and butterwhen the bread is m.i.
from William Tell F)t>Ur

JB

Nothing

more

whole

be

,-

follows:

Wednesday,

10 30

I

don’t, need to suffer those agonizing
ir. the face, head, arm, shouldere,
chest and back. Just apply a few drops of
soothing Sloan's Liniment; lie quietly a few
minutes. You will get such relief and corrfortl
Life and the world will look brighter.
Get a bottle today. 3 ounces for 25c, at all I
| Druggists.

FOR SALE AT YOU A

fictu/Bm ncy :>

CROCERS B

To listen to reports of committees,
elect officers, read letters from absent comrades, and such other business as may come
up. 7.30 p. m. Camp fire, to "Which all comrades and their ladies, Ladies of the W. C. R.,
ladies of the G. A. R. Circle, Daughters of
Veterans, Sons of Veterans and their auxiliary,
and a'so Spanish fWar Veterans, are invited.
m.

p.

Thursday, Sept. 9.

A

Usual reduced rates
boat lines.

on

The

general good time.
railroads and steam-

SHORTHAND

I Camp,

Post

TELEGRAPHy
...

■.n‘*

Cottage]

-AND-

Home

Thursday, Aug. 12, at Bosworth
Portland. It is planned to make
the anniversary especially interesting in view
of this year marking the 50tb anniversary of
the close of the Civil war, A large attendance

reunion

BUSINESS

has been tho puliey of this institution fW e recogniz-“the purchasers right !
tion of the goods, and a test of their quality before payment irequired No ut:
New England has faith enough in you or itself to allow this
Full satisfaction
PORTLAND
BANGOR

NO PAYMENT !N ADVANCE

16th Maine. The 16th Maine RegiAssociations will hold its 40th annual

mental

led

a.

m. Business meeting to read reports,
appoint
committees, and read the roll of honor. 2.20

^®®

wonderful bread makire

STOPPED

pains

held in Portland, Sept. 8th and 9th, with
in the West End Hotel. The proas

^B

William Tell goes farthe
loaves to the sack in addi'|,.v;

You

nerve

headquarters
gram will be

;

8
8
,n>' B

either, or a better fo s f
B
growing children, beca-;C IB
William Tell is made f; ;;j B
Ohio Red Winter When
richest in nutritive vahc’ IB
Milled by a special pr «•,3®.

of the Association. At 7.30 entertainment
and dance.
Sunday at 10 30 and 2 30. Lecture by Mrs.
Ressigue followed by messages by Mrs. Linnie
ri. Strout of Bangor. At 7.30 farewell meeting. Miss Olive Dole of Bangor will lead the
singing throughout the sessions, assisted by
Prof. F. M. Davis of Boston,

The 11th Maine. The 44th annual reunion
of the 11th Maine Regimental Association will

on

hall in

Everything

comrades together with members of their
families is desired, as also of the honorary
members of the association. A dinner will be

in

Supplies

Staple and Fancy Groceries.

of

Fruits

served in the post dining hall at 1, and the
regular business meeting will follow at 2 30 and
at 6.30 a free banquet will be given by the
Daughters of Veterans. The evening will be
given up to a camp-fire, and this will be made
the crowning event of the day. Several mat-

Vegetables

j

Ward’s Bread and Cake

will receive attention at the business session, among these being the raising of a fund
for a portrait of Gen. Tilden to be placed in
the State house at Augusta.

Received

Poland

daily

fresh lrom the

{

bakery.

Spring and Mineral Waters

1

CLIQUOT GINGER ALE,
TOILET ARTICLES, ETC.

HUMPHREYS*

Witch Hazel Oil
(COMPOUND)
For Piles or Hemorrhoids,
External or Internal, Blind or

Bleeding, Itching or Burning.
One application brings relief.
Two sizes, 25c. and $1.00, at
all druggists or mailed.

and

IN THEIR SEASON.

ters

A. A. HOWES & CO.,
Groceries,

Medicines

Drugs,

,===^^=^=

———-,=!

Send Free Sumple of Oil to

W- A. HALL
Humphreys Eomeo. Medicine Co.,

156 William

St., New York.

and

Plumbing

Sick Animals
The treatment

of diseases of Hnrseg.
Cattle, Sheep, Dogs and Fowls, is given in
Dr. Humphreys’Veterinary Manual, mailed
free. Humphreys’ Veterinary Kemedies,
15fi William St., New York.

Heating

CONTRACTOR.

DIRECT LINE

Clarion

Men Bay Moat Co.

Ranges.

COMMENCING

67 Church

Tuesday, June 15, 1915,
STMR. GOLDEN ROD
Will

run

every week

day

as

Belfast,

follows:

Street,

Maine.

Leave Brooksville, 6.45 a. m.; Castine, 7.00 a
> a; Warren's Landing, Islesboro, 7.20 a m; arive in Belfast, 8.10 a m, returning leave Belast, 8.30 am.
Leave Brooksville, 1 45 p m; Castine 2 00 p
n; Warren’s Landing. 2.20 p m, in time for
>oat to Boston and give people about 2 hours
'or shopping in Belfast, Returning leave Bel!ast, 5.00 p m, for Warren’s Landing, Islesboro,
Castine and Brooksville.
CONNECTIONS
Will be made with Eastern Steamboat Co. to
ind from Boston. Maine Central Railroad to
ind from Boston. Steamer IsleBboro to and
from Camden. After July 4, connection Sundays with Eastern S. S. Co. from Boston for

_
—

Warren’s Landing,
Islesboro, Castine and
Brooksville. Sunday service will be discontinued if not profitable.

PRESTON’S

AGENTS

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable

Belfast; James Richards,
J. M. Vogel, Castine; C. P.
Brooksville.
lapley,

Fred Patterson,
Warren’s Landing;

Parties desiring a pleasant sail on Penobscot
Bay, can take stmr. Golden Rod at 8.30 a m
from Belfast and have 3 hours in Castine. Or
leave Castine at 2.00 p m for Belfast, giving
about 2 hours to shop. Returning, leave Belfast at 5.00 o’clock p m. These excursions have
always been very popular in the past seasons.
Connections will be made with stmr. Sieur
DeMonts to and from Rockland at Castine for
Warren’s Landing and Dark Harbor.
First-class teams will meet boats at Warren’s

Landing to take passengers or freight to
part of the town.—Conrad Beckett.
24
Ring up 79-14

any

COOMBS BROS. Managars.

For Sale

You Can Enjoy Life

'QaxjaBJL Dyspepsia
Tablet

program:

better.
Mrs.

PARK.

Th# thirty-third annual campmeeting at
Verona Park will open Sunday, August 8th,
and continue eight days. Following is the

Secy.

»

Samuel Whitten, who has been the
truest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. H.
Nickerson, at Maple Terrace the past week,
returned to her home in Portland Monday.
Mrs.

CAMPMEETING AT VERONA

Is situated on Washington street just off Main street. 1 have single an.'
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patron
Iy28
age issolidted. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
W. G. PRESTON,

TiT^YOUR^CROPS

I

l'

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW YORK

j

Farm For Sale
Consisting of 120 acres of fertile soil, not
rocky; splendid hay and potato land; timber
and wood enough to pay entire cost; beautiful
buildings and an elegant home.
Frank Grady, caretaker; no trespassing under penalty of law. Address
tf9

$39.00
-AT-

JACKSON &'HALLa8

Flour

F. E. ELKINS.
131 Eu/eka Street,
San Francisco, Californa

is

Cheaper

Get our prices before you buy. We are agents
for Stott’s Peerless and Stott’s Fancy Patent.

PERRY’S CASH MARKET.

|

DECIDE

They will tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
in the Best Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine.
JACKSON & HALL BELFAST AUENTS.

X
/

|

Proprietor

Dr. W. C. LIBBEY.
DENTIST,
39 MAIN STREET,

BELFAST. MAINE

Dissolution of Partnership.
The partnership of DOAK & PATH
formerly consisting of Carieton Doak
fast and Arthur W. Patterson of Castu"'
»r
been dissolved. Mr. Doak will continue
fast and Mr. Patterson in Castine.

^

^

'"i

1 ■■

—‘Tu

| Washington Correspondence.
Washington, D. C., Aug. 2, 1915.
That the Democratic party is incompetent ia the statement made by Senator
John Sharp Williams of Mississippi in
an address to the United States Senate.
“The poor, dear, old foolish Democratic party is going through the same
game that she can be generally trusted
to go through,” said Senator Williams
to his Democratic colleagues.
“You
cannot govern the country.

You

are

in-

competent."
Some

Mountains.

in the

gain

|,es Miserables.”
fords.

,jng

Life at Craw-

My last letter
on a rainy day, and today I
.written
1
tune played by fallu. the familiar
peak Journal:

ik

We have had rain some
seems to me since I
0-' very day it
;. ire, and one terrific cloudthe rain literally fell in
vv
,..
;r0ps.

..

..ve began to think about Noah
and the rain that fell forty

of this incompetency
has been referred to hitherto in stories
pointing out specific errors in the tariff
bill due to inexcusable blundering. Mistakes in other laws have been discussed
in more recent articles. A brief resume
of these mistakes is given herewith, to
be followed later by instances of other
faulty Democratic legislation.
No. 8. The provision enacted by the
Democratic Congress to build up the
American merchant marine utterly failed to achieve its purpose, and conferred
the proposed benefit instead upon comto
the
house.
For
some
time
brought
vessels of other countries, giving
he remained insensible and a gloom was peting
to foreigners the profits from
high
cast over Crawfords, for we all rememfreight rates, according to the decision
bered the fatal accident of last year.
of the Court of Customs Appeals in the
The next day, however, the man was refive per cent rebate case.
ported out of danger. Within a day or
No. 9.
The Democratic Congress
two he had repaired his car, the brake
blundered in enacting the law to provide
of which had broken and caused his acciand comfort at sea for
dent, and with remarkable grit, had con- greater safety
and seamen by naming two
passengers
on
his
the
tinued
mountains.
trip through
dales for the time it should
Just now,looking up from my writing, my conflicting
take effect.
a
rested
beautiful
rainbow,
upon
eyes
No. 10. The “war tax” law was inclose at hand, the end seeming to touch
was not based upon
the shore of Saco Lake exactly over my j accurately drawn;
correct estimates and failed to
provide
favorite seat and the perfect arch bend- !
the money needed; necessitated
expenover the side of the mountain. Beau-
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All lovers of the great outdoors—fishermen, huntsgolfers, tennis players all choose

ik

at

until God’s beauti-

secure

man; the instructor of music at

—

men,

CIGARETTES as the mildest, purest
enjoyable form cf smoking

and most

Smoking with these lovers cf sport is an important
part of their day’s pleasure. They want the finest

satisfying smoke they can get. It isn’t
surprising, then, that so many sportsmen choose
PERFECTION CIGARETTES!

and most

PERFECTIONS
They

are

tobacco.

are generous
sized cigarettes.
made cf the purest and finest Virginia
They are mild, but satisfying, with a

natural sweetness that will appeal to you, tco.
Ten for 5c.

PERFECTIONS ccm.e to you in a
hand-wrapped tin foil package
that's why they
keep in perfect condition, free and easy-drawing.
Ask yo lr dealer for a package of PERFECTIONS
today !
Keep the coupon you find in each
—

package. These coupons are
good for many valuable presents.
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cent reduction in the tariff on
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Hugo’s entire works,
thoughtful friend, adorn

Victor
a

“Les Miserables” is
due for

ves.

nothing coming

■.lth

d up here among the mounideal opportunity for readread unmoved the
no could

tax a question that has Deen taken to
insult and our exhilarated fellow counthe courts for determination.
for
the
soon
evening. J
disappeared
tryman
We have a French Count, with his fam-

ily, staying in the house, but
have observed, titled people
like other

far

as
are

people, only perhaps

as

Washington, D. C., Aug. 2, 1915.
May, when Josephus Daniels took

I

Last

exactly
a

trusty fountain

his

litde

pen in

hand and

spilled several quarts of ink over a lot of
good white paper which was subsequentneck —which is by no means elastic—in
: that grand soul, reclaimed
ly “wished on to” President Garfield of
an effort to see Sir this or Lady that,
tack night of sin and bitterWilliams College, he said:
man
haired
some
white
who
is
very likely
pair by the Christ-like deed
“Congress bas enlarged the torpedo
or woman whose face wears the same
: man, and his few words of
plant at Newport, more than trebling its
MARRIED ON THE LAWN.
lines of weariness, dissatisfaction and
j
-.ness: “Jean
Vaijean, my
capacity, and the cost of manufacturing
dyspepsia that the faces of good Amerino longer belong to evil,
torpedoes has been reduced from $4,202.- Searsport's First Out-of-Door Wedding.
I have bought your soul of can citizens wear—only more so.
Buck-Fokd. Searsport’s first on-the11 to $3,245.72 each.”
Benton
And
it
is
now
evening again.
lawn wedding was solemnized Saturday,
iraw it from black thoughts
It now appears that “the torpedo
July 24th, when Miss Lillias Ford berit of perdition and give it to and I have just come in from a little plant at
Newport” is not engaged in came Mrs. Silas Pike Buck. It was a
is from the man whom he, in wTaik down the path to the depot, for the
“manufacturing torpedoes” at all, that charming event. None of the hundred
rain is over, and the moon shines gloriniion, Had just robbed and;
it is not capable of such manufacture, odd guests who assembled for the occasion will ever forget the picture.
Its
i.
murdered—but who had ously. Oh the beauty of these moun- and that there is. one
plant in the Unitsimplicity of arrangements, trees and
tains on a night like this, with purple
;:u instead of punishing him.
ed States which today can turn out a
flowers, green lawn and great wedding
read unmoved the struggles shadows hanging over them, and fleecy finished
torpedo. That is the E. W. bell fashioned from evergreen made a
And
their
summits.
on
clouds
'■
in
-eat soul from that hour,
breaking
Bliss Company, makers of the Bliss- whole which was impressive. The marsod, condemned, hunted and yet, they are too lofty and unapproach- Leavitt torpedo, in the patents of which riage took place at the home of tne
bride’s mother, Mrs. Effie Ford, at that
I know a place just as beautiKi-cii'e.l body, meeting injustice at able.
the United States claims an interest. It part of the town known as Park. The
moon
is
; ~;rn, tracked and spied upon by
shining tonight was on account of its interest in the
tul, where the
pat- quaint, old-fashioned, low-studded house,
nestled in behind the apple and pine
I*ignoble J avert, yet moving serenely on the waters of the Passagassawaukeag ent that the government refused to
perttreagn suffering growing in humil- and is looking down through the elm mit the Bliss company to manufacture trees, a velvety, green lawn stretching
down 150 feet to the road, all fitted
grace—until, just at the last, his trees upon—well, for one thing upon a torpedoes for any of the belligerent into the arrangement admirably and
Miiir,f happiness is filled to over- white coon cat, with a saucy independenhelped to make it all attractive. To
European nations.
'wing because the clouds are lifted, curl in the end of his tail.
This information comes to the front in add to the picturesqueness of the
was the many horses and carscene,
■ib two people whom he loves know
Good night, Dear Journal,
j connection with a schedule for proposals riages hitched in the orchard to the east
to as he
R.
T.
Newell.
the
understand
is,
simple
which was sent out in May by the bureau of the house. Big, though it was, the
SEteir of his life, and come seeking Crawford House, N. H„ July 23, 1915.
0f supplies and accounts of the Navy barn of the farm was inadequate to meet
j
demands made upon it and guests were
®do s>>othe with remorseful tender-1
; Department, and asking for bids on every forced to stand their teams in this
orhis last hours. A sad story—yes— Maine department of agriculexcept me explosive, mat goes in- chard, while the autos of which there
ture.
c®! more sad than the story of many
to the manufacture of torpedoes. The were several, were parked in front.
today, could the story be told by
|“i®
proposal specifies delivery of these parts Guests began arriving shortly after
it Blaster
To the breeders of Registered Cattle in
noon and by 2 o'clock more than a hunpen of a Victor Hugo. The
at the torpedo station at Newport, and
dred were present, including pupils of
“Jot it is that there are so few “Mon- Maine:
the parts called for, when assembled, the Park
school, where Mrs. Buck has
The Department desires to publish for
pieur Welcomes’’ in the world, ready
would make 310 torpedoes.
been a successful teacher for several
a list of the breeders of
™ Christian
distribution
pure
charity and love to buy a
This schedule calls for the delivery of years. At the appointed hour the bridal
bred stock in this State.
Will
left the house.
the
came
more

so, and

I

no

longer dislocate my

■

-■

•'

to

withdraw

it

from

you kind-

black

ly assist by giving your correct name
1,1 i back
and address, and also the total number
to
too that there are so
of animals either registered or eligible
many Javerts
imng to track and trail human souls for registry in your possession? Be care"b to perdition.
ful to specify the breed. If Jersey
whether Maine State or American Jersey
joes merrily on, as I have said,
sP»e of theweather, and in
spite of Cattle Ciub.
The value of this list will depend upon
although both are no doubt fact,,n
making this a duller season so far its completeness. Please call the attena;.var. Every moment of sunshine tion of the breeders in your vicinity to
o
this important matter.
most of,and the peoplecaught
!Bt
An early reply is necessary so that this
stowers laugh at the joke. Inside
there are fires blazing in the list may be ready for distribution at the
■‘^',1 aces, or the steam heat comes Fairs. We will appreciate your coopera*r,lm the weather turns too
J. H. Blanchard,
chilly; tion.
B|11' ate a
Dairy Instructor.
really hot summer day
! to
Augusta, July 29, 1915.
my knowledge strayed in
V

■

spirit of perdition and
God, and on the other

the

.1

1

1
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the Notch.

The orchestra of

is

unusually fine this year,
mteruoon and evening concerts
e'"a:
enjoyed.
Every evening I
cing in the ball room, every
"00n tea is served in the
lobby, ]
', w hen the weather permits, (
are
golf, tennis and base ball
1

■'

while

'■

here—never lose their charm.

boat
mt

on

Saco Lake, too, which

overlook,
Uent.

as

from it the fish-

Pinnev, who is an
uii
fisherman,landed three large
afternoon recently, one weighPounda and eight ounces, which

lt|w"hurl
"i!

chief amusements,

the

trumping and mountain climbee
things for which most

~

“on.

Mr.

mounted to present to Gen.
not

d

^
Or.

goods impromise arched the sky. There bia University, and every forenoon we
ported in American bottoms.
a little music that is worth listening
so real and unquestionget
quite
No. 12. The most vital error a
legislato when he sits down to the piano. One
aith of a little child.
tive body can make was
incorporated in
he was sitting in the lobby
evening
rains
the
while
ek or more,
the
‘war tax” law,
Congress having
within hearing distance, when another
,'id in spite of them people
two conflicting dates as to the
given
moun
the
man, somewhat exhilarated by
and life went merrily on at
time Schedule B should
begin to operate.
tain air and—other things—came to our
1 have been living in Victor
No. 13. Congress invited litigation
I windows and said in a rasping keyed up
over Schedule B of the “war tax” law
tone:“You see that man sittingover there?
read the book, wishing beby failing to clgarly express the meanHe’s a German. He’s a Bosch-er-r-r”
to have it for my very own,
ing of the provision to tax “cosmetics,”
in
a
most
indescribable
growl. and the
ending
: ough to follow the wondermatter is now in the courts.
VXJnll
KrootKc iivnonfintr
or ot Jean Valjean from beNo. 14. Thousands of dollars collected
States
and
the
United
between
Germany
nd of the story. Often in
from trust companies under the “war
Mrs.
then and there.
or private
library I have to be declared
tax” law may have to be refunded bethe parti“ducked”
behind
and
I
Wright
j cause Congress
ages, read a little here and
failed to make clear
the
to
handle
Mrs.
j
Pinney
then returned it to its place tion, leaving
whether or not they are
the ;
subject to the
hut at last like a “dream situation, but the German ignored

,,

''

J

§

legislative branch, and has
Supreme Court to declare inthe law allowing a five
per
Colum- operative

eagerly for the rainbow expense” said a gentleman standing
unusually heavy shower, not near. This man is a full fledged Ger-

I

Sportsmen!

among

1

t.

..

The Choice

measure

thirty nights, and the poor sin-tayed out in the rain; and to ing
sive litigation; and adequate
preparation
tiful bow of promise! It was so near
.vv many in these days would
for its enforcement was not made, causshould
to
embark”
walk
that
a
moments
would
have
..j prepare
brought
ing great delay, annoyance and con,e. I can remember that, as a
me to the pot of gold, but alas! The
j fusion.
the
of
the
and
the
deluge,
not
for
rainbow
was
story
;mld,
me,
gold
No. 11. The executive branch of the
faded away, as rainbows do.
;ures of it in the big Bible,
“They
Democratic administration is at war
-at impression upon me, and I
get up these things here regardless of

tv;

I-,

I

long

ago there was

an

au-

trident in The Notch, which
'1-ar|y proved fatal to the one
Evolved. He was found by some

^ Pcrs

not

jumpers”
reside
8
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A CENTURY OF

LITTLE GIRLS.

One went basked in stiff brocade
And worked queer

and trett,”
And Webster's Spelling Book was made,
Page after page, by heart to get;
And with her schoolmates on parade
Threw a rose at Lafayette.
sums

in "tare

One in pantalettes and shawl
Sedately walked, a proper lass!
She in the Old Lyceum Hall
Heard Jenny Lind! and, class by class,
Her school went forth to view the pall,
The catafalque of Lincoln, pass.

was

the various parts of torpedoes for which
are asked, twenty-five per cent 150
days after the contract is signed and

bids

twenty-five

per cent each month there-

j after until the contract has been filled.

|

Now, torpedoes

are practically nothii g
but miniature motor boats which carry s
heavy charge of high explosives in the

head.

This schedule calls for a

variety

of parts, such as 311 caBings for the torpedoes, 320 forward and 320 after propellers, 325 each submerged guide bottoms and tops, 360 turbine wheels, en-

gine parts, casings, combustion flasks,
driving gears, and a long list of minoi
parts, such as any machine shop could
turn out.
The schedule itself is an
ment
ment

acknowledgon the part of the Navy Departthat it is not equipped to manu-

facture any of the component parts oi

torpedoes.
So it is difficult to imagine just wha<
Josephus Daniels had in mind when he

spoke

of

“manufacturing” torpedoes.
As a matter of fact, if any disastei
should overtake the Bliss factory, the

Government would be unable to obtain
even the most important parts of torOne wore huge sleeves, and thought great pedoes in the United StateB, and in case
cheer
of war, naval officers say, the Newporl
To dance the two-step o'er and o’er.
torpedo station would be practically useShe worked the Cuban Sag and spear
less, as the finished torpedoes could be
Upon a sofa pillow for
A youthful cousin volunteer
manufactured much more quickly at the
That summer of the Spanish War.
7
Blis6 factory.
The last can ride and swim and wend
On camp-fire hikes: and yet would the
Tales of her forebears hear no end!
And oft she cries, "What fun 'twould be
If they could come alive, and spend
The afternoon, and stay to tea!’’
—Sarah N. Cleghorn in Harper’s Magazine foi

August,

To feel strong, have good appetite and ditramps up here, but
gestion, sleep soundly and enjoy life, use Burunconobserve—lying
dock Blood Bitters, the family system tonic.

his wrecked car, and

:

Price, *1.00
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know that

Points.

we

Republicans

got our

money’s

It is strange that the advocates of government ownership, who assert the fail-

worth out of him every minute
he was in the State Department?
•-:-

govern-

you

The

icoo

i/iinii

me
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TRUCKING

Avenue, Belfast.

E. H. BOYINGTON,
Eye-Sight Specialist
OF THE

BOYINGTON OPTICAL

CO.,

44 South Main Street. fflnteruort, Maine
OFFICE

DAYS. MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS.

PERSONALS.

Wyman of Belfast
Tuesday calling on friends.
Ed.

was

in

town

Mark Hurd returned Sunday from a
Henry Ford’s campaign against “eat- visit
with relatives in Liberty.
ing too much” is interesting, but beMrs. M. T. Dodge left Tuesday for a
lated. The Democratic Congress beat
visit with friends in Burnham.
him to it by about two years through the
j L. W. Clark,
Esq., of Burnham was in
Commerce Commission must be charged enactment of a low tariff.
town on official business last Monday.
with the duty of regulating rates, superMiss Rosamond Wood of Troy is visitOn the same ballot which the United j
vising provisions for protection of life, States Chamber of Commerce used in re- ing friends in town for a few days.
and guarding against favoritism and disMrs. Maude Hurd returned Monday
cording its opposition, by 690 to 89 votes,
crimination, surely all these duties must to the Administration
ship-purchase from a vacation spent with relatives in
be performed under government ownerscheme, was printed this question: “do Liberty.
ship.
Seth W. Norwood of Brooks was a
favor subventions from the

*»cic

126 Waldo

PITTSFIELD

ure of'government regulation, overlook
the fact that government regulation is
just as essential under government ownership as it is today. If the Interstate

Montgomery (Ala.) Advertiser I ment to establish regular mail and
shows impatience with Postmaster Gen- freight lines undsr the American flag to
eral Burleson, who declared the postal countries in which the commercial interdeficit to be “due to the war.” The de- ests of the United States are important,
ficit was $6,500,000, and the Advertiser and to American dependencies?” On
points out that postal receipts in the last this question the member-bodies of the
If the
year have decreased only $600,000, while Chamber voted: Yes, 713; no, 52.
the expense of running the Department ear of Administration is keenly attuned
increased nine millions. “And this,” to the wishes of the country, there will
says the Advertiser, “in face of the be no faltering on the merchant-marine
work of reorganization in the interest of question. Republicans in Congress, we
economy, which has gone on for several feel sure, will put the question squarely
months in the postal system of the coun- up to their Democratic colleagues.
try. The shake-up in the service was
Few people, we imagine, can connect
done for no other reason, we were told
As
the tariff in their thought with religion,
party
party
at the time, than to run the Department
forth all guests arose and remained
although to be sure, a protective tariff
standing until the ceremony was over. on less money. If it cost $9,000,000 is a cardinal feature in the
Republican
An attractive bower had been arranged more to run the Post Office Department
creed. The following news item from the
under a group of four maple trees, under
the year juBt ended, and if the
during
which the ceremony took place. Everuiiij ipuw,wu
cccipto
green boughs had been laced among the
further illumination as showing that the
trees, joining a solid background, the year before, how is it that to the war is
withdrawal of tariff protection from an
green of this was broken by many wild 'directly attributable’ the deficit which
j
flowers, tastefully arranged. The mar- ! is now confronted by the Department?” industry may mean a deadly assault upriage bell, of evergreen and wild flowers
on religious as well as industrial activihung from one of the big maple branches
The President of the New England ties: “Industrial depression forced Rev.
ar.d beneath it the bridal pair stood
while Rev. C. H. McElbiney of the Shoe and Leather Association asserted Henry Greeley to resign from the pasSearsport Congregational church per- recently that the domestic shoe trade of torate of the Methodist church at Enformed the ceremony. Mr. and Mrs. this
country was not more than fifty per field, The resignation was presented at
Ralph Buck acted as groomsman and cent of normal. The
people, he said, a quarterly meeting held Sunday evenbridesmaid. Following the ceremony reare economizing and the repair trade has
ing and is to take effect imm:diately.
freshments were served.
shown an enormous increase. In other The impossibility of raising Rev. Mr.
words, the people cannot afford to buy Greeley’s salary was the direct cause
Yes—Many People
the
which required
change in the
have told us the same story—distress
new shoes and they have their old ones
after eating, gases, heartburn. A
cobbled up to las t longer. This looks to church’s leadership. The town o£ Enindusus like a fundamental demonstration that field possesses only one good-sized
hard times are by no means over, de- try and when the large mill in the place
before and after each meal will relieve
spite “war orders” which concentrate closed last July it left the town in dire
you. Sold only by us—25c.
large sums of foreign money in a few financial straits. The major part of the
City Drug Store.
localities where war material may be church’s congregation consisted of peomanufactured. The truth is that busi- ple employed in this mil! who were obligness is bad in this country and that it ed to leave Enfield and seek employment
will not beco.me permanently and gener- elsewhere when their source of income
ally better so long as the present low stopped.”
I am prepared to do all'kinds of tracking. tariff is in operation.
Building operations in Philadelphia for
Furniture and piano moving a specialty.
When the newspapermen called on the first Bix months of this
year fell off
Leave orders at the stable, corner of main
Edison and Daniels and asked the former $2,300,000 from the figures for the same
and Cross streets, and they will receive
wbat he thought about the latter’s pro- period last year. “War orders” do not
prompt attention. Telephone connection.
posed advisory board, Edison said, “It’s create a demand for houses; but steady
W. W. BLAZO,

For infanta and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years

Political

his idea.

Let him

talk.”

The main

problem, however, in this and all other
naval matters, is to get Josephus to
working instead of talking.
Mr. Bryan, announcing his return to
the lecture platform—was he ever really
away from it, by the by?—takeB occasion to^remark that while he was in public office the Republicans had to contribute to his salary, whether they liked to
ort not. Bless the man! Doesn’t he

work does.

business

caller at the

Advertiser office

Wednesday.
Morrill Burse, who has been spending
two weeks at the G. E. Stevens’ farm in
Burnham, returned home Sunday.
Mrs. George E. Stevens returned to
her home in Burnham Sunday after a
two days’ visit with her daughter, Mrs,
M. A. Huff.
the local
who haveOcean
vacation
at
spent a two weeks’
Park, returned home Sunday.

Harry E. Condon, clerk at
postoffice, and Mrs. Condon,

W. Manson, Mrs.
Mrs. W. R. Hunnewell and Mrs. A. H. Burse have returned
from a two days’ automobile trip to Mattawamkeag and vicinity.
and Mrs. J.

Mr.

Josephine Seavey,

Mrs. Frank Randlett is spending a few
at Northport with Mr. and Mrs.

days

their cottage for the summer.
Randlett will leave Tuesday for
Ocean Park.

occupying
Mrs.

W. B. McGilvery, who has been in
New York on business and in Boston
with Mrs. McGilvery and son William,
who are visiting her sister, Mrs. Samuel
R. Haines, returned home Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Dearborn, who have-

passing a few weeks in the home of
daughter, Mrs. Rose Titcomb. in
Stockton Springs, and their daughter,
Mrs. William Phillips, who has been
there for a few days, have returned

been
their

home.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Haseltine left this
morning for Belfast, where they will join
Miss Edith Haseltine, who has been visiting friends there, and will take the boat
for Boston, going from there to Worcester, where they will be the guests of Mr
and Mrs. Ralph Haseltine for two weeks
—

Pittsfield Advertiser.

can tell when .you’ll mash a finger or
cut, bruise, burn or scald. Be preparrely on Dr. Thomas’ Eclectic:
Your druggist sells it. 25c and 50c.

Never

suffer
ed.

Oil.

a

Thousands

Do Not Gripe

We have a pleasant laxative that will
do just what you want it to do.
We sell thousands of them and we
have never seen a better remedy for the
bowels. Sold only by us, 10 cents.
City Drug 8tore.

THIRTY-SIX FOR 25 CENTS
Dr. King's New Life Pills

are now supplied
glass bottles, containing 36
sugar coated white pills, for 26c. One pill with
a glass of water before retiring is an average
dose. Essy and pleasant to take. Effective
and positive in results. Cheap and economical
to use. Get a bottle today, take a dose tonight
—your Constipation will be relieved in the
morning, 86 for 26c, at all Druggists.

in well-corked

JOHNSONT
Attorney at Law,
GEO. t.

BELFAST, MAINE.
Practice in all

specialty.

Courts.

practice
|2tf

Probate
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CHARLES A. FILSBURY.

than

we

with

a

care

pie

Bryan

to

a

concluding with these words;
It is enough to say that his hold
the masses is still powerful, and he

j
over

\
i

Ship,”

a

a

sea

story by

B. O.

August number
of The American Magazine, will be read
with deep interest by all W'ho enjoy welltold tales, while others will regard it as
something more than a creation of the
Lincoln Colcord in the

c

tnrv

tpllprs

art—

ns

nn

pnir nf thp

in the end, true to the traditions of the
old-time seafarers, the worn out commander goes to his final rest in the once
that had outlived her useful,

proud ship
a

coal barge.

The communication from Mr. C. W.
Frederick in another column makes an
in

regard

I

to the

values at.

naming of Belfast’s new school buildings. The name of McLellan is generally used in speaking of the North Primary
school and it is eminently fitting that it
should be thus officially designated.
Hon. W. H. McLellan was for many
years the recognized leader of the Waldo County bar, had served the State as
Attorney General, and his son, Hugh D.
McLellan, Esq., had been principal of
the Belfast High school and his daughter, Miss Jane A. McLellan, now Mrs.
James Preston of Lowell, Mass., teacher
of languages in that school, in which
both did most efficient service.

L. J.

officers for
meeting tor the election of
held in the
be
will
Village Corporation
10. The
Bayside Theatre, at 2 30 o'clock, Aug.
treasurer,
officers will consist of a president,
secretary and seven overseers.
annual
have been issued for the

1

$5.00 Boy’s Suits at
10c..per lb.

4.00

20c. per lb.
10c. per lb.

2 50

||g
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STORE,

afternoon at

the auditorium.

of
Misses Marian and Frances MacMullien
New York are at the W. C. Thompson cottage
Misses
at Kelley’s cove and have as guests
N. Y.
Anne and Nell Greinert of Englewood,
and Lester Godfrey of Boston.
Martin C. Black has been elected tax col.

lector and constable to succeed the late Wilbur A. Greenlaw,who served but a few months
in that capacity. Mr. Greenlaw had done little
if any collecting and Mr. Black will begin at

I

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

Mrs. Alice Brown Snow of Boston arrived in
town last Friday to look after property—the
original residence of the late Capt. Henry
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Titcomb, Sylvan street, McGilvery—bought during “boom times.” She
entertained Sunday guests from Belfast and has decided to make some absolutely necessary
repairs upon the buildings. She left Saturday
Corinna.
for Bluehill, by automobile.
las1
Exeter
arrived
of
Mrs. Frank Titcomb
Monday brought Stockton a very heavy rainL.
S.
which
; fall about
Thursday to visit her sister-in-law, Mrs.
everyone hoped
midday,
Titcomb, Sylvan street.
j would clear the atmosphere of the disagreethe
has
over
that
able
landscape for
hung
fog
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Emery, Maple street, I many days. Alas! the afternoon promises no

Gertrude Atherton declares that “the
were in Castine and Brooksville last week on a
brighter skies for the morrow. The hay is
New England literary tradition” is a
suffering to be properly cured. Much will be
combined business and pleasure trip.
on
American
literature. Gerblight
ruined unless the sunshine soon blesses this
The remains of Stephen Smith, who died re- region.
tsude explains that this tradition “shows
arrived
itself in a cold, polished, exquisite sort once on the collecting.
Monday
cently in Somerville, Mass.,
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Stowers and daughter,
of writing that has almost no relation to
for burial at Sandypoint, his former home.
Miss Miriam of West Palm Beach, Florida,Mrs.
The Wesleyan Grove Campmeeting Associalife.” W'hat a pity this theory could not
A. V. Nickels, daughter Miss Desiah and
Monday the Ladies’ Aid Society of the Unihave been advanced early enough to per- tion,which holds its sessions in the auditorium,
granddaughter little Miss Edna DuBose of
in
final
was
the
Kev.
versalist
of
busily engaged
parish
mit Nathaniel Hawthorne, William Dean Northport.has secured the services
Marion, S. C., called on relatives, the Misses
Howells and several other fairly promi- John P. D. John, D. D., ex-president of De- preparations for its “Sale and Musical,” for Hichboru, Church street July 28th coming
from
Searsport in the new automobile recentnent and respectable writers to take ad- Pauw University, for a serieB of lectures during the following day and evening.
ly bought by Mr. Stowers, who finds himself
vantage of it. —Biddeford Journal.
benefitted by his surgical operation in
and
Lincolnville
much
Boston
the week of Aug. 16. Dr. John is a keen thinkof
Miss Nellie Bragg
Then there are Kate Douglas Wiggin
Boston last autumn.
and is an
er, fully abreast ol modern thought,
Maine, after spending a few days with her sisCan any one
and Sarah Orne Jewett.
Mrs. Clifford Simpson being seriously lil
unique phrasemaker, charming by the origina- ter-in-law, Mrs. Jennie M. Bragg, West Main
from a form of blood poisoning, her husband
say that their writing is a “cold, polish- lity of his expression as well as by the keen- street, left Saturday for Lincolnville.
and physician, Dr. G. A. Stevens, have decided
Mrs. Wiggin’s ness of his intellect. He will be heard with
ed, exquisite sort.”
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Griffin of Westboro, to take her to Dr. E. D. Tapley’s hospital in
books are full of vitality, wit and humor; .laocnro and nrofit Thp overlings will be Mass., arrived Thursday and are guests of his Belfast for treatment. At this writing—Monpaternal aunt, Mrs. Angie G. Mudgett, East day evening—it is expected to take her there
and r.o more charming prose was ever given up to a series of entertainments.
tomorrow, Tuesday. Dr. Stevens and her
Main street. Welcome to familiar scenes.
A tew years ago summer residents of North,
written than that from the pen of Miss
couein, Miss Leora Partridge, will accompany
Maria
F.
The
Mrs.
of
numerous
Much sympathy
friends,
her on the automobile drive.
c..i__*.
i—11.
Jewett. Aside from iheir faithful por- port had much trouble with their mails.
is extended to the husband, son and aged pardirected to Northport went to Satur- gret of her
poor health, which necessitates ents, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel H. West, in their
trayal of Maine people and scenes her Letters
the real Northport post office,where her^relinquishing her situation in Searsport.
great anxiety.
b oc-ks w ill live as long as there are read- day Cove,
were frequently delayed as the postmasthey
Mrs. Tufts, Miss Tufts and Miss Bessie Tufts
MrB. Charles P. Staples, who remained in
ers who appreciate pure literature.
if
the summer peo- of Cambridge, Mass., guests of Mrs. J, F.
ter had no way of knowing
j
Searsport with her aged invalid mother, Mrs.
left
a
home
for
at
her
summer
month,
Matilda (Dickey) Berry, on the captain's reple were stopping on the campground at Tem- Ryder
last Friday for Bucksport to visit relatives.
The News of Brooks.
turn to New York to take command of his
ple Heights, Northport, or at Saturd :y Cove.
will join him on his arrival from
Mrs. Leander Catlin and son of Boston were steamer,
After considerable discussion it was decided to
Galveston in New York, their home city.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bion B. Sanborn,Church
Mrs. Mary Warren of Jackson is the guest
of
to
name
the
the
Campground
Bay- street, last week and are with Mr. and Mrs. Stockton greatly enjoyed the recent visit of
change
of her sister, Addie Davis, in this village.
declared
side. Later it was found that unless letters James M. Treat West Main street, the present this genial couple, hoping tnat their
intention of returning to permanently live in
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Peavey’s daughter, were addressed
week.
Waldo County, they
Bayside,
Stockton
old
of
their
the
"land
birth”--good,
Rose Young, of-, is spending the sumHancock
This was
•.«_

--

with her

mer

Amy Gcdding, since the sad loss of her
family, has moved her goods to her mother’s,
and will make her home with Mrs. Lancaster
Much sympathy is felt for
for the future
her in her bereavement.
Mrs.

Gorham Hamlin, wife and son Clarence,have
gone to their farm in Jackson to remain during the haying season. Incidently he has one
of the best vegetable gardens in the village,
mo

luiuij

your

correspondent,

dboo

who

Bayside,
county.
worse than going to Saturday Cove, for it took
longer to get the letters back. Now it is proposed to make another change and North-

went to

parents.

'Auung

me

envy

ox

lately viewed it.

Mrs. Anna Baldwin of Athol, Mass., has
been with her brother, Mr. Alphonso Huff,

since the recent death of bis wife, returning
On that day Mrs. Henry
home July 31st.
Reynolds and family moved fr«.m their residence to that of her father, and we under8 tand it is their intention to make a permanent
home with him, renting their forlner one.

Jenkins has been making marked improvements in his residence. The most effective feature of the interior is the beautiful
staircase finished in black cherry and elm.
Other improvements are the addition of large
windows lighting the kitchen, which is beautifully grained and finished. The painters have
completed the exterior with white.
H. E.

George B. Roberts is entertaining visitors
from Massachusetts during the summer. His
daughter Doris since graduating from the Belfast High school has been at home until recentlj, and is now assisting Mrs. Bryant for a
time, intending to take a course in training
for a nurse at Portland in the near future.
Mrs. Martha Miller, who suffered a long illat her son Eben’s home during the winter, has sufficiently recovered to be again
keeping house in her own cosy little home.
Mrs. Emily tSeavey, a lady 92 years of age, has
been stopping with her for several weeks, recently going to Dixmont to visit a cousin.
Mrs. Miller is expecting the arrival of her son
Charles and family of Cueonta, N. Y., fora
short vacation.
ness

regret to inform the readers of The
Journal, that our regular correspondent, MarcelluB J. Dow, was stricken with a serious illness on July 28th, and has been confined to his
bed in a semi-conscious condition until the
present writing—Monday evening—and there
are fears that he may not recover.
Mr. Dow
has for many years worked hard for the interests of Brooks, always a faithful and enthusiastic booster for the advancement and
betterment of the town, and his weekly column in this paper is always eagerly looked for
by the large number of readers of the local
We

news.

SEVERE RHEUMATIC
PAINS DISAPPEAR
Rheumatism depends on an acid
in the blood, which affects the

muscles and joints, producing inflammation, stiffness and pain. This
acid gets into the blood through
some defect in the digestive process.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the old-time
blood tonic, is very successful in the
It acts
treatment of rheumatism.
directly, with purifying effect, on
the blood, and improves the digestion. Don’t suffer. Get Hood’s today.

port Harbor is suggested.

Mrs. Grace W. Britto, West Main street,
recently returned from an enjoyable trip to
Camden, Portland and adjacent towns. At
Camden she was .the guest of Mrs. John G.

Crowley.
Hichborn returned to Belfast
Sunday evening to resume her position in J.
H. Howes' drygoods store after a vacation
visit with her sister, Miss Nellie Hichborn,
West Main street.
Miss Emma

Northport Wesleyan Grove Campmeeting Association,in conjunction with the Northport Cottage Owners’ Association will give a
three days’ Chautauqua at Northport, Aug 17,
The

There will be a lecture on some interesting topic in the afternoon of each day by
some speaker of
National reputation. Each
evening there will be a performance, the program for which will be announced at a later
time It is the intention to provide attractions
of the highest character at prices intended
only to cover actual expenses. If there appears to be sufficient demand, probably the
Chautauqua will be made an annual feature,
with such additions to the program arranged
for this year as the attendance seems to make
possible. This will be in place of the Carnival
which was held last year under the auspices of
the Northport Cottage Owners’ Association,
but that Association will go out of existence
now that a village corporation has been formed
18 and 19.

Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Hopkins, with George H.
Hopkins, accompanied by Mrs. Snow of Boston
Miss Louise Griffin of Mattapoiset, Mass., and
Mrs. Everett: Staples, motored to Bluehill, last
Saturday in the Hopkins car, having a delightful trip.
Dr. and Mrs. Poore and son Dudley of Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, are summering at the Soden cot-

tage at Fort Point. We earnestly hope the
continuous fogginess of the present will not
dishearten these admirers of our Maine seacoast.
Dr. and Mrs. H. Everett Hichborn and two
sons of Cambridge, Mass., accompanied
by housekeeper and nurse, arrived last Friday
and opened the summer place of his father,Dr.
Herman G. Hichborn, East Main street, for the
summer. Welcome guests in our villlage al-

young

ways.

—may materialize in

the

near

future.

Saturday Mr. Everett Staples received

RALPH D. SOUTHWORTH CO.,
in

real estate.

land in Belfast.
Bessie E. Bruce, Belfast, to John W. and
Francis G. Bobbins, do; land and buildings in
Belfast.
Fred G. Reed, Dixmont, to R. Bryant Reed,
do; land in Jackson.
Scott H. Tolman, Boston, to Lilia B. Warrer,
Belfast; land and buildings in Belfast.

cept on prescriptions from reputable physifold to
cians, as the damage they will do is ten
the good you can possibly derive from them.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J*
Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury’
and is taken internally, acting directly upon
the blood and mucous surfaces of the system*
In

buying Hall’s Catarrh Cure

be

monials free.
Sold by Druggists.
Take Hall’s Family

Our policy to carry nothing over, together with a desire to
make room for NEW FALL MERCHANDISE make possible
the unusual low prices of this sale.

NEW YORK BARGAIN STORE,
Belfast, Maine

_
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Drake’s Cake

M
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:

Small and

Delicious with ice

cream

™H. L. Whitten Co’s.
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sign

a

in the distance;

tell the time

a

t

a

TRY

distinguish

or

do you

anything

what it is.'

you had better think

a>

Don’t
come

n

examine your eyes,
save you a good deal of

us

later

on

FRANK F. GRAVES,

|

£

OPTOMETRIST,

GRADUATE

to F.

L. Adams)
(Successor
/. O. O. F. Building, Up Stairs, Room 1, Belfast,

K

Telephone

,\h

connection.

^ »a< y y>

Connecting bggemoggin Reach with Bd:.H
“The

"“"l

Whole Wheat Bread

The

Biggest Little City in Maine

Belfast-Brooklin Steamboat Co.
STEAMER

‘ANNA

On and

; FRIED IN LARD AND ONLY

Leave
44
M

10c. per doz.

44

44
44

Captain
after August 9,1915,

Brooklin. 5
6
Sedgwick
Deer Isle. 6
6
Sargentville.
South Brooksville. 7
Cape Rozier. 7
Hughes Point. 8
Ryder’s Cove. 8
Warren’s Landing. 9

45
00
15
25
00
30
00
30
00

will make
A. M.

daily trips,

Leave

44
"
44

Sunil:

Belfast.
Warren's Landing..
Ryder’s Cove.

Hughes’ Point.
Cape Rozier.
South Brooksville...

44
"
44

Arrived Belfast, about.10 00 A. M.

For Sale

BELLE,”

Staples. Master.

James E.

DOUGHNUTS

Sargentville.
Deer

Isle.

Sedgwick.

Arrived Brooklin, about..

Connection at Belfa*
C. R. R. for Bangor, Portland & Boston, E. S. S. Co., for Camden, K
and Boston. Steamer Islesboro for Camden and Bucksport.

Cape Rozier and Eggemoggin; Flag Landings.

I

year

Thoroughbred Whitechester Boar,
eligible for registry.
10 Pigs and Shoats,

1

FEROUSON POULTRY FARM.

Wanted at Once
A table

that ch

on

block away;

be close up to

THEIR

7 Whitechester Brood Sows,
old.

*«

YOU READ

CAN

ting glasses.
day. but

Bakery

j!

for dessert, at the

other

Hogan

j

Large Size Sponge Cakes,

Price 75c per bottle.
Pills for constipation.

EVERY DAY AT THE

jnt

In Chocolate, Gold, Silver. Maple-Nut and
Fruited Spice, also the

Testi-

|F resh Food

m

jo

STORE,
HOME
and your ad. free; fights dept, stores.

Quick Clearance.

Special Low Prices.

SB

of room for

—

Boston, only 15c year

AND

fja

*

iyj

you get
and made

genuine. It is taken internally
in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co.

1

B Something New! 3

44

a

plenty

—)|[q1|c=d[1(

sure

the

S

Belfast, Maine, I

=IQ1

Beware of Ointments for
Catarrh that Contain Mercury
destroy the sense of
as mercury will surely
smell and completely derange the whole system when entering it through the mucous surfaces. Such articles should never be used ex-

~

ONE-HALF PRICE.

Mail orders promptly attended to and we pay all mail charges.
Make our store your headquarters while shopping during the Fair, and we have
leave all your bundles while out to the fair grounds.
Telephone 67-2

to Harry
Wyman G. Drinkwr ter, Searamont,
Buchanan, Camden; land and buildings in
Lincolnville.
Robert F. Russ, Belfast, to R. L. Cooper, do;

gaining rapidly.

Children’s Coats and Dresses

Main Street,

Suits at

P.

Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Whitcomb of Lowell,
week?
Mass., were guests at Ernest Wing’s last
Her
Mr8. Whitcomb is a native of this town.
was the
she
and
Pattee
Ella
was
maiden name
daughter of the late Capt. Sumner Pattee, an
old-time trader in the White Store.

MILLINERY AT ONE-HALF PRICE
At

2.75
2.00
1.50

»

ings in Searamont.

Dresses, Skirts and Waists

Marked at Prices to Make

at

of real estate were
The following transfers
of Deeds
recorded in Waldo County Registry
for the week ending August 4, 1915.
S. J. Gushee. Appleton, to H. F. Cummings
Manchester; land in Liberty.
Judson L Warren, Belfast, to Mary Elizabeth Knowlton, Billerica, Mass; land and build-

Charles Ripley has returned from Boston.
Miss Helen Cobb is visiting friends in Union
The many friends of John Paine will be glad

August Clearance Sale
Of All Summer Apparel

Boy’s

transfers

SEARSMONT

——-

Coats, Suits,

the

announcement of the sudden death of Miss
Abbie Crooker of Florida at the home of her
sister, Mrs. Hattie C. Frye, in Agawam, Mass.
No particulars are known at this writing. Monday. The message stated that the remains
would arrived in Stockton on Tuesday for interment in the family lot. MisB Crooker was
the youngest daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Hiram Crooker; and this death brings
sorrow to many old associates, who remember
the sweet face and pleasing personality of
their former companion of schoolday pleasures.
Sympathy is offered to the bereaved
nusisters, Mrs. Frye and Mrs. I. P. Tash, by
merous friends in their native town.

to know that he is

Boys’Suits

m

Boy’s $1.00 Pants now
Boys’ 75c Pants now
,5(,f
Small quantity Boy’s Wash Suits

$3.50

|

sj

now

SmsmmmmBMmmTmmMBmmmmmrnMmmimmmwmmr

Belfast, Maine.

Notices

cormeeting of the Temple Heights Spiritual
at Temporation to be held Thursday, Aug. 19,
4 o'clock in the
ple Heights in Northport at

size, at prices

a

Cuff Shirts

French

3.00 Boy’s Suits at

POTTLE S
Hay ford Block,

51

_

4150 Qual'ty.
Bates street Shirts, French Cuffs and separate Soft Collar,
Southworth’s French Cuff, $1.00, now 75 cents.

10 AND 25 CENT

Church Street,

in

Special

Successor to H. Davis’

5,

|

$3.25

_that

*€- AT SS-

The

Now

We have arranged a special counter to show our values in soft and stiff hab
All $1.00 Caps at 5Cc
All Straw Hats at ONE-HALF PRICE
I
All 50c. Caps at 35c.

Also Salted Peanuts.

the

|

S5 00

A few sizes in Rain Coats and Fall Overcoats, one or two of
will certainly appeal to you.

i

Chocolates,

location.

12 Men’s Mackinaws that sold for $5.00 and

Afew good patterns in youth’s Suits, $8.00 to $12.00

A Fine Assortment at

W. C. Thompson recently had an X-raf
shoulder
examination made in Bangor of her
months
which has been affected for several
dis.
It was found to be fractured and a slight

l!

Men’s Mackinaws

YOUTH’S SUITS

CANDY

work.

6.75
8.25

OTHER SUITS AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

NORTHPORT NEWS.
from Dari
won Tuesday, 7 to 3,
anc
Harbor, at Dark Harbor, in an interesting
did gooc
well played game. Both pitchers

$5.00

These suits are all good, fresh merchandise, but sizes are broken and we wish to close them
out.
| Cannot give you your size in all of them, but can in part of them. It will pay you to
come early as they will not last very long.
It is our aim to keep our stock clean and fresh at
all times, and in order to do this it is necessary to clean up at the end of each season. Positively no oid stock—all good, seasonable mdse, and our usual guarantee goes with every sa'e.

j

Company, Detroit.

Northport

-1

One lot Men’s Suits $8.50 to $10 value, sizes 35 to 42,\
One lot Men’s Suits, $12 to $13.50 value, sizes 35 to 38,
One lot Men’s Suits, $15 to $20 value, sizes 35 to 44,

Buyers

1

room

an

with Retail

14

MEN S SUITS

advance in these
however, that there
prior to Aug. 1, 1916.

given against

Ends

Ten

for new fall merchandise and to give the patrons
of
Fair
the very best values of The season.
County
Below is a list of many ot the good trades we have to offer:

To make
our

||

NORTON, Belfast, Maine,

Mrs.

interesting suggestion

U

440.00
640.00

spn

portrayed the passing of the
sailing ships and their commanders. And

as

$390.00

Ford Dealer in the following towns: Belfast, Belmont, Brooks, Liberty,
Lincolnville, Montville, Morrill, Northport, Prospect, Searsmont, Searsport, Stockton Springs, Swanville, Waldo.

in which is

ness

1915.

5.

we

Ford Motor

your life!”

“A Life and

Aug, 2,

made the announcement that if we could make
and sell at retail 300,000 Ford cars between August 1, 1914 and August 1, 1915 we would share profits with the retail purchasers, to the exWe have sold over 300.000 Ford cars
tent of from $40 to $60 on each car.
in the time specified, and profit-sharing checks of $50 each will be disas
after
as
tributed
possible
August 15, 1915. Retail purchasers
rapidly
who have not yet mailed us their profit-sharing coupons, properly endorsed, should do so without delay.
Our plan to profit-share with retail purchasers of Ford cars during
1914-15 has been most successful. We thoroughly believe in it, but,
realizing the uncertainty of conditions generally makes it advisable to
defer any announcement of future profit-sharing until a later date.
We are, however, confident ot our inability to reduce costs for several
months, and therefore can offer no profit-sharing for cars delivered during
August, September and October, 1915.

A summer visitor received a copy ot
the article with this passage marked and
the sender had added this comment,
on

no assurance

Profit-Sharing

|

Post,

may
be able to do incredible harm in opposing the President’s policy and assisting
Germany by creating sentiment in favor
of Congress placing an embargo on the
exportation of munitions.

“Not

be

On August 1, 1914

charac-

the London

can

(

and hot bis-

A. Maurice Low contributed

b. Detroit, effective

prices at any time. We guarantee,
will be no reduction in these prices

And we still live!

cuit at every meal.

ter sketch of

There

I

days—farther back

that had

o.

No speedometer included in this year’s
equipment, otherwise cars fully equipped.

to tell—the writer boarded

family

f.

Ford Runabout .......
Ford Touring Car.
Ford Town Car.

i

The Boston Globe sounds a pean to pie,
which leads to the query whether New
Englanders still eat pumpkin pie for
breakfast as they used to in the good
old days. —Binghamton (NY) Press.
school

prices

The following

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 s
year; $1.00 for six months; 60 cents for three
months.

early

|Ijj

ANNOUNCEMENT

Advertising Terms. For one square, one
Inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

In

/

«

girl at the
WINDSOR HOTEL.

FOUND
A pair of nose glasses in a case on the road
from Belfast to Searsmont. Inquire of
FRED BREWSTER,
R. F. D. 3 Lincolnville.
lwp

M.

Passenger

Fares

Oneway

goon
From Brooklin to Belfast.$.75.
44
44
to
.75.
Sedgwick
44
44
Deer Isle to
.75.
44
to 44
.75.
Sargentville
44
South Brooksville to Belfast.76.
44
Rozier to Belfast.65.,.
Cape
44
Hughes Point to Belfast...50.
44
Ryders Cove to Belfast.....60.
44
Warren's Landing to Belfast.25.
Landing at Belfast, Mclntire’s Wharf, foot of Main street.
Prompt attention given to all kinds of freight and merchandise, at reasons’

v'

.«...

RALPH L. COOPER. General Manager
SWANVILLE CENTER.
MrB. Hannah Morrill is gaining slowly.
The Industrial Club has postponed their
lawn party to a later date, as the haying sea
son is so very late.

Levi Seekins, who had a can
nose last week, is get11

from his

nicely.
Mrs. E. B. Fleet and daughter,
been guests of her parents, Mr. am
Patterson, have returned to their

Lynn, Mass.

,v
_

imiuor

News of Belfast.

John F. Libby, Proapnst, (P. O. Stockton
Springs, R. F. D., No. 2) has boon roappointod a justice of tho poaco.
Mra. John Cuzner and daughters, Doris and

last Thursday afterf the Woman’8 Club three members
*#& w
voted in.

special meeting

the

sitten advertised in The Journal last
was returned to the owner within an
so after the paper was issued.
C Whitney, who recently sold her
,r No. 26 Belmont avenue, has taken a
■>; n the Frye block on Court street.

r?
e

P'

0. Poor and Wm. F. Bean returnity last Sunday from a ten days’ soHie Pines, Lake Quantabacook,where
C.

1

enjoyable outing,

very

a

Webber has resumed practice
tal offices in Masonic Temple, after
eks vacation spent at the D. F. Stecottage on the Allyn shore.

meat S.

,«.

I*.

has entered the employ of
& Hall for the

j K. Ness

firm of Mason

sare

and William A. Mason, senior memfirm, will spend the greater part of
i-.n out of the store for the benefit of
he

s

Letters. The following letained uncalled for in the Belfast post
ihe week ending August 3d: Ladies—

i.nsED

j,r.

Gentlemen—George
Dunham, Chester Davis, Geo
C. E. Kimball, Frank Peppers,

Morris.

cssie
J.

•u:C

Mr.

Vvorloo P

|

Pnninho

—_

examine the Cadillac ambulance

to

his undei taking business and has

or-

|
!

meeting 'of the finance committee of
County Hospital fair, held July 30th
me of Mrs. H. H. Carter, the total net
the fair

$218.
man’s Aid and the Hospital Club each
: t he proceeds and will spend it as each
[it for the good of the institution.

■

were

announced to be

IB

years past telephone peas have
favorite market pea and we had not
i there could be anything better in
But last week we had some Thomas
peas from the P. G. Hurd farm in
that were bigger and better and are

■

e

me

>

telephones. They

earlier than the

largest peas the writer has

ever seen.

Fowles, the young daughter of Mr*
Bert Fowles of this city who was
i ortland for treatment to her shoulder,
s injured some time ago, has returnShe was taken at first to the Chilspital in Portland, and later to a phyho decided that her spine was not ind prescribed a course of home treat-

a

li
I

.:

0. Poor of the Point Loma (Calif.)
won the Charles Julian
trophy
cond time and it now becomes his
In the two tourneys for the cup

jr

.'•> has

||i&

out

::

IH

I:

over

120

players who participat-

matches.

Mr. Poor is the eldest
Hon. and Mrs. C. O. Poor of this city
.s been a
resident of California for sevhe ten

eral years.

■1

A alter H.

|

Coombs

walking up Miller
chair, when direct-

was

recently, carrying

a

E. church a large limb
of the trees and struck the eideut more than ten feet in front of him.
•lib, broken off by the high wind, was at
ight inches in diameter and had it
Mr. Coombs would have caused serious
ront of the M.

I

ir.»m

H
3m

igaI

one

fatal injuries.
wenty-five members

A.-‘j

of the Univcrsalist
and Social Aid met at the Worn-

Circle

■

ub

111

room

Monday evening,

farewell

as a

Elizabeth A. Kelley, who leaves
v Thursday, for St. Paul Minn., where she
spend the winter. Ice cream and cake
Miss

r

ai

~rvea

o

o

ciock, rouowea

Kelley

.Miss

:u! bunch of

was

Dy

presented

a

social

with

a

roses.

yacht Flora Del Mar with her ownBlaisdell, of Port Washington, L
Bangor last Friday and at Winterport

trim

iter F.

friends for a cruise
party
e
bay. Mr. Blaisdell took occasion to
? *e meeting of his old Masonic lodge at
port, which he joined more than forty
board

ago,
ade
angor
a-

of

a

renewing
a

associations. The
call at Northport and returned

Saturday.

old

The Flora

yacht, 29 tons net, and
in 1911.

Del
was

Mar is

a

built at

rd, Conn.,

“Shower.” Mrs. C. ChipI neo entertained at lunch at the W'ol'ib room last Saturday at 1 o’clock in
of Miss Cora S. Morison, whose mari..
o Amos J.
King of San Juan, P. R., will
ace this fall.
The afternoon was spent
Quimby home on Miller street, with
g and auction. The guest of honor was
a miscellaneous
shower of dainty and
gifts. The guests were Mrs. Elon B.
rest, Mrs. Clyde B. Holmes, Mrs. Morris
■gg, Mrs. Marshall R. Martin, Mrs. Grace
nch and a

•'

sbury,

Mrs. James T.Sleeper, Mrs. Wm.
Mrs. V. L. Hall, Misses Margaret O.
te, Marian Hazeltine and Clara B. Keat-

and

Childrens’ Party.

Miss Sadie Chapin
party at her home No. 11 Union street
as? Saturday afternoon in honor of the fifth
birthday of George Moore,who makes his home
W;t-h her.
Seventeen children were present
and a merry afternoon was spent with
games
sorts, which were played on the lawn.
eavc- a

andwiehes, watermelon, lemonade,
■

other

who walked
up and down Main street
last Saturday night had on
Silk hose.
woman

j

!

j
|

But how many were satisfied with the wear?
If

they are

ices and

w ere served at three tables.
There were
.quets of cut flowers on each table, and a
rthuay cake was a feature. Myrtle Simpson,
'iotte Knowlton,Alice Ray and Una Chapin
angor assisted in serving The young host
ved many nice gifts, and he and his guests
most delightful afternoon.
■

Silk hose there is

and obtained other data to
determine how many wounded soldiers could
be accommodated in case of war. This is in
line with a nation-wide canvass of hospitals.

Complete

Line of

Kitchen Utensils
IN ALUMINUM
The “Everlmating,"
which is guaranteed to wear 20 yeara.
—

IN AGATE- We aell the L. &
G., the same
ware we have sold for 20 years and each
piece is warranted.
IN TINWARE—The
plain stamped, also
the “Lisle,” the kind that doesn't rust.
^ WIRE

GOODS—Strainers, Toasters.

Paring Knives,

etc.

Yours truly.

Carle & Jones

ported the following sub-committees: Fancy
work, Mrs. Elmer Small; food, Mrs. Charles
E Owen; candy, Mrs. J. G. Aborn; entertainment, Elbridge S. Pitcher; decorations, Chas.
E. Sherman.

It has always been said that warm night, as
as warm days, were needed to mature a
corn crop, and as thus far this season we have
had neither warm days nor warm nights it
Wiuugu

failure.
field
in a

Yet

Wit

U1USL

turn

told that S.

we are

UC

Ct

in

A. Parker,

This is

certainly good

news.

It will be good news to the many friends
of Mr, and Mrs. Leslie C. lollett that
they are to resume their residence in Belfast
about the middle of this month, when Mr.
Follett will enter the employ of the Thompson Mf’g. Co.
He has been employed for
some time by the Chalmers Motor Co. of Boshere

ton, making his home in Belmont, Mass.
Charles A. Harmon, who has been with the

Thompson Mf’g. Co,
to Portland Sept. 1st,

for

several years, will go

nonor or

Miss L>ora fa. Morison s

approachplayed during the

ing marriage. Auction was
afternoon, Mrs. Grace C. Pillsbury winning the
first prize, silver hat pins.
The guests were

agent for the Saco Valley Canning Co.,
the county found corn looking

well.

preferred.

Mrs Morris L. Slugg entertained at lunch at
her home on Church street Tuesday afternoon

tour of

j

|

Mrs. C. C. Pineo, Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest, Mrs.
Clyde B. Holmes, Mrs Marshall R. Martin, Mrs.
Grace C. Pillsbury, Mrs. James T. Sleeper, Mrs.
Wm. L, Hall, Misses Katherine C.
Quimby,
Margaret O White, Marian Hazeltine, Dorothy
Frank, Clara B. Keating.
Miss Margaret O. White entertained Monin honor of Mrs. C. C. Pineo and Miss
Katherine C. Quimby. Lunch was served at
1 o'clock. Auction was played
during after-

day

noon. Mrs.
Helen Doak Marshall won the
i prize, a book, and Miss Clara B. Keating the
J consolation, a souvenir. The guests of honor
the seventh infant child the young couple
Social and Supper at the Shore. The were presented with souvenirs, Mrs. Pineo a
have lost.
Ladies’ Circle of the Universalist church was work bag and Miss
Quimby a traveller’s maniThe Ladies’ Auxiliary of A. E. Clark Camp,
entertained Thursday afternoon at the Tuttle cure set. The other
guests were Mrs. Elon
Sons of Veterans, has received an invitation
cottage on the Harbor street shore by Mrs. I B. Gilchrest, Mrs. Clyde B. Holmes, Mrs. Morto visit the auxiliary of Anderson camp of
L.
and
B.
Tuttle, assisted by Madam Tuttle
ris L. Slugg, Mrs. Marshall R. Martin, Mrs.
Rockland on the night of Aug. 18th, and it is Miss Kathleen Tuttle. The afternoon was a j
Grace C. Pillsbury, Mrs. James T. Sleeper,
expected that a large delegation will go down. social one, spent on the porch and shore, and ,
William H. and Mrs. Virgil L. Hall, Mrs,
j Mrs,
Elmer A. Sherman motored to Lincolnville at 6 o’clock a picnic supper was served, inFaunce D. Woodcock, Miss Dorothy Frank.
Saturday with Mr and Mrs. Wm. B. Swan, cluding clams roasted in a shore fire, hot
Steamer Notes. A new arrangement of
who spent the day with Rev. and Mrs. Harry coffee and other good things. About 25 were
the fog whistle on the steamers of the EastLutz at their cottage on Lake Megunticook.
and
present
enjoyed the outing thoroughly.
ern Steamship corporation, devised
by General
Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Lutz were in Belfast,
Come to the Fair Next Week. Three en- I
Manager F. A; Jones,was tried out last week.
and
Mrs. James <L>. Durham.
guests of Mr.
tries in the motor cycle race for the threeA second whistle was attached
high up on the
The Dickey-Knowlton Real Estate Co. have days fair to be given August 10th, 11th and
forward mast, and it is figured that while this
sold for Mr. and Mrs. Judson L. Warren of 12th, by the Waldo County Fair Corporation,
whistle will convey its message to other
craft,
this city their home in Searsmont to Mrs. Mary
have been made, all from Bangor, J. W. Crispi, the
passengers will be bothered less by its
E. Knowlton of Billerica, Mass, formerly of W. W. Dugan, J. W, Brennan. All are well noise The
usual whistle on the smokestacks
this city,
Mrs. Knowlton recently moved to known in Belfast and will be a big drawing
will be maintained as well until the worth of
Massachusetts, but will return and take up card.
Mrs. Thompson of St. Louis, lady
the new device has been proven_The serher residence in Searsmont.
motor cyclist, will race the aviator, Chauncay vice
between Boston, Hawkesbury and CharDaughters of Veterans.
Redding, each day of the fair a mile around lottetown, which was
At the July
recently abandoned by
meeting of Emma White Barker Tent, D. of the track, while the aviator circles in the air the Plant Line because of dull business, is to
V., held Wednesday night, July 28th, in Me- i above the track. Some 35 horses have already be resumed at once. The schedule will be
morial hall, a special supper was served in been entered for the horse races, an unusually
taken up the same as before it was
dropped
There are four tnree weeks
honor of those having birthdays in April, May large number at this time.
ago. The steamer Halifax will
ana June,
me nonor guests were Miss Anfor
the
each
of
colt
race
on
exhibition,
prizes
be placed on the route and make one
trip each
nella Guptil,Walter Lyon and Bernard Holmes. the local jewelry stores having presented a
week.
Mrs. Nettie Merrithew, Mrs. Ethel Whiting large silver cup. The cups are of nearly the
When Dustin Farnum, who is
and Mrs. Nina D. Cook had charge of the sup- the same value, are seven inches tall, gold
summering at
per, which was delicious and prettily served.
lined, and have an inscription. Some of the Bucksport as usual,brought his new speed boat
to
the Penobscot it was expected she would
A handsomely decorated birthday cake, sur- newspapers have gotten the dates of the fair
show her stern to the fleetest gasolene craft in
mounted with the American flag, and haying mixed, and the management wishes it underred, white and blue streamers, was made and stood that the dates are August 10th, 11th and these waters. But if her owner shared in
these expectations he was disabused last week.
presented by Mrs. Merrithew. Miss Annella 12th.
The Farnum boat was coming from Islesboro
Guptil, Walter Lyons, Bernard Holmes and D.
Road Information. The hill at Prospect
H. Strout responded to toasts.
Prior to the where considerable road work has been done and headed for Fort Point when a strange craft
was seen coming up astern like a streak of
supper, Comrade Daniel A. Strout of Thomas during the past few weeks, was closed to auH. Marshall Post, G. A. R was made a mem- tomobiles last week
Heretofore cars have greased lightning. Farnum let out his engine
ber by obligation and reports of the State deI been allowed to go up over the hill, says this to full speed but the stranger came up rapidly
partment meeting were given by delegates.
and began making circles about the Bucksport
week’s bulletin of the Bangor Automobile club*
Belfast Amateurs in Opera. Several I and this has interferred with the workmen. boat. It later developed that the mysterious
marine comet was the property of George W.
operas have been given in Belfast in the past, The detour route via Winterport, Monroe and
mainly by local talent, but with aid from out- the west side of Swan lake is a good road C. Drexel, who has a summer home at worth
side.
Last winter Gilbert and Sullivan’s
through a picturesque section. The informa- Islesboro. But what grated upon Mr. Farnum
is the fact that it is last year’s boat.
Mr.
opera, the Mikado, was given by local talent tion in the last bulletin of the club is varied
exclusively and was a pronounced dramatic and of value to the motorist. Other items Drexel has a new one this season which is
and musical success—so much so that there ! which will interest tourists and local automo- even faster.
was a general demand for its repetition.
Fri- : bilists are: To Bucksport: The river road to
We understand that the steamer Daniel
day evening, July 30th, the opera was present- Bucksport,which has been undergoing repairs Webster is to be put on the Boston ana Kennebec
route to run in opposition to the Eastern
ed in the Colonial Theatre under the auspices at various
points, is now in good condition.The Queen, as the latter is entirely too slow to acof the Belfast Philharmonic association and Robinson House and The Wardwell both make
commodate the traveling public.—Portland
the general verdict is that it eclipsed the
Advertiser July 27, 1865.
q specialty of meals for auto parties.Except
initial performance. The opera was well for a
sandy stretch in Penobscot, the road to ; The steamer Daniel Webster, when new,arstaged, the costumes and decorations all that Castine is all right. From Castine to Bluehill rived at Belfast, April 21, 1853, on her first
could be desired, and the orchestra and choruB and thence back to
Bucksport gives a fine trip, and ran between this city and Portland,
contributed much to the enjoyment of the drive over roads for the most
part good. In making three trips a week. Her first comlarge audience and the success of the opera. Searsport and Stockton road work is going on mander was Capt. Joseph Farwell of Rockland,
The cast was an excellent one, and Belfast which means
and Edward Cushing of Camden was clerk. A
rough travelling.
life-sized portrait of Webster, presented by
may well be proud of the fact that it has the
A Tin Shower.
The Rockland Couriermusical and dramatic talent necessary for
Boston friends of the late statesman, adorned
Gazette says of a “shower” for a bride-to-be
such a performance. A lady visitor voiced
her upper saloon. In Novenber, 1861, the
whose married life is no begin in Belfast:
the general sentiment when she said that had
Webster was chartered by the government
Misses Esley Bicknell, Maude Knowlton,
she not known to the contrary she should have Gertrude
Knowlton, Mary Harrington, Beatrix but returned to Maine in October, 1862. In
thought it a company of professionals. There Flint, Helen McBride and Mabel Lamb of this November of that year she was sold to Boston
city and Mrs. H. H. Randall of Auburn were parties for $40,000 and left the
were repeated
encores and floral offerings
route, and in
guests at a tin shower given for Miss Bicknell
under the name of the Saguenay, she
galore. Following is the cast of characters:
by Miss Ethel Weeks at Ashmere Tuesday. 1874,
Pish-Tush, a nobbe lord,
Selden B. Hammons The story of the shower is thus described in was running on the St. Lawrence river. The
Nanki-Poo, son of the Mikado, disguised as a rhyme:
arrival of the Webster here in 1853 was a
wandering minstrel and in love with Yum- When a maid is happily married,
great event and the writer was one of the
Arthur N. Johnson No matter how
Yum,
long she may have tarried,
Poo-Bah, Lord High Everything Else,
One of the very first things she wishes to do, many assembled bn the wharf to greet the
Elbridge S. Pitcher Is to display her cooking to her husband new. new boat.
Ko-Ko, Lord High Executioner of Titipu,
A good beginning is with a cake,
Ralnh T. Mnrsp
For that is rather easy to make.
Yum-Yum, ) ,r.
0.
First she finds her mixing dish bright;
Peep-Bo. I Wards °f
Look in this room, it's right in sight.
Ko-Ko,
Pitti-Sing, j
The sugar and butter she mixes swell,
l Miss Katherine C. Quimby The
measuring cup she’ll find on the well.
Mies Carolyn G. Hatch
Into this mixture the spoon she dips,
Ladies who find trouble in properly or at( Miss Katherine E. Brier
She’ll see it if a pillow she tips.
Katisha, an elderly lady in love with Nanki* Nice and
tractively arranging and dressing their hair
light the
she’ll beat;
Bhould try using a little Parisian Sage twice
Mrs. Clement W. Wescott The beater is in theeggs
Poo,
drawer under a sheet.
The Mikado of Japan
daily for a while and note the remarkable imCharles F. Hammons Soda and cream tartar next she
measures,
provement. Parisian Sage, which can be obAttendant,
Leroy Smith The spoons are among Ethel’s treasures.
tained from A. A. Howes & Co., or at
’Ricksha boy,
Selden H. Gillum She sifts her flour in
any
snowy drifts,
Chorus of School Girls, Nobles, Guards and The sieve she’ll see if the couch cover she lifts, drug counter, makes the hair soft, lustrous,
fluffy and wavy, takeB out the dull, lifeless
Add milk and salt and flavor to taste,
Coolies.
appearance, dissolves the dandruff and stimuA pan she’ll find if she hunt without haste.
chorus:
lates the hair roots into healthy normal acIn case her pan should prove too small,
tion. Instead of merely sprinkling the hair, it
Hazel L. Sheldon
Albert H. Morse
Some extra tins she’ll find near the wall.
should be rubbed right into the scalp with the
Alice Roswell
Albion P. Goodhue
That the cake will prove a successful venture
Lizzie A. Marsano
Parisian Sage is a delightful
FredS. Hutch inn
Is the wish of the girls who the tin dishes finger tips.
treatment for both hair and scalp, cannot posRuth C. Wiley
Alton N. Johnson
sent yer.
Grace H. Mitchell
sibly injure the hair and is very inexpensive.
George E. Hussey
Natalie M. Pottle
Ervin L. Cross
Lucy A. Leavitt
Joseph K. Haley
Ethel S. Savery
Earl F. Hammons
Eleanor Bruce
Aimon J. McMahan
Doris Coombs
Frank Duffley
Annette A. Holt
Charles Knox
Gertrude M. Coombs
Henry Knox
Eva Nye
Byron M. Salter
Lena Nye
Vaughn E. Hayes
Geneva Stephenson
Frank A. Nye
Lillian Dexter
Alice E. Simmons
Mildred K. Randall
I
Orchestra. Violins, Lloyd McKeen. George
Hart; cornets, A. H. Welch, Charles Bartlett;
trombone, H. A, Drinkwater; clarinet, W. L,

The death, July 28th, of Lydia E, infant
daughter of Arthur and Flora Staples Small, is

where

he has

employ-

ment.

j

EASY WAY TO MAKE
HAIR ATTRACTIVE

Lhref Sl?£ra

A

At the meeting Tuesday evening of the
directors of the Home for Aged Women, Mrs.
Robert F. Dunton, chairman of the committee
on the lawn
party to be held August 19th, re-

well

pairs cost
singly if

———————T|

James H. Howes’

Lower; cello, Mrs. Gladys Pitcher Sleeper;
double bass, James T. Sleeper; drums, John
Parker; pianists, Mrs. Helen Dunton Gilchrest
Mrs. Louise Dennett Beckwith. Lee Patterson
| was musical director.
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Thursday

9a.m‘to4p.m.

Friday

9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Bargains that You

are

Saturday

10

a.m.

1

■■

■

"

■

imm

J. C. Cmj of MontvOle wu In
Belfhst Toss-

annua1 day on business.

Lena and Winifred Sanborn and Carrie Greenlaw left yesterday in the Whitten automobile
for a two weeks’ vacation trip, going first to
Union, where the Misses Whitten formerly
lived, and will have their headquarters at the
hotel there, making side trips when the weather is favorable.

a basket of red roses.
The
evening was spent socially with music, stories
and recitations.

ques-

I

XWU

Steamer Anna Bello, Capt. James E.
Staples,
Band concert thia, Thursday, evening at went to Camden Tuesday where she will go
on the docks for
Cicily,left Saturday to jdln Mr. Cuzner In Boa- 7.80 o'clock
and
and
a
scraping
chorus
singing
painting before
sharp, with
ton, where they will make their home.
entering upon the Belfaat-Brooklin service
solo by Charles H. Hammons.
9th.
Misses Martha Knowlton and Maude Fields
August
It was the wettest July in 44 years, the
are learning the wires at the Central
State assessors B. G. Mclntire, E M.
Telephone weather observers
Johnreport, and August has son
office preparatory to taking positions for the
and J. J. Dearborn were in Belfast
another
record.
beat
Tuesin
to
apparently started
summer.
to meet the assessors of Belfast
and those
The installation of the newly elected officers day
of the towns in Waldo
William R. Roix of Presque Isle was in Bel- of
county.
Tarratine Tribe of Red Men, which was to
fast the past week to remove to his home the have
Mr. A. H. Hanscom of Boston, well
taken place last week, was postponed to
rememhousehold goods of his grandmother, the late
bered here as purser on the Boston
August 9th.
boats, was
Mrs. Rachel R. Roix.
in the city yeBterday, coming
up from BoothMrs. E. R. Peirce recently sent to the Oak
bay with the Charles Bradburys in their tourRobert Holt of Limerick was called to Bel- Tree tea
house, Hope, some of her choicest
ing car. He spoke of sadly missing the late
fast last Thursday by the critical illness of water colors
and some very artistic baskets,
George A. Quimby, an old time friend, and
his wife and the death of their infant son. and later
will have an exhibition of her work
called on the family while here.
Mrs. Holt is now out of danger.
there.
Tuesday evening was a busy one at .Wayside.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Kotman, Mrs. I, S. Hills
The interior of H. E. McDonald’s furniture
Miss Marguerite Owen entertained at a lunch
and Mrs. R, H. Howes motored to Searsmont store, 70 Main
street, has undergone a comin the tea room in honor of her guest Miss
Thursday and spent the day at Camp Quantaba- plete renovation. The walls have been given
Marguerite Allen of Bangor. The guests
a light
cook, guests of Dr, and Mrs, O, S. Vickery.
and
woodwork
yellow tint,
ceiling were Miss Prue Uetchell
of Augusta, Miss
white.
Mrs. Roy H. Southard, bookkeeper for
Annette A, Holt, Miss Marguerite
Coombs,
Pierce, Billings & Co., has been spending a
Judge George E. Johnson and Charles P. Miss Gladys Bradford, Miss Helena
Hopkins
vacation at her home in Norchport.
Her Hazeltine, commissioners on the disputed
of West Jonesport, Misses Helen
Kittredge,
mother, Mrs. Annie Farrell of Lewiston, has claims in the Charles E. Lane estate, will reMartha Knowlton, Blanche Jennevs, Geneva
been her guest.
serve their decision on the hearing last Friday
L. Thompson of Brookline, Mass. Mrs. ThomGovernment inspectors recently visited tne until the August term of the Probate Court.
as B. Dinsmore entertained in the "den” in
Waldo County hospital and took measureMisses La verne and
Bertha Whitten, honor of Mrs. Thomas E. Shea and Mrs.(Geo.
ments of the rooms

decorated with
no

tion about wear,- as they
give vou a written in ink
guarantee that three
pairs will wear three
months without holes or
new hose free.
All colors—3
$3.00—or sold

factory next Saturday for the
waek't vacation,

Aliqe Edith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
D. South worth, celebrated her seventeenth
birthday Monday with a party of ten young
Misses. All attended pictures at The Colonial
Theatre, then went to the Southworth home
where sandwiches, cocoa, and a birthday cake
were served from the dining table
handsomely

which will be delivered in about six
t can be used as a hearse for distance
will save much valuable time, partiambulance work.

I

i

By Actual observation every

Th® Thompson Mtg. Company will (clo®®

O,

to 9 p.m.

Looking For

The Supreme Sale
OF THE YEAR

Our Semi=Annual Red Tag
=====--

Is

in full swing and the way that the
people are
our bargains
certainly shows that our low
prices are appreciated. Here’s some of the
special
bargains for this week:

$5-95, $6-95TMen’s
OUIIS
JTiyi! S Suits==!3'95,
$13,95. $16.95,

were

worn

by Mary Mitchell,

Boys’ Knickerbocker Suits,
$1.95, 2.95, 3.95, 4.95.

Reduced from $3.00 4.00, 5
00, 6.00 and
2 pairs trousers.

the

William Patterson, the first white
couple to be married in Belfast. Mrs. Adams
is a direct descendant of this counle and will
be 87 years old September 4th, and is wonderwife of

Men’s $1.00 and $1.25
Shirts,
$1.50 Fine Shirts,

well preserved for a lady of her years.
Mrs. Adams says she will pass the beads on
to Mrs. Elizabeth Bettell of Patten, the daugh-

now

with

j

of Eliza Ann Patterson, the daughter of
Robert Patterson, her nearest kin.

69c and 79c
now

Best 50c. Underwear
Best 50c Working Shirts

ter

now

ladies of

the Episcopal mission, postponed
July 29th on account of inclement weather, was very successfully carried out Tuesday
afternoon, August 3d. at the home of Miss

“

“

“

’*

from

“

Maude Gammans, No. 6 Church street. The
home and grounds were very attractively arranged for the occasion and decorated with
flags, flowers and green sprays. Punch and

Khaki

Pants, $1.00

to

15c

$1.19

35c and 39c,

Men’s, Boys’ and Ladies’ Best 25c Hose

The garden fete, under the auspices of the

now

39c

now

19c

“

now

9c

$1.50 values.
Now

69c, 79c and 98c

Special Hours Sale

were served on the porch, and the
table, with a great variety of fancy and
useful articles, were well placed on the lawn.
A list of the pat ronesses have been published
in The Journal. Others who assisted in the
sales were Miss Belle Mathews. Mrs. John W.
Jones, Misses Edith M. Southworth, Ethola,
Myrtle and Katherine Frost, Katherine Kelley
and Betty Hanshue,
The little girls sold
flowers
The net proceeds were $235, with a
large number of orders to be filled later,
cream

sales

_for Thursday, Friday

and

From 8 o’clock until 10 o’clock each
morning
_Boys’ 50c. Shirts to wear with white

Saturday

!i

will sell 150

we

collars, for

-3*9 Cents Each

f-

(2 only to a customer). To avoid speculators
getting hold
of these goods to sell again, we shall ask
you to buy $1 00
worth of other goods.

WHAT CATARRH IS

■

$7.0O-many

_

fully

ice

?10-50’ $n-95-

fr°m $6-50* $9*
$1°* $1$, 16.50
$18, $20, 22.50.

Mrs. Harriet Adams, who is boarding at
No, 3 Court street, wears a beautiful string of
gold beads that are known to be over 150 years

They

!

now

grabbing

L. Bowman entertained on the porch in honor
of Mrs. Faunce D. Woodcock.

old.

EVENT--

It has been said that every third
person has catarrh in some form.
Science has shown that nasal catarrh
often indicates a general weakness
of the body; and local treatments in
the form of snuffs and vapors do little,
if any good.

From 2 o’clock until 4 o’clock of each of
these three days
we will sell 50 Light Colored
Boys’ Knickerbocker and
Straight Pants Suits at

98 Cents Each Suit

To correct catarrh you should treat its
by enriching your blood with the
oil-food in Scott’s Emulsion which is a
medicinal food and a building-tonic, free
from alcohol or any harmful drugs. Try It.
• Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J, w
cause

Sizes 12 to 17 years of age. Two suits
only to a customer
and we shall ask you to buy at least $1.00 worth in
other
goods. Many of these are the famous Widow Jones’ make.

Plates
That Fit

I

Harry W. Clark & Co.,
THE MAIN STREET

recently taken the Sennott
Post Graduate Course in the New

CLOTHIERS, BELFAST.

1 have

■p

ivr'jrvrv j,

Improved Method of Correctable
Impressions, with the mouth closed,
originated by Dr. Greene.
If you

having any difficulty with
present set of teeth, I can
guarantee absolute satisfaction.
are

your

By this method I can furnish you a
plate that gives the life-like appearance
No

of the Natural Teeth.

mouth too difficult to fit.

I

Coliseum Rink

j

j

Opens Friday Night

jI

6th.

Consultation solicited.

Open Every Evening

Dentist,
Masonic

Temple.

Room 5, Belfast.

and

I

_

Taxes for 1915.
The assessors of taxes having completed |
their work, the tax book has been committed to
me for the collection of taxes for 1915, and 1 j
have assumed the duties of the office.
There will be two discounts this year. On
all taxes paid on or before August 16, 1915, the
discount will be three percent (3 %).
If paid after August 16th, and on or before
November 1, 1915, the discount will be one and
one-half percent (1^ %).
After November 1, 1915, do discount will be
deducted.
I wish to call your attention to the law in
regard to when taxes are due.
The law requires that all real estate taxes
MUST be paid before December 20, 1915, and
that personal taxes MUST be paid before January 1, 1916.
I hope that all tax payers will avail themselves of discounts as before specified.
I would very much appreciate if all those
who intend to avail themselves of the discount

August 16th, would notify me as early as possible, so I can have their tax receipts ready, as
it will very much facilitate the dispatching of
business on the last discount day.
My office will be in the Aldermen's Room*
Memorial Building, after July 15,1915.
Office hours will be from 9 to 12 a, m., and
EDWARD SIBLEY,
1 to 4 p. m.
5w27
Collector of Taxes.

PATTERSON'S
MUSIC SHOP,
47 Main

Strast,

MUSIC MDSE.

RENTING

J.

LEE

J

(August

Dr. E. S. Webber

Ballast, Main*.
TEACHING
REPAIRING

PATTERSON, Proprlstor.

f

Saturday Afternoon

EVERY DOLLAR

j

f

Placed at interest in our Savings Department at
4 °7o will be an accumulating slave for you that
neither eats, drinks, nor sleeps.

The

City

Waldo

|
|

National Bank of Belfast

|I

County’s Leading Banking Institution.
Assets Over $2,000,000

We Examine

|;

The Eyes

|;

f

j

: !

By Modern Scientific Methods
(without the aid of drugs)
And tit the Most Up-to-Date

!"

Glasses

>

At Reasonable Prices.

quantities.

|

on

i

|

Chase & Doak,
Belfast, Maine,

Brown Bread will

Wayside

Cooked

in ad-

Food always

sale.

and delicious—

>

<|

j;

V
<;■

PHOTO POST CARDS

j

<

/

NEW YORK ICE CREAM
—something new
always on sale.

of this quaint old house

-^Optometrists,*€25 Main Street,

and

dition to the regular menu. They
can also be crdered in desired

|

i

Broken Lenses Replaced

Baked Beans

be served at The

on

sale.

Mrs. Ada E, Wildes,

ji
)

ij

RECENT

One Hundred Years of Profit
and Loss.

so much better to that
Would that bygone date
be overawed or overwhelmed by the surpassing beauty and sublimity of ours? If
1815 could speak to 1915, would it be in

would not show
world of 1815.

just subordination, spiritual or
material? Leaving out the long tale of

comforts and conveniences which this
part of the world began-the telling of and has carried forward to no
imaginable close, what have we gained
over that far-off date of 1815? Is it much
to brag of that after a hundred yearB
western

again plunged in a universal
Europe
war more hideous and atrocious than
that which it had just emerged from?
is

Is the German Kaiser an improvement
on the French Emperor?
We have not, indeed, got much beyond
Washington’s ideal of neutrality. He
left Mr. Wilson little to imagine of that
in circumstances of much greater difficulty. But in those other matters, dearer
to the heart, our 1915 is far ahead of our
1815. Not only is chattel slavery an evil
dream of the past, but industrial slavery
is greatly tempered, and there are vision-

fancy

our

waking

Literary News and Notes.
A

from it alto-

we
cus-

place

in me

ainnig-car

ia ucuci

man uiai.

if the instance is too crucial, any reader j
can supply an abundance of others. But
it is not in creature comforts so much as
in things of the mind and soul that 1915
can look back upon 1815 with complacency.
It may be contended with a great deal
of reason that in the matter of public
men we cannot claim equality with 1815.
We have hardly any such statesmen as
that time could boast, but we have a
great many more statesmen, and what
we want in quality we more than make
up in quantity. Generally speaking, our
public men do not write as good a style
as the public men wrote then, but perhaps a good style is not now so much
needed, general education having gone
so far with us all that we are able to dispense with a good style in them. We far
surpass 1815 in the arts and letters, both
We
qualitatively and quantitatively.
have, or have lately lost, far greater
sculptors and architects, if not painters;
and in the article of novelists there is no
possible comparison. We have rather got
past having great poets, but we are by
way of having them again, we believe,
and in 1815 they had in a manner none. In
the whole book-world they had only one
big-seller, such as we have or have had
by the dozen. Webster’s spelling book
sold a million or more, and it must be
owned that it was better literature than
Webster’s dictionmost of our fiction.
ary came later, but as far as simplified
the
public mind seemed
spelling went,
riper for it then than now. The good
Father Noah was able to stamp the u out
of all the Latin forms whpre English
reverence for the misspelling of the Norman French had put it.
In religion we have no longer the wild
revivals of a hundred years ago, but an
actual evangelist is able to repeat the
emotioning of the camp-meeting in our
largest cities, and probably others could
do the like. In the meantime we have
got rid of the terrible unscriptural New
England Sabbath in New England itself
and we do not drink strong waters nearly
so much, or chew tobacco, in the North
at least. To be sure, some of our women
have tried to take up smoking cigarettes,
but that is not so bad as chewing tobacco
or rubbing snuff.
To turn again to our material superiorities, there was not one sky-scraper in
the whole length and breadtn of the land
in 1815, not one building heated by steam
or lighted by electricity; and now look at
them! Our women in 1S15 still felt the
Greek impulse of the French Empire in
their dress, and they did not totter about
on heels as high and as creative of callosities as those we now see martyrizing the
feet of fashion. Except in the Land of

Steady Habits,

gay tale of love and of travel across
the continent, full of adventure and
humor. The war is admirably handled
in this issue. A well-Known American
banker writes on “The Money Side of
the War” and gives many important and
amazing facts about the financial condition of all the nations epgaged in the
present struggle. Herbert Quick, writing under the title “The Submarine as a
Peacemaker” shows how the submarine
will in the future prevent the domination
of the sea by any power.
In the same
number Ring W. Lardner writes an
amusing baseball article about Christy
Matthewson, of the New York Giants,
and Hypatia Boyd Reed, writing under
the title “A Substitute for Ears,” decribes the remarkable devices for comfort made by a deaf person.
The prizewinning letters are printed in a contest
entitled “The Best Thing Women Have
Done for Their Town.” James Montgomery Flagg contributes an amusing
piece in words and pictures entitled
“Shams.” The two departments, "Interesting People” and “The Family’s
Money,” are entertaining and suggestive.
Fiction is contributed by John
Taintor Foote, Ruth Sapinsky, Walter
Prichard Eaton, Edwin L. Sabin, Lincoln Colcord, Molly Best, David Grayson
and Marion Hill.
a

5

1

Connecticut was called,
actual divorce license was unknown,
and the marriage license waE more frequent. People married sooner if not in
as

our

more haste than now, and used a longer
leisure in repenting; but whether this
was better, upon the whole, ia doubtful.
Certainly people think, or at least talk,
more seriously about marriage in 1915
than in 1815; they seem not to have heard
of eugenies then, and our time, until all
Europe went about carrying off the
effects of them, seemed to hear of little
else. —W. D. Howells in Harper’s Magazine for August.

MOST CHILDREN HAVE WORMS
And neither Parent

or

Child know it, yet it

your child is nervous, pale, feverbackward. Often children have thousands

explains why
ish,

of Worms.
your

child.

Think of how dangerous this is to
Don't take any risk. Get an origi-

nal 25c box of Kickapoo Worm Killer, a candy
lozenge. Kickapoo Worm Killer will positively
kill and remove the Worms. Relieves Constipation, regulates Stomach and Bowels. Your
child will grow and learn so much better. Get
a box today.
PROFIT MADE OUT OF SIX HENS.

In the poultry raising department of
the current issue of Farm and Fireside,
the national farm paper published at
Springfield, Ohio, Rachael Carl, who
lives in Connecticut, contributes the following under the title, “Six Hens and

Profit”:
“In
side I

a

recent issue of Farm and Firethe query ‘Can I Make a Few

saw

Chickens Pay Their Way on a Town
Lot?’ asked by S. H. Bailey.
“I was situated about the same as Mr.
S. H. Bailey. The place to house the
chickens did not cost me anything, and
their yard was no larger than a town lot.
I was

beginner,

and stocked up April
with o-<j-third the number of
hens of mixed breeding. Feed here in
the East is very expensive, but also the
valuation of chickens iB more than Mr.
Bailey places on his. My account for
one year stands as follows:
a

13, 1914,

receipts

:

Eggs and chickens sold and eaten during year...

38 hens on hand at $1 each.
3 roosters on hand.

38 00
8 0<i
3 00

Total resources.

$89 98

on

expenses:

Reduction in Prices
OF

MICHELIN

thaniel: also by four sisters, Mrs. T. M.
Drake, Mrs. J. R. Macfarlane and Miss
Winnefred Haskell of Pittsfield and Mrs.
Howard Burr of Springvale.
The funeral services was held at 2 o’clock Friday afternoon at the Universalist church,
Rev. F. S. Walker of Portland officiat-

TIRES
Effective July 19th

ing.

One

The sad news was received in Castine
July 25th of the death on that day in the

1

The August Atlantic is especially notable for a strong article by BrigadierGeneral H. M. Chittenden, entitled
"Questions for Pacifists.” General Chittenden,who believes as firmly as any one
that war is a horrible anachronism,nevertheless condemns most of the pacifist remedies as impracticable, if not fundamentally harmful. Taking up these remedies one by one,he points out the fatal
flaw in each. Such a solid piece of constructive criticism will commend itself to every
intelligent reader who believes in sifting
the wheat from the chaff in the pacifist
propaganda. Of lively interest also is
“Von Hindenburg, General and Man,”

Quality Only»The

Cambridge, Mass., hospital,
days, of Mrs. Kate Gard-

Best

after an ill-

ness ot several
ner Achorn. Mrs.

Achorn

Mrs.

Anna

Hooper

-

“AS USUAL”

was a

with a pearl and the
groom’s gift to his
best man, a scarf
pin set with a pearl.
Mrs. Leighton will reside at 10
MfMiddle street, Hingham
Centre, where
at home to their friends
alter Oct. 1st.
—Hingham, Mass., Journal.

Get Reduced Prices
From

CITY

Belfast Savings Bank

GARAGE,

Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
Book No. 15,064, ibsued by this bank, has been
lost and application has been made for a duplicate book according to laws
regulating issuing
new books.
•
WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer,
Belfast, July 16, 1915-3w*&

54 Main Street

—

-~~

CHURCH’

THE AMERICAN METHODIST

of all the Great Methodist
Organizations, North and South.

That Maine Methodists

in accord

are

with the movement to create the American Methodist church is the opinion of

Rev. F. K. Gamble, pastor of the Grace
M. E. church of Bangor. If the union
of the great Methodist organizations is
placed on an equal basis so that the
rights of all the conterences shall be

protected

he believes that the

eight

dele-

gates who will go to the Methodist General conference in Saratoga, N. Y., next
spring will favor the creation of the new

of

Minneapolis, body,
Mrs. Saran Terrill of Medford, Mass.,
Such a movement would be the organPel eg Gardner of
Swampscott, and ization of a great religious body in AmerWilliam Gardner of Swampscott, Sam- ica of 6.000,000
actually enrolled memuel

Gardner of Iowa and Mrs. Car- bers. If the Methodist
protestants and
rie Carter of Ohio, Miss Alice
Gardner, one or more of the large colored bodies
John Gardner and Henry Gardner of
join in the movement there will be nearer
Castine. To these all sympathy is ex- 8,000,000 members.
tended.
There has been for several
a

years
commission appointed which has had under advisement such a union, and it is
now expected that when the general
conference of the Methodist Episcopal church is held next year that definite
and favorable action will be taken.
The union will join several large Methodist organizations, says Mr. Gamble,
the principal ones being the Methodist
Episcopal church, being the northern
bpdy, and the Methodist Episcopal
church, south, the latter being the white
Methodists of the south.
Mr. Gamble believes that a majority
of the Methodists favor the Union as it
is arrranged on the right basis, but there
is a fear, perhaps, among the northern
Methodists, who have large interests in
an educational
way in the south that if
provisions are not made it is possible
that the colored brethren may not be as
well off as they are at present. The
status of the colored brethren in the
south is one of the questions which does
not seem to be wholly determined.
If the general conference in May decides to favor the creation of the great
religious body it will have to be referred
to the various conferences and find favor
with two-thirds of them before it be-

THE PASCAL ASSOCIATION.
Descendants of Veterans Again Meet With
fMrs. Pascal on Her Birthday.
The 25th annual reunion of the Pascal
Association of the Descendants of Veterans was held July 24th at the summer
home of the president, “Villa Ridge,”
Ballard Park, Rockport.
The association was organized on Mrs.
Pascal’s birthday, and named in honor of
her, for the faithful services she has always rendered the members of the Grand
Army and sisters of the allied TTrganizations. With two exceptions the reunions
have been held at her cottage—on her
birthday. The members present on this
occasion was 40.
A most delicious dinner was served at 12.30.
The business meeting was called at 1.30
and the officers were elected: Mrs. Sarah
L. Pascal, Rockport, president; Mrs.
Matilda Vose, Thomaston, vice president; Mrs. Nettie H. Gould, Camden,
secretary; Mrs. Margaret Conant, Camden, treasurer. The committee on entertainment, appointed by the president,
comprised Mrs. Matilda Vose of Thomaston, Mrs. Carrie Currier of Camden and
Mrs. Dan Sobel of Camden.
Following the election of officers a
short program was much enjoyed. Mrs.
Vose of Thomaston gave a recitation,
Mrs. Pascal played two piano solos, and
Mrs. Gould read several humorous selections. The remarks of Past Department
Commander F. S. Walls of Vinalhaven
were much enjoyed. Mrs. Pascal received a vote of thanks for her hospitality,
and many good wishes for more
happy
birthdays. The meeting closed with sing“God
be with us till we meet again.”
ing
Thus ended another very enjoyable reunion long to be remembered. The next
reunion will be at the same place.

comes

effective.

Speaking

of the

York paper says:

proposed

union a New

The Dlan contemnlates that nn anonori
are Methodist issues to be
pooled than
there are to be separations. The American Methodist church is to
have, for its

administration, four general conferences,

I

——

The Sardine Situation.

■

Proposed Union

Eastport, July 81. The plant of the American Can Co. in this
city has discontinued night
work, but should the business in the sardine
factories show any increaae, it is
expected that

extra time would be
required in order to meet
the demand for cans. At present the
sardine
business has been a failure, as far as
furnishing employment to those
depending upon it is
concerned, and with the price still being quoted
at Ifd.lo a case, it does not
look very much like
a prosperous season for
the packers.

Bankrupt’s Petition for Discharge.
In the matter of
)
Lewis W. Young,
In Bankruptcy.
1
Bankrupt,
To the Hon. Clarence
Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for
the
District of Maine.
Lewis W. Young, formerly of
Winterport
now of Bucksport, in the
County of Hancock,
and State of Maine, in saic
represent, that on the 15th day of May, laBt
past, he was duly adjudged bankrupt under
the Acts of Congress
relating to bankruptcy;
that he has duly surrendered all his
property
and rights of property, and has
fully complied
with all the requirements of said Acts and
of
the orders of Court touching his
bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he
may be decreed by the Court to have a full
discharge
from all debts provable
against his estate
under said bankruptcy Acts,
such

District.respectfully

debts
except
excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 24th daycf July ,A. D. 1915.
LEWIS W. YOUNG, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

as are

District of Maine, ss.
On this 31st day of
July, A. D.
reading the foregoing petition, it is

1915,

on

—

Ordered by the Court, That a
hearing be had
upon the same on the 10th day of
September,
A. D. 1915,‘before said Court at
Portland, in
said District, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon;
and that notice thereof be
published in The !
Republican Journa., a news; aper printed in i
said District, and that ail known
creditors, and
other persons in interest,
may appear at the
said

time and place, and show
cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said petitioner

I
should not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the
Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mail to all known cred- Ij
itors copies of said petition and this
order, 1
addressed to them at their
places of residence

stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said
District, on the 31st dav of
July, A. D. 1915.

as

|^

A quiet, but very

pretty wedding took place on Sunday,
■®*y 18th, at 4 o’clock, at the residence
of Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Breen, 38 Hersey
street, Hingham, when their youngest
daughter, Marjorie Frances, was united
in marriage to Mr. Luther Stephenson
Leighton, son of Mrs. Sarah Leighton of
Hingham Centre. The double ring service was performed bv the Rev. Louis
Craig Cornish of the First Unitarian
church. The maid of honor was Miss
Ida May Breen, sister of the bride, and
the best man was Russ Burr of
Hingham
Centre. The bride’s gown was of white
satin with trimmings of tiny satin roses
and embroidered chiffon. Her tulle veil
was worn in
Spanish fashion and she
wore the groom’s
gift, a brooch set with
a
pearl and carried Bride roBes. The
m?*“ °f honor wore pale blue taffeta
with fichu of white
chiffon, trimmed with
tiny pink satin roses, and carried an armful of pink sweet
peas. The house was
beautifully decorated with pink poppies
Japanese roses and asparagus. A reception and luncheon followed the
ceremony,
after which the
happy couple departed
on their
honeymoon, which is to be spent
camping out in Maide. The 'bride’s
traveling gown was a Norfolk suit .of
navy blue Berge with tailored hat of navy
blue straw with white
wingB and an owl’s
head. The bride’s
gift to her maid of
honor was a gold chain and
pendant set

10%

f

JAMES E. HEWET, Clerk.

A true copy of

Attest:

petition and order thereon.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.

Bankrupt’s Petition for Discharge.
In the matter of
\
Francis B. Overlock.
In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt,
)
To the Hon. Clarence Hale,
Judge of the
District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine.
Francis B. Overlock of Searspcrt,in the County of Waldo and State of Maine, in said District,
respectfully represents, that on the 13th day
of June, 1914; he was
duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to
bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all
his property and rights of
property, and has
fully complied with all the requirements of
said Acts and of the orders of Court
touching
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
by the Court, to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 26th day of June, A. D. 1915.
FRANCIS B. OVERLOCK.

Easlern StEislip Lis
ALL THE WAY

BY WATER.

BANGOR LINE
Turbine Steel Steamships Belfast and Camden.
Leave Belfast at 5.00 p. m. daily, for Northport, Camden, Rockland and Boston.
Leave
Belfast at 7.30 a. m., daily,for Searsport.Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor.
Returning; Leave India Wharf, Boston, at
5.00 p. m. daily.
METROPOLITAN

LINE

S. S. Massachusetts and Bunker Hill.
Leave north side of India Wharf, Boston,
every day at 5 p. m., due New York at 8 a. m.
same service returning.
MAINE

STEAMSHIP LINE
S. S. North Land and North Star.
Leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday at 6.30 p. m. Also Monday at 10.30 a. m for New York.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

ToIufFeT

When So Many Belfast
People Are
the Way Out.

„

otoBS

You may be brave
enough to8ta„d h.
or headache or
dizziness. But ,f
c*®ch*
urination is disordered, look 0U|’i
addit'o0
,

try to fix your sick kidneys, you
m
the clutches of dangerous
disease
know it. But, if you live
more

help

J”

°°»’t

(V'‘ :rit»
carefi? iCli

kidneys with Doan’s K ,j,
stop the pains you have
future danger as well.
Don’t exo
use the remedy Belfast
people
dorsing. Head this case:
Herbert E. Patterson.
High street t.
says: “The kidney secretions
were
passage and contained sediment.
On
were
too
passages
frequent, then aga
and attended by a
scalding
you

your

can

:r4

sensatior.'

nearly every medicine I had ever
heard t
without good results. I finally got
[
ney Pills at Poor & Son’s Drug Store
aad
'*
taking three boxes, 1 was cured. Joda
in good health."
Price 50c at all dealers. Don’t
8,m
for a kidney remedy-get Doank

i)*1’

same that Mr. Patterson
had. Vaultburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.

Notice of

Foreclosure I

Ferdinand F. Herrims- ,<,,
WHEREAS,
pect, in the County of Waldo am

1

Maine, by his mortgage deed dat. 7 /•her IX, 19X3, recorded in Waldo He
Deeds, Book 304, Page 425, conveyed t,
ton Springs Trust Company, a
corpora!,' r’
ganized under the laws of the Stale
I and having its
6
principal place of bus;ri
*
Stockton Springs, in the
County of V, ."**
State of Maine, a certain lot or
par,
*
situated in Prospect, in the
County f '■
and State of Maine, and bounded as f,,
of

Beginning

wit:

at

a

stake in south

Herriman’s heirs home lot; thence south
ty degrees east to the county ro«i let,.

Prospect Ferry to Belfast, forty-ti
sixteen links; thence south by sai..
stake in the middle of the W,.
thence by the middle of said brook
stake; thence north seventy deyr,,
seventeen rods twelve links to tile
tinned bound, containing four
acres,
less.
Also another lot beginning at a stak,
1881 in the west line of George 1
land; thence north seventy degrees
hundred forty-eight rods to a stake i,
line of lot No. 23, better known as
tridge Brook lot; thence north twee,,
east eighteen rods twenty-four linkin the south corner of the B. F. He:
thence south seventy degrees east t.
forty-eight rods to a stake; thence
ty degrees west eighteen rods tv,un
links to the first mentioned bound,

.7

twenty-one acres, more or less; and
the condition of said mortgage has be,
Now, therefore, by reason of the
the condition thereof the said Stock!
Trust Company, by Simeon B Merr
Treasurer, claims a foreclosure of
gage.

Dated July 26, 1915
STOCKTON SPRINGS Tl,
By S. B. MERRITHEW !
D-

T

m.

3w3;

Notice of
Myra

foreclosure,

Terrill of T:
WHEREAS
County of YVafdo and State f
J.

her mongage
recorded in the

MAINE CEN1RAL RAILROAD
BURNHAM.

■

today*

v

<

Eagle “Mikado”

•

Pencil No. 74

6 hens.$ 5 50
Feed and eggs for settings. 28 83

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

_

Total expense for the year..

$34 33

Balance.

$65 66

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER'S

CASTO R I A
Constipation causes headache, indigestion,
dizziness, drowsiness. For s mild, opening
medicine, use Doen’a Regulate. 25c a box at

50c.

best'Eerasfv0enRSubbPerHi8h'y

Dozen.

TjaatMTe'
Antiseptic

7ht“

Remedy
Constipation?

EAGLEj PENCIL COfMPANY

—

.The Paxton Toilet Co.. Boston, Mss'\

«

V,

deed dated NoveninWaldo Registry of 1 >.
252, Page 379, conveyed to me, Johr.
liTHEREAS, Ella C. Sprague of Stockton the undersigned, a certain lot or pan■ ■
Springs, Maine, by her mortgage deed situated in said Troy on the road lea :
dated the eighth day of February, A. D. 1913, Carleton’s Mills, so-called, to Detr i
andjrecorded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds. and described as follows: on tin- u
Book 295, Page 436, conveyed to Stockton road; on the north by E. B. Gower.’
Springs Trust Company, a corporation organ- the east by land of A. J. Sidelingon the south
ized under the laws of the State of
by said S.
Maine, and ra»’ge line;
having its principal place of business at Stock- land, containing seventy acres, more
ton Springs, in the County of Waldo and State Also one other lot or parcel of land
of Maine, a certain lot or parcel of land situ- said Troy, being the northwesterly t
lot numbered nine in the eighth ran,'
ated in said Stockton Springs, bounded as follows, to wit: Beginning at the corner of the ed northerly on northerly lot line fn-i.
Main street and the Bangor road; thence north- erly range line to part same lot convey.
erly by said Bangor road to the Everett Staples’ Carle ton about the year 1835; e sterb
land of B. Carleton to part of same
lot (now owned by H. L.
Hopkins); thence
westerly by said Staples’ lot to land of M. R. veyed to Jesse Smart and others
La Furley; thence southerly by said La Fur- same year, 1835; southerly by said lan
ley’s land to the Main street; thence easterly Smart and others to westerly range
by said street line to the place of beginning, westerly by said westerly range line
containing all the land within the above bounds, erly lot line; containing eighty-sev
togetherwith the two lower stories of the build- more or less; about forty acres inclm:.
ing thereon, reserving the right of way to the the foregoing bounds having be. n
John F. Burgess by James L Merrick
third story, being the same premises
conveyed dated June
is reserved and c
to said Ella C. Sprague by Calvin W.
Sprague from this 12, 1880,
conveyance; meaning here;
by his deed dated September 10, 1906, recorded
vey the same premises conveyed to l\
in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Volume
283, Page
268; and whereas the condition of said mort- Tebbets by James L. Merrick by his
March 28, 1881, record d in Waldo U, i.
gage has been broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of Deeds, Book 195. Page 158; and uh
condition
of said mortgage has been
the condition thereof the said Stockton
Springs
Trust Company, by Simeon B. Merrithew, its is broken, now, therefore, by reoTreasurer, claims a foreclosure of said mort- breach of the condition thereof I clam
closure of said mortgage.
gage.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of Ju
Dated July 26, 1915.
3w30
JOHN H mV
STOCKTON SPRINGS TRUST CO.
By his Attorneys, MANSON & COO
By S. B. MERRITHEW, Treasurer.
D- & M.
3w30

Notice of foreclosure,

1

K^‘.-

—the

similar to the one now to meet at SaraBELFAST AND
toga with four distinct boards of bishops.
Whether there shall be many
publishing
On and after June 23. 1915, trains
by William C. Dreher, a lifelike portrait
connecting
houses or one, many missionary societies
at Burnnam and Watervilie with
of the most important and mysterious
through trains
or one for each line of
as home,
for and from Bangor, Watervilie, Portland and
work,
of
the
war.
Bertrand
Rusfigure
present
foreign, education, etc., has not been deBoston, will run as follows:
sell argues in favor of nonresistance in
termined. It is over these matters that
The Rebuplican Journal and McCal
war, prophesying in a perfectly reasonFROM BELFAST
is expected to develop. Alopposition
way what would happen if Germany
AM j
PM
Magazine one year each (or
PM
ably
the American Methodist is the
ready
invided England and England refused to
Belfast depart. 6 55
12 15
3 20
$2.10, paid in advance.
largest
foreign
in
the
missionary
society
—va
iu uucj
Citypoint. ,7 00
vjciiiiaii uruere.
*12 20
A. u.
,3 25
I
world in point of financial receipts.
Waldo. ,7 10
112 30
13 35
Subscriptions may be new or renewal
Lindsay, in “State against Common- SAYS RUSSIA WILL PAY UP HER
The four new Methodist bodies to make
Brooks. 7 22
12 42
3 47
wealth,” effectively compares German
Write or call at this office
DEBTS.
Knox. ,7 34
12 54
up the American Methodist are to be the
,3 59 i
and English national philosophies. The
7
Thorndike.
40
1
the
00
4
05
South,
Colored, the Eastern and the
war enters also into two interesting conIn the August American Magazine a Western.
Unity. 7 48
1 08
4 13
Possibly other names will be
tributions of a different type, —HepatiWinnecook. ,7 58;
|1 18
,4 20
well-known American banker writes an selected for the last two, but
they will
arrive.
8 10
cas,” a touching story of what the war article entitled “The
Burnham,
1 30
4
30
Money Side of the consist of the present Northern body
Clinton. 8 28
5 20
brought to an English family, by Anne War” which is full of
and divided into two parts for the transacinteresting
-•
Benton.
8
38
5 30
Douglas Sedgwick ;and the second install- important facts as to Russia’s
credit, tion of its business. The two parts are
Bangor. 11 35
3 05
6 05
ment of Mildred Aldrich’s exciting “Adand the frightful cost of the war. He already so large that
Watervilie. 8 44
2 02
5 35
they are attemptventures in the Little House on the
in
Portland.
11
to
50
4
50
says
enroll this year 500,000 individual
part:
8 20
ing
Bankrupt.
Marne,” which tells the true story of
Boston, pm. 3 30
“Some people are inclined to have workers from among the
8 00
12 10
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
laity and to add
the first month of the war from an intias to Russian credit, but I
to their membership a net gain of
misgivings
TO. BELFAST
250,000. District of Maine, ss.
mate and domestic point of view. But
believe such fears may be dismissed. Last year the net gain was
167,000.
the Atlantic is not wholly given up to the
PM
On this 31st day of July, A. D. 1915, on
AM
AM
No nation of 170,000,000 people, with the
In spite of some opposition the belief
Boston. 7 30
war. There is much else in prose and
10 00
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
resources that Russia has, is
seems to be general that the
huge
going
will
Ordered
PM
and verse to interest the reader of this
plan
go
by the Court, That a hearing be had
to be unable to pay its debts. Further, through. It is also believed
7 00
that the upon the same on the 10th day of September, Portland. 11 00
1 20
always interesting magazine.
100 big pagan monthly
Russia has in the past shown scrupulous Methodists Protestant will
AM
and that A.D. 1915, before said Court at Portland, in said
join,
for her obligations. Throughout the Colored Methodist church will
9 53
4 10
District, at ten o’clock in the forenoon; and that Watervilie. 7 20
Only because of a very special nrr
GIRLS’ DORMITORY AT GOOD win. regard
bring
notice thereof be published in The
Bangor. 6 45
the Crimean War, with Great Britain to it vast numbers of colored
ment with the publishers <>f M» <
1 50
Republican
people now
a newspaper
MAOAZINKcan we giveyntt the
9 59
4 17
as a bitter
printed in said District, Benton. 7 25
enemy, Russia scru- separately enrolled. The change would Journal,
The dedication of the first girls’ dor- fighting
this money-saving club offer. Mc<
Clinton.
and that all known
7
34
io 08
4 27
creditors, and other persona
pulously sent gold to London to pay the mean the extinction ofa|few churches m interest,
is the Fashion Authority ami lion
leave.
Burnham,
8
25
10
25
4
mitory at Good Will Farm took place at coupons
45
at
the
may
said
time and
appear
ing Helper of more women than any
on her bonds that were held
by in cities in the south and extreme west place, and show cause,
Winnecook. 78 35
10.30 a. m. July 28th, and the
,10 35
4 56
if any they have, why
magazine in the world.
following English investors. That was a notable
where both north and south are now the prayer of said
Unity... 8 44
1050
5 04
should not be T1
petitioner
Come in or write to see a sample
program was arranged for the occasion:
to her endeavor at all costs to represented.
orndike. 8 52
11 00
granted.
5 12
All the latest styles and fain v v
Singing, How Firm a Foundation, and testimonyher financial
Knox. ,9 00
And it is further Ordered
10
,11
20
preserve
,5
month ; also delightful stoi ic
the
every
integrity.
That
by
Court,
Faith
Looks Up to Thee, the two
My
the Clerk shall send
Brooks.
9
15
n
“As to England, she is looking not
30
besides regular departin'
535
articles,
by mail to all known crediMaine Good Templars.
hymns always sung at the breaking of
home dressmaking and I
tors copies of said petition and this
Waldo.
cooking,
,9
25
40
45
,5
after
[,11
her
own
adbut helping
only
order,
affairs,
that
the
keeping
a
lighten housework am.
of
corner
ground,
stone or others
dressed to them at their places of residence as Citypoint. ,935
laying
,11 50
,5 55
also. She loaned $60,000,000 to
money. Loved by women every w
the dedication of a new building at Good
Waterville, Me., July 28. A spec- stated.
Belfast, arrive. 9 40
n 55
6 00
Russia early in the war; $50,000,000 to ial session of the Grand
♦
Flag station.
Witness the Honorable
Will; Scripture reading, Psalm 37, veises
Lodge of
Hale,
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
Don’t Miss This Off rBelgium; $4,000,000 to Siberia. She has I. O. G. T., was held in this city Maine, Judge of tne said Court, andClarence
1 to 12, by W. B. Hinckley,
the seal thereof,
secretary of loaned almost $100,000,000 to France. but no business
from Belfast.
$6.25
at
in
said
Portland,
was
the Good Will Homes Association, this
transacted as a disDistrict, on the3lst day of
fritTmTcTuT pattern”
To her own people a,few weeks ago she pute arose over a
H. D. WALDRON,
A. D.
subscriber for this Croat *'Kamil i:
r9
being the selection always read on such offered a loan
technicality in the call July, [L. S.] 1915. JAMES E.
General Passenger Agent.
of almost
may choose fn»m h
first
issued by Grand Chief
HEWEY, Clerk.
Al.l/S rii-riviv.. one *.f ih.
Templar
Freder4<f
occasions; report of the building com- It was over subscribed. $2,000,000,000.
A true copy of petition and order
G.
C.
DOUGLASS,
rat*xl M. all lire
,*
I’at'crns. KKI.i
At the begin- ick A. Shepherd of this
thereon.
(value
X5r)
and
by
scuiITii*
u
General Manager. Portland Maine.
iinnlnl.
mittee,
city.
jJf*
presentation of keys in beAttest: JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.
of the war the British national debt
request ilirnrt to Tin- Mri'ull
(T^
half of the donor, whose name is with- ning
Co.. New York. i;:viu’ Num- Jl'.oer nml S'r«> a'---iroi.
was something like $3,000,000,000. Since
held for the present, by Rev. George W.
that time, taking into account new fundHinckley, supervisor of Good Will; ac- ed indebtedness
and 'short-term treasury
ceptance of the gift for the directors and
it has doubled.”
trustees by W. D. Hutchins, Augusta; bills,
vocal solos, by Miss Nora Bartlett GreeAROOSTOOK POTATOES.
The most economical, cleansing and
•
ley; dedicatory address to be delivered
by Ashley Day Leavitt, pastor of the
germicidal of all antiseptics '.s
The grinding of potatoes for starch is
State Street Congregational Church,
done. There has been no marpractically
Rev.
Portland; dedicatory prayer,
George ket for eating potatoes for several
Merriam, pastor of the Betbany Baptist Some fields are showing very well weeks.
Packed One Dozen in an attractive
indeed,
pull-off Box and Half Cress in a Carton.
Church, Skowhegan. This building is while others are
medium only and still
designed for the older girls of Good Will others are poor, the
For
Sale
at
and
Your
quality
5c. each or
prospecand will accommodate 16 girls and the
per
tive
A soluble
teachers in the girls’ department. It was some yield varying greatly, perhaps in
Powder to
cases on account of lack of fertiliF°'iBh£d
Ye"°W Finieh- with GiltTiP a"diRed
built at a cost of $12,000 without the
Ring,;fitted with
be
dissolved
in
zer and in others because of
water
as needed.
diied-up
furnishings. This building is located at seed.—Fort Fairfield Review, July
As a medicinal antiseptic for douchei
28th.
iS a SuP*r,or
the northern end of the Good Will propQuality of Pencil and contains the very finest specially
P
in treating catarrh, inflammation or
i
y prePared
prepared
which
is
erty near by the other three girls’ homes
lead,
What Is the Best
For
exceedingly smooth and durable.
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
and is a very fine looking building, two
**
ACCURATELY GRADED IN FIVE DEOREES;
<
caused by feminine ills it has no equal
stories high with light brown stained
asked
ua
This
is
a
times
No.
1
question
Soft
many
walls and white trimmings. It has been
For ten years the Lydia K. Pinkham
No. 24 Medium Hard
No. 3 Hara
each day. The answer is
finished for about two months but as yet
No. 2 Medium
Medicine Co.has recommended Pax'ina
No. 4 Extra Hard for
is unfurnished.
Bookkeepers
in their private correspondence with
CONCEDED TO BE THE FINEST PENCIL MADE
FOR GENERALIIUSE1,
women, which proves its superiority
When baby suffers with eczema or some
Women who have been cured say
We guarantee them to be satisfactozy
/
itching skin trouble, use Doan’s Ointment A
little of it goes a long way and it is safe for
It is “worth its weight in gold.” At
to you. Bold only by us, 10 oeata.
377 BRuADWAY
children, 60c a box at all atorea.
NEW YORK
City Drug Store.
druggists. 50c. large box, or by mall.

Dealer

Investment,

all atoraa.

Leighton-Breen.

""--

$40 98

hand April 13,1915.

Feed

varied selection of articles rich

IT’S FOOLISH

WEDDING BELLS.

Castine
girl, the youngest daughter of the late
Jotham. Gardner. She spent the early
part of her life in Castine, attending the
publication.
public schools and later graduating from
Among the recent gifts to Burnham the E. S. N. S. Soon after her school
Tavern, Machias, is a prettily bound book work was completed she became the
“Poems by Mrs. Ellis Winslow Holmes,” wife of Ralph Achorn of Belmont. To
presented by Miss Nancy R. Whitney of them one son, Cecil, was born. Mr.
Bangor. The author of the book was Achorn attended a medical college in
formerly Miss Lydia Leavitt Sherman Baltimore, Mrs. Achorn and son remainand she had the distinction of having ing in Castine during this time. Several
been born in Burnham Tavern. She was years ago sne moved to Massachusetts,
where she with her family have resided
a sister of the Reverend Mr. Sherman of
New York who has in recent years paid up to the present time, Dr. Achorn being
several visits to Machias,his native town. a very successful physician in the Boston Hospital.
Mrs. Achorn had been in
In the August Strand Magazine is a her usual
good health up to a few months
and
very timely
interesting article on ago, when she began to fail, an operaMr. David Lloyd George, the first of a tion
being necessary, from which she
very interesting series of great interest was unable to recover. Her
body was
to the reading public just now on the
brought to Castine for interment July
British Cabinet Ministers. These arti26th, accompanied by her husband and
cles, as will be seen by the first paper on son. Mrs. Achorn was a most dutiful
Lloyd George, will pertain more to the and loving wife and mother, giving her
human side of the men who are leading undivided time
to the welfare of her
the destinies of England in the great war
family, She was a member of S. K.
now waging.
They are written by a Whiting Chapter, O. E S., Madocawanman very high in
British official life da Rebekah
a
Lodge, and was
who, however, prefers not to have his most interested worker in thealways
church.
name
known. But the articles carry The funeralwas held from the home of her
with them the guarantee of The Strand
sister, Miss Alice Gardner Tuesday, Rev.
Magazine to be correct and truthful in G. W. Patterson of the Congregational
every respect.
church officiating, with music by the
In the August American Magazine church choir. She leaves to mourn their
Philip Curtiss begins a new short serial loss, beside her husband and son, four
entitled “And West is West.” It is a brothers and five sisters, Mrs. Lizstory of California and the Expositions— zie Van Duzen of Minneapolis, Minn.,

the manners and
is much, very much, to
choose between 1815 and 1915. A berth
in a Pullman sleeper, especially one over
the trucks, is not unalloyed luxury; but
what about sitting up all night in a stage
coach, floundering through mud and mire
from dark till dawn, and arriving at the
breakfast of a wayside tavern? Surely
walking forward through at least five
coaches and famishing till you can get a
are

more

in adventure would be hard to find than
in the Wide World Magazine—the outand-out peer among magazines of adventure stories. Another thing about
The Wide World Magazine is that all of
the stories are true, the authors being
bound to take an oath that their stories
are true before they are accepted for

In the minor morals, which

will suppose
toms, there

—

—

sold out his interest about three years
ago and went to Concord, N. H., where
he was engaged in newspaper work for
some time.
He was later employed by
the Kennebec Journal in Augusta.
A
few months ago he retired on account of
failing health and had since been at his
home in Pittsfield. Mr. Haskell was a
member of Meridian lodge, F. and A. M.,
and of Ira Berry Chapter, as well as
captain of the local militia company, Co.
A. He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Etta Hodgkins Haskell, and three children, MiBS Amelia and Louis and Na-

terms of

aries who

—

I

Louie C. Haskell died July 27th at hia
home in Pittsfield after a lingering illness, aged 46 years and 6 months. He
was born in Pittsfield, the son of Orrin
S. and Louise Haskell. Mr. Haskell was
formerly editor and proprietor of the
Pittsfield Advertiser for many years, but

Perhaps if the affair were prospect instead of retrospect, the world of 1915

gether.

DEATHS.

|
j
j

CAPE ROSIER.
The Cedar Cottage folks, together with
the Fairleys, the Prentices and the
Tildesleys from Eggemoggin, had a c'aip
bake last week on the Fairley shore,
which was attended by forty people.

I

the better baby slogan
JEANETTE VAN REVPEN

By

is satisfied today unless their
to rank among the
“Better Babies” is the
nnners.

v

I'jalified

>rd that

meets

at

one

every

terval between

feedings

lengthened,

would have to

bottle feeding
could be substituted. Eagle brand condensed milk, diluted with boiled water
be

unless

city up-lift according to formula, haB proved the
pushing the movement for im- most generally acceptable and successful alternate food.
This contains the
nt in human livestock, and no
elements necessary for baby’s nutrition,
is neglected that, has been found
is perfectly pure and sterile, and is us:n this development. Two generai rhaps three, from the present ually all-sufficient, though occasionally
,,f "Better Babies” ought to show barley water or some other ingredient
suggested by the physician is advisable
r .cement in the race, though with
THE WAR A TEST OF ENDURANCE.
sioy shown all through Nature to use with this milk.
to the original type it will never
Baby’s Mouth.
Statement Of The English Premier To The
Nutrition is frequently interfered with
eglect any item in the approved
House of Commons.
owing to some inflamed condition of the
LONDON,
July 28. The war has bemucous membrane lining of the mouth.
i.ahy Height and Measurement.
come and is likely to continue for some
If
a thorough washing with boracic acid
a contest of
time
endurance, Premier
: obtain regular charts showing
told the House of Commons this
dard development from birth to water is given before and after each Asquith
afternoon while making a general review
the chance of infection and con>rs of age, with which the baby feeding
in moving the adjournment of Parliament
sequent soreness, will be eliminated.
be
from tomorrow until Sept. 14. The preis
perhaps
Weight
mpared.
The Eyes.
mier remarked:
dex of baby’s health, and regu“We should be ungrateful and insensiThe eyes of every new born infant
;s should be kept. Weekly records
tive indeed if we did not recognize at
should be treated by dropping one or two
first six months, and twice a
this moment the indescribably
drops of a two percent solution of silver efforts being made by our Russiangallant
allies
r that, until the close of the
nitrate into each eye. If any irritation
stem the tide of invasion and to retain
to
ar, when monthly weighings are is caused by this treatment, it will be
inviolate the integrity of tneir possesThroughout infancy sions.”
itficient, Delicate children need only temporary.
and childhood the eyes require most care“I don’t think in the whole of military
ighed oftener.
ful attention, and if any redness or irrihistory there has been a more magnificent
y, normal baby loses from ten tation
develops the family physician example of discipline and endurance and
Baby’s of both individual and collective initiative
per cent in weight during the should be at once consulted.
fairs

t'nun try

...

rival

has a fine view of the Camden
Hills,
Islesboro and the West bay.
Capt. Lester Blake with his wife and
son Hobart are at his summer home at
Harborside. Capt. Blake for the paBt
year has been in command of the steamer, Ohioan of the American-Hawaiian
line in the New York-Pacific coast trade.
He took the Ohioan to California on her
maiden trip a year ago by way of the
Straits of Magellan, and since that time
has been seven times through the Panama Canal.
The round trip from New
York to Seattle, calling at Los Angeles,
San Francisco and Tacoma usually takes

.cates that the child needs more
The

weighs three times its

child

birth at the end of the first
ne weekly gain, in a normal in-

at

y

st

getting.

than he is

ent

eyes should be carefully shielded from
the direct rays of the sun. One sees
frequent instances of carelessness in
wheeling the baby carriage directly
toward the sun, the child lying on his
back, receiving the full glare in his eyes,
a position that few adults could tolerate
and that is bound to be injurious.

nr

from

■mr

four to six

ounces.

MAINE ARTISTS.
Hawthorne and

Foster of Richmond and

in

in

■

Belfast, within and
County ot Waldo on the second TuesJuly, A. D. 1915
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Lois V. chaples late
of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate. Florence D.
Chaples named executrix in said will without
boncls.it being so provided in said will.

A

-•-r.

i. habit should be

and

if the child’s health

regularly

j

early

formed

-insured. It is doubtful if healthy
too much.

sleep

a.ik.iv -ver

Baby's Bath.
-by should be bathed daily from
using at first a basin with lukeand castile soap, and later
The very young infant

•:er

bath.

iib

longer

minutes, though the

tour

or

in the bath

kept

be

•t

11 a rri\7£in t Vi

rrK 117

anH fVto

by wrapping in a soft towel,
lusting of talcum powder esr the folds, follows this.
The
■i, future of the water should be 70
yrees, with doors and windows
avoid drafts.
Soft gauze is
an a sponge, and there should
■ th
for the face and head and
:

the

body.

The temperature of
should be 100 degrees Fahren-

or

month,

the second
1

j

i

then 95 de-

use

ftuti y mto the water if he cries or
afraid. In warm weather when
from

prickly

heat

give

him

a

soda bath before he goes to bed.
Baby’s Teeth.

•r

althy growth

and proper nutriinfant is indicated by the easy
timely cutting of the teeth. This

-■'
:

at:

logins

s-

ijmiia,

Dunuau,

muia, J^gypi-,

and many countries in Europe. He studied at the Students’ Art league in New
York under Mr. Bridgham, and in Boston
at the Museum Art school under the
Messrs. Paxton, Benson and Hale, the
latter being the son of Edward Everett
Hale, although the greater part of Mr.
Adams’ work is portrait painting, he
does beautiful and artistic work in landHe is using his time
scape painting.
while at Peaks to good advantage, and
has made many fine paintings of the
lovely scenery with which this island

the bath,

!tv« guess at the temperature. Teach
™r to enjoy his bath. Lower him

tesuffers

v loticu

during
abounds.
degrees. Al-

the twelfth month and

ond year 85 to 90
a thermometer for

,s!i

auu

very

and to be

early

nor-

Hon.

Zachariah

Chandler.

'Concord, N. H., July 29. A feature
of the meeting of the Governor and
Council today was the unveiling in Doric
Hall of a portrait of Hon. Zachariah
Chandler of Michigan, th^ centenary of
whose birth in Bedford, N. H., came in
1913. The portrait is the gift to the
State of New Hampshire of Mrs. Mary
Chandler Hale of Ellsworth, Me., daughof Zachariah Chandler and wife of

ter

Ex-Senator Eugene Hale of Maine. The
portrait hangs beside that of Gen. John

Dix,

A.

directly opposite

almost

the

should be completed at the end of main entrance to the capitol. The exercises included brief remarks by Gov.
(two apt! one-half years..)
Rolland H. Spaulding and by Ex-United
er
is
for
feeding
responsible
States Senator William E- Chandler,

■

"t

infancy,

the ills of

as

well as for

rvo’ts, irritable symptoms that
j
!lriihs m Tnetimes
display. Disorders of
•t

who
and

ler, also

generally indicate the giving of
lor amount at each feeding, slighting

the

water should be

;

Plenty of
given between

intervals.

■tubbing the gum, where the
■th is indicated, with the finger
a

napKin, neips as enecas lant.i g.
Twenty teeth come first
sit, called “milk teeth.’’

!

!■'

ciean

Hi tut

re

generally come
month; followed by
upper incisors, and two lower
t(r«l incisors from the
eighth to the
seventh

•r

!ir

"lonth.

‘,f

The firBt four molars

ar-

tween the twelfth and fifteenth
,p

the eye and stomach teeth beeighteenth and twenty-fourth

thirtieth

an

5,200

Ex-United States Senator.

Cows

Earn

months.

Weaning baby.
weaning of an infant should al."gradual, and should be avoided
“e

$100 Apiece.

cheese,

valued at

$541,748.46,

was

the

output of the 18 farmers’ co-operative
cheese factories in Tillamook county,
Oregon, during 1914. Fifty-two hundred cows, owned by 486 farmers, produced the milk that made this cheese.
The average return for every cow, after

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, PareIt is pleasant.
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups.
It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other NarIt
substance.
cotic
destroys Worms and allays FeverIt relieves Constipation, Wind Folic, all
ishness.
Troubles
and
It regulates the
Diarrhoea.
Teething
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea
The Mother’s Friend.

At a Probate Court, held at
for the County of Waldo,
July, a. I). 1915.

_

The Kind You Have

,Vt

one or

two bottle

feedings

a

^junction with the natural sup-

",'wising

becomes an easy matter.
alt‘ rnate
feedings greatlv lessen

!irail!

the mother, and are a contravelling and where, for
*Portant reason, the regular in-

Jence
f

on

in

That is one way of conductof education.”

“campaign

is another way, which at least
merit of being open and above
It is in the form of an anti-promanual, frankly put out by the
publicity department of the National
Wholesale Liquor Dealers’Association of
America, and entitled to some notice. A
hasty review of the book shows that it
contains several classes of arguments.
There is the argument that prohibition
does not prohibit, which is a perfectly
legitimate argument if the statements
supporting it are true and correctly stated, not false or garbled. Also there is
the argument that prohibition does not
improve the material and moral condition of the community which is likewise
a legitimate argument under the same
But another form of arguconditions.
ment, which is conspicious throughout
this pamphlet, is that the adoption of
prohibition is a practical confiscation of
the property of those engaged in the
manufacture and sale of liquor, and that
large numbers of wage-earners are thus
deprived of their means of livelihood, an J
this we cannot admit as a legitimate argument. In these times anyone who invests money or labor in the manufacture
or sale of intoxicating liquor knows that
he is in a business that is tolerated rather than approved, and he must take his
chances of having the business curtailed
or stopped, and he is not entitled to compensation if the aroused moral sense of
the people takes away his business en-

tirely.

calosoma beetle kue to gipsy

Always Bought

for the Purpose, Most Successful in Attacking Pest.

Imported

England in order to combat
gipsy moth, iB declared by entomologists in the United States Department
of Agriculture to have firmly established
into New

"Hi

ago

offered the creamery

managers $60

a

low SCO, which is lower than any other record
in New England in the same time.

The strawberry crop on the Hodges farm in
Clinton of $62.62 on me-tenth of an acre loom
small when compare! with one raised here by
A. E. Smith. He raised $78 87 worth on six
square rods of grout d and none were sold for
more than 1$ cents :i box. You cannot beat
Waldo county, for this fa at the rate of over
$2,100 per acre.

YORK

ClTV.

E.

While in Portland

MilllSites, Farms,Sites

FRANK M. GRAY,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Unlimited Raw Material

HEBRON, MAINE.
Nine Buildings
Forty Acres
STURTEVANT HOME-One of the most
beautiful residences for girls in New England.

AND

A1 WOOD HALL—A modern home for boys.
Pure
Exhilarating air. Wholesome food.
spring water. College preparatory. General
courses.
Domestic science. Address

Good Farming Land
AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

WM. E. SARGENT, Litt. D., Principal.
6w25

Communications regarding locations
are invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

Be

ft anC
goods of every description. Furniture. bedding, cat
pets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty. If yoi
have anything tt
sell drop me t
tnd you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. ^OOMBS,
I'ross and Federal Str ts, Belfast,

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

CENTRAL

MAINE

RAILROAD,

posta

PORTLAND. MAINE.

a

Con

FRANK A.

ORRINJ. DICKEY,
Notary Public,

con a-

NYE,

Undertaker and Licensed

Embalmer.
CORONER FOR WALDOu COUNTY.
SEARSPORT and 60 MAIN ST.. BELFAS1
Tleephone connections

All calls

ESTATE

REAL

Cottages, farms,

summer

Homes and

Belfast,

Me.

James U Duncan. C. E„
SEARSPORT, MAINE,
Land

Surveying,
Valuation of

Topographic

Timberlands,

and

Hydrographic' Surveys,
General Engineering Work.
»

lyrll

stove
a

wood, building

small

quantity

sand and

of bard wood

NOTICE.

Cry

32tt

The last legislature amended’Chapters 66 and
69 of the Revised Statutes requiring executors,
administrators and guardians to give public
notice of their appointment.

Chapter

66 is amended

so as

to read

as

fol-

lows:
“Section 40. Every executor or administrator, within three months after his appointment or within su^h further time, not exceeding three months, as the judge allows, shall
cause public notice of his appointment to be
published in some newspaper published in the
county where the deceased last dwelt, if in the
State, and shall give such further notice as the
judge in writing directs.’—(Approved March

10,1915.)

Section nine of chapter sixty-nine of the Revised Statutes is amended by inserting after
the word “guardians" in the first line of said
section, the following words, “shall give notice
of their appointment and make retur thereof
to the probate court in the manner provided
by law relating to notices of appointment by
executors and administrators."
At a Probate Court neld at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of July, a. D. 1915.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Anna M. Nash, late of
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.

A

Orders Solicited

MISS EVIE HOLMES.pi

or

of

the estate of Sarah K.

notice be given to all persons inOrdered,
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
three
weeks successively in The Republished
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of August next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they liave.
why the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
that

A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W.

TRYING E. PENDLETON of Lewiston,Maine,
A son of Frank I. Pendleton, late of Sf arsport,
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that he, Irving K.
Pendleton of said Lewiston, may be apjointed
administrator of said estate without being lequested to give bond.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
in
order to be published three weeks
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
a
Probate
at
that
at Belfast,
they may appear
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the lOtli day of August, A 1). 1916,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have,why the prayer of said petitioner snouid not be granted,
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

successively

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of
r July. a. D. 1915.
i. Wallace of Belfast, in said

Bertha
County, having presented petition praying
be charged to Bertha I. Gulliver.
that her
a

name

Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and foi
said County, on the 10th day of August, A. D.
1915, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
SB—In Court ot Probate, held at Belfast, on the 13th day of July, 1915. Frank
A. Cushman, administrator on the estate of
Charles E. Palmer, late of Montvllle, iu said
Countv. deceased, having presented his first and
final account of administration of said estate for
allowance.

WALDO

New Probate Laws

Rents.
Pythian Block,

at both places.
answered promptly.
3 Sti

PROBATE NOTICES.

Titles Investigated
Deeds Executed

JOHN

Leonard, Register.

NOTICE.

The subscriber here
EXECUTRIX’S
by gives notice that she has been duly apexecutrix of the last will and testament

pointed
of

JOHN W. DAVIS, late of Northport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, ana given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately to Ralph I. Morse of Belfast,
Me., my authorized agent.
ROWENA MORGAN.
Worcester, Mass., July 13,1916.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

that ai; nei sons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on tlie loth
day of August next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be al
lowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
1.1)0 88— In Court of Probate, Held at Bel
Mimic
fast, on the 13th day of .July, 1916.
K. Greeley, administratiix, on the estate of
Charles E.W'ood, late of Palermo, in said County. deceased, having presented her first and final
account of administration of said estate for al
lowauce.
ilT A

W

Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal
a newspaper published in Belfast, m said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Be Hast, on the 10th day
of August next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowJAMES LIBBY, Judge.
ed.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur VV. Leonard, Register.
SS —In court ol Probate. Held at Belfast. on the 13tli day of July, 1916. Louise
A. Snow, executrix ot the will of Howard Snow,
late of Burnham, in said County, deceased, having presented her fust and finai acccoum of administration ot said estate for allowance.

WALDO

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
10th day of August next, and show cause if any
they have, why the said account should not be

allowed.

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W.

Leonard, Register,

88.—In Court ol Probate, held at BelIs ac
the 13th day of July. 1916.
executor of the last will of Emily
Hall, late of Winterport, in said County,
deceased, having presented his first and final
account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court to be held at Belfast, on the lOtb
day of Augftst next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be
allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
fast.
WALDO
Dunham,

on

J.
M.

sliould not be

\v.

Leonard. Register.

FllANK PETERSON,

late of

Searsport,

amTTT

b1v™

ramVeceasedlre

/wSflBU™*100"-

Rockland Mass.

™B

subscriber

Ihr^T

WILLIAM A.

WHITNEY, late of Winthrop,
“SS:
,«'«» !>ords as the law di-

reers'1

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the Countv of Waldo, on the 13th day of
July, A. D. 19IE.

HEBRON ACADEMY

in life.

tliree

LIBBV-

in the Countv of
Waldo, deceased
bonds as tile law directs
deiiianils against the estate of

to

t

il

immediately!
&“i916.lJswS0 NBY'

requested to make payment

are

North port.

Ale., July

UMINISTRATRIX'S NOTICE
The
seriber hereby gives notice
that she

tateDo?Uly

sm,
has

aPP°uited administratrix of the

es-

LAWHENCE E ESTES, late of
Brooks,

Load's6 aW,aw &

<‘e~ a'H> g'ven
demands against the estate of
desired to present the same
for settlement ana
all indebted thereto are
requested to ,naKe P^y*
meni immediately
Belfast, Me.. July 13.

A I“l,NIS|rK

3m21

give opportunity to those desiring to
make a change in location for a new start

Water Powers

Manager.

_Arthur

Belfast, wttlitu aud
the 13th day ot

Ordered. That the said petitioner gives notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 10th day ot August, A. 1). 1916,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur VV. Leonard, Register.

European Plan, $1.00 per day np.
American Plan, $2.50 per day up.
Every car passes the door.

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE]

wed.VB'
A'truecopy. Attest’:*'168

on

Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that the actual market value of the property
of said deceased’s estate, the persons Interested
in the succession thereto, and the amount of the
inheritance tax thereon, may be determined by
the Judge of Probate,

House Just put in first class order.

Camps

Undeveloped

at the

40 Rooms with running water.
25 Rooms with private baths.

for4Summer .Hotels
and

Stop

tiiat notice thereof be given

JOHNSON of Belfast, in said County,

admmistrat
GEO,
Gardner late of

PREBLE HOUSE

Locations

—

valent in its prey, and neither is it apGILES G. ABBOTT,
lumber.
parently affected by the sprays used to
At the present
control the gipsy moth.
LincolnvUle Avenue
Tel i37-a
it is regarded as the most important of
fcstf
the natural enemies of thiB widespread
A new professional paper of the
pest.
United StateB Department of Agriculture, Bulletin 251, contains a detailed description of the calosoma beetle, its distribution, life history and habits.
Guaranteed work In Chiropody, Manlour
ng and Shampooing. Also Facial Work.
CMldren
Full line of all kinds of Hair Work at my
FOR FLETCHER’S
parlors over Shlro’s Store, Phcenlx Row.

CASTOR I A

MEW

Quarries,
Factory

i

the

The first
itself in its new environment.
of these green beetles was sent from
Europe in 1905. Between then and 1910
a little over 4,000 of the insects were
shipped to this country. They have multiplied and spread with extraordinry
rapidity and are now so abundant that
many people in New England are familiar with their appearance and habits.
Investigations show that these insects,
both as beetles and as larvae, consume
enormous quantities of the gipsy moth
larvae. They are able to climb the trees
upon which their prey are feeding and
are most active during the periods when

COMPANY.

Ordered,

weeks successively, in The
Republican jiurnl?
f.bf'^Pfr published in BelfaVr, “dCoinfy
,,,a> ««“«<!St»
f;^rst;^s,",trrf2te“
jit*
Udtc cm
to be held Ht Helfast on flip loth
Louit,
«nd show cause ‘if any
?h/v hfA,lgus.tnext'
wlly tl,B salU acc,mnt
alio

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the lOtn day of August, a. I). 1915,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show,
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
.JAMES LIBBY. .Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur w. Leunaku, Register.
At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
July. A. D. 1915.

moth.
Insect

day'

allowed*

CLARA

In Use For Over 30 Years.
'J

Belfast, within and
on the 13th day ol

M. MERRILL of Winterport, guardian
of Harold S. Merrill and Winnie F. Merrill,
minor children of Chandler R. Merrill, late of
Winterport, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having prese ited a petition praying for a license
to sell certain real estate belonging to said
minors situated in said Winterport and for the
purposes therein expressed.

—

deducting factory expenses,
nearly
$100. This is a remarkable average for
the gipsy moths are abundant. The cal5,200 cows.”
osoma beetle, in fact, seemB to be admirably adapted in every way to destroying For fitted
THORNDIKE.
the gipsy moth. It is not apparently inThe Whitney Creamery Co. a few months jured by the wilt disease which is so pre- gravel, and
was

month extra if thay would keep the bacteria
weather, as well as in the teeth- below 60,000 perl cubic c. c. in the milk and
cream.
Merton Bradford, the manager here,
eerie, i, or ^ the child is
suffering who is but 19 years of age, has obtained the
-ness no matter how slight this prize every month; and for the past two
Where infants are accustomed months has kept the bacteria in the cream be-

t

a

«?’a TV

ai!cet01

and allowed.

for Infants and Children.

There
has the
board.
hibition

ed

In the current issue of Farm and Fireside, the national farm paper published
at Springfield, Ohio, appears an account
of a big and successful co-operative
movement which is bringing certain
Oregon farmers success. In the following brief extract taken from the article
appear a few of the most important

“J!

!
*

ing

Washington, I). C. August 2, 1915.
The calosoma beetle, which was introduc-

facts:
“More than 3 1-2 million pounds of
usually the middle

Tiiese

irurs.

or

was
closely associated, politically
personally, with Zachariah Chand-

consumed.

JrjnrliaL

WAi'V°

short time will be within their reach.”
The premier declared that the British
government’s confidence in the results
of the Dardanelles operations was undiminished and emphasized his confidence
in the victory of the French and British
armies in the west.
Referring to the fact that next week
would see the completion of a year of
war, Mr.
Asquith remarked that the
British fleet today was far stronger than
at the beginning of the war “and to its
quiet and unobserved activity is due the
tact that the seas are
substantially

“newspaper service.” This “service” is

adminis6

firstland final account of
tration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, Tiiat notice thereof be given tliree
weeks successively, in The
Republican
a newspaper
published in
in said Countv
tiiat all persons interestedBelfast,
may attend at a Pro’
t0 l,e
»« Belfast,on the loth
ot August next, ami show
cause, if anv dev
liave, why the said account sliould
not be
JAMKK LIBBY Judge.
Inrlge
A true copy. Attest:
_Arthur W, Leonard.

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in
by causing a copy of this order to be
Register.
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
—111 r.'oui t of Pi Dilate, held
ai Beimay appear at a l’rohate Court, to be held at ;
fast, on the 13th day of .July, 19H Charles
Belfast, within and for said County, on tlie second "!• Howes, administrator on the estate of
Alice
Tuesday of August next, at ten of the clues
"l Moutville, In saul
Oountv debefore noon, anti show cause, if anv they have, eloV,°,i"'i
ceased, having presented lip first and
tin il’ ill
why the same should not be proven, approved
''B'nmistraliou of said estate for allow-terested

“Our new allies, Italy, are with carefully prepared movements steadily gaining ground, making their way towards
the objective which we believe in a very

really quite interesting stuff, and it requires some searching to h'unt out the
colored gentleman concealed in the woodpile of the|free copy furnished at, considerable expense.
However, a careful reading will disclose that there are, mixed into each sheet of the copy furnished, ajpout
two paragraphs the effect of which is to
discredit prohibition or other legislation
which will reduce the amount of liquor

f„

for the
day of

■

Miss Fisher, whom he afterward married at Castine when she was teaching
at the Normal school. They went to
Hawaii, where Mr. Adams owned a
large sugar plantation, and there Philip
Adams was born.
He was educated in
Cambridge, his parents having left
Hawaii when their son was tour years
old, and afterward attended Harvard.
He graduated from Harvard, in 1903,
and for
two years after
that he
taught' English at the University of
Wisconsin.
Deciding to make painting his life work, he returned east and
began his art studies. For three years
after that he traveled a great deal. He
made a trip around the world, visiting in
almost every country of importance. He
went bad* to his boyhood home in Hawaii, he spent six months in Japan,

BELFAST. Windsor

aYlowanen

..

.ling until the child is four years or
Regular, quiet sleep is an indica>rmal, healthy development, and

LEAVE

!

than has been shown by the Russian army
in the last seven weeks.

usually exceed later
Philip Adams, one of the Adams Family
height and weight. The
of Castine.
new
born
a
of
height
healthy,
Richmond, this State, has turned out
nes between sixteen andtwentyseveral famous artists, including Ben
e, and the weight between six Foster and Charles Hawthorne, whose
family was known in Richmond as Hapounds. Boys weigh one-half thorn.
Hawthorne’s wife also is a
quarters of a pound more than famous artist in water colors. Mr. Hawincreases
rule.
thorne
has
Baby's height
exhibits in foreign galleries clear.”
“After
said the premier, “this
idly during the first two weeks and two of his pictures are in the New submarine all,”
menace, serious as it has apYork art museum. He lives in ProvinceAfter two weeks, and up to the
town and makes a special study of the peared to be, is not gong to inflict fatal
th there is an almost uniform folk life of the sea.
He had a tremen- or substantial injury to British trade.
height which then becomes dously hard struggle in New York to get The seas are clear.
“We have our supplies of food and raw
1, but continues uniformly to on his feet, but his genius won and his
is establishad in the Old materials, upon which we and the rest of
reputation
the
.f the first year. During
the country depend, flowing in upon us
World as well as in the New.
in the same abundance and with the same
ar the growth is from four to
and 1 may say without much
During the fourth year two
Among the colony of well known men freedom;
exaggeration, judging from the insurance i
: •: ve
inches, and from this to the and women at Peaks Island is Philip rates and other matters, with the same
j
the Boston portrait painter.
-r-rrtli year the yearly gain is from Adams,
and risks
Mr. Adams was born in the Hawaiian immunity from serious hazards
as in times of peace.”
me u two inches.
Islands. His mother was a Cape Cod
Baby's Sleep.
girl, formerly Ellen Fisher of YarmouthANTI-PROHIBITION ARGUMENTS.
port. His father was Thomas Adams,
w-born, healthy infant, with good one
of the Adams family of Castine.
[The Oxford Democrat]
and proper food, will usually One of his ancestors married a British
Some of our exchanges who are earne ghteen to twenty hours a day.
officer, who was stationed at Castine
Mr.
Adams’ est supporters of prohibition are making
months about fifteen hours are during the Revolution.
il
was a shipbuilder at Castine, use of the “copy” generously furnishgrandfather
thirteen
at
two
hours, and his father
years
.-sary,
went to Hawaii as the
a philanthropic
at
three twelve hours, this period United States consul there. He met ed without charge by
children

in

:

fi;.'

.

AUTO SERVICE.

Hotel,
ARRIVE IX CAMDEN
The company of Boston and Worcester
8.00 a, m.i 18.15 p.iu,: 3.00 p. m.
9 30 a
1.30 p. m ; 4.30 P. m.
people who bought an extensive tract
LEAVE CAMDEN. Bay View
of land at Seal Cove and Red Point haye
House,
ARRIVE IN BELFAST
9.30 a, m.$ 1,30 p. m ; 4.30 p.
11.00 a.m.; 3 00 p. m.; a.0o
just finished a fine new building,and there
p
are rumors of other cottages and of a
Fare, $1.00.
Round Trip, $2.00,
club house in Seal Cove.
SPECIAL TRIPS ON APPLICATION.
Mr. and Mrs. Leverett H. Sage and
MAINE
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY,
daughter, Margaret, of Hackensack, N. 72 days.
J., Mr. and Mrs. W. Garnett Munn and
The summer services at the Union
WILLIAM B. WIlLIAMSON, Manager
the Misses Helen and Marget Munn of chapel are well attended. Mrs. I. A.
ORRIN J, DICKEY, Agent. Phone 156-3,
Belfast, Maine.
24
Louisville, Ky., and Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Eldridge of Hackensack, N. J., is the
Jocelyn and their daughter, Margaret, organist, and the preachers so far have
of White Plains, N. Y., are at Cedar been Rev. J. A.
Fairley of White Plains,
N. Y., Edwin Fairley of Brooklyn, N- At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
Cottage.
01 Frobate, Held at
Belfor the County of Waldo, on the second Tues
and
Rev.
tiosmer
McKoon of the
The Cape is enjoying a prosperous sea- Y.,
daV Of Juiv, 1915. Lucy
p MiSho’S" ,l,e.13t
of July, a. 1>, 1915.
day
BUnitarian
Castine.
Next
SunMitchell
and Alice Vern
son this
church,
w.:,^.lle!
’*turt,s
summer, the boarding houses beof
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
ppWiJ?i,t,fUTTe?8 t,le esta,t- of Curtis K Mitching well filled, and the cottages nearly day Edwin Fairley will be the preacher, A will and testament of
WMliam Bragg, late of
Couuty’
havall occupied. At the Undercliff there is and others who are expected later are Lincolnvilleju said County of Waldo, deceased, ii E ’presented Trail ‘eald, acco"nt deceased,
a ««>««. of
the usual jolly company; Bay Crest is Prof. Beckwith of the Chicago (Congre- having been presented for probate. Irene Me- said estate for
of
said
Lincimiville
Kenney
Ordered, that notice thereof he given three
being named execucrowded; John S. Blake has a full house, gational) Theological Seminary, former- trix of said will without bond**
weeks successively, m The
Republican Jour,1?
Cedar Cottage is full, and the Wheelocks ly of Bangor, and Rev. Ferdinand L.
a newspaper puiilfslied in
in said CouStS*
That
Ordered,
notice
be
to
all
Blanchard of the Euclid avenue Congregiven
persons that, all persons interested Belfast,
are at I. E. Peasley’s Bay View farm.
mav attend at a Pro*
interested by causing a copy of this order to be bate
to
be
Court,
lielu
at
gational church, Cleveland, Ohio.
HeluwtVou the 10thd£
published three weeks successively in The Re- of August next, and show
cause, if anv the?
Percy jj. Clifford and his corps of able
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they have, why the said
account should not be allowmay appear at a Probate .Court, to be held at
Work Resumed at Hallowell.
helpers completed on Tuesday July 27th
within
and
for
said
Belfast,
the feat of building a four room bungalow
County, on the
J AMES U,i«V,
second Tuesday of August next, at teu of the A
Judge.
true copy. Attest:
in fourteen days for Alden R. Hefier of
The Hallowell Granite Works, employ- Clock before noon, and show
cause, if »ny they
the
same should not be proved, ap- ___Akthithw. Leonard, Register.
Hyde Park, Mass. The bungalow is ing over 400 men, began work July 26th have, why
Sb —court or
complete, with beautiful stone fireplace after a shutdown of nine months. There proved and allowed. JAMES
probate, field at BelWALDO
LIBBY, Judge.
fast, on the 13th day of July, 1915. Robert
and ample piazza, and is situated on land is plenty of work ahead but only a few
A true copy. Attest:
p. Dnnton. administrator de
bonis aon with the
Arthur vv. Leonard, Register.
formerly belonging to John S. Blake. Ii men have been employed as yet.
wiii annexed, on the estate of
Mary A White
late oi Belfast, m said
County, deceased, having
At a Probate Court held at
presented Ins

1

lays after birth, and does not
until about the tenth day. Con-ss of weight, after the second

CAMDEN-BELFAST
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mak^n*^
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'’"It'S NOTICE. The subscrib-

sajs sr 5qly

CHARLES O. PEAVEY, late of
in the
bonds

demands

Belfast,

Liver,

County

as

of Waldo, deceased and
the law directs. All
against the estate of said deceased
the same for settlement and
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luake pay-
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Immediately!0
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notice tb it
duly appointed administrator of the
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ADA II. SHU.V1AN. late
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Belfast, July
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SHUMANT.

*bthator s notice,
ne subA
H'.ves notice that lie has been
duiv
iDi
!7rlJy
omy appointed
administrator of the estate of
ANNIE S. (IOFFE, late of
Portland, Oregon,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs
Prisons having demands
iV,
the
deceased are desired to present
!?',d
°

Smr

again!!

thefsani

£

a,Kl
r!:,quested
s.eo "'“"‘"B
to make

t

quick
Stockton
ton Mart.

hpnngs,

Ah indebted therepayment immediately.
BENJAMIN M. E.AMES.
Jmy lb, lyi5.

A dministr a roll’s notice,

me subthat he lias been
of tile estate of
late of Bellast

ber hereby gives notice
uAi„^cr
duly appended administrator

CAROLINE DOLLOFF,

the County of
Waldo, deceased, and erven
bonds as me law directs. All
mauds against the estate of persons having do
deshed to present the same tor
settlement and
a‘'e reqUe8ted t0 Ulake
payment
H MUD(5ETTin

slid "eceSd a?«

^immediately!0

Belfast,Julyl3SAMIN

sub'

ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The
il
seriber liereby gives notice that
she has
been duly appointed administratrix of
the estate

AARON B. RIPJ.KY, late of
Searsinont,
in the County of Waldo,
deceased, and triven
bonds as the law directs. All
persons having
mauds against the estate of said
deceased are de-

<?<£

ment

J

immediately.

LUCRETlA W. RIPLEY
hearsmont, July 13. 1915.
NOTICE. The
subscriberslierethat they love been du’v an
pointed t-xecbtois of tlie last will and testament

EXECUTORS’
-y sue notice

MARY MAUDE

MILLIKEN,

late of

Belfast,

in tlie County of Waldo, deceased. Ail person's
having demands against tlie estate of said de-

desired to present the same foi settlement, and ail indebted thereto are leuuestell to
make payment immediately.
El. iLr a. SHERMAN
SETH ,V1. MILLI KEN
Belfast, July 13, 1915.

ceased are

NOTICE. The subscriber Iiere>
by gives notice that he .has been dulv aDPOinted executor of tlie last will and testament

ilXECCTOR’S

PHEBE A.
In the
bonds

STAPLES,

late of

Belfast,

County of Waldo deceased, and given
rs
tu©

1r\v

directs.
All
persons
having demands against tlie estate of said deceased are desired to present tlie same for setand
all
indebted
tlement,
thereto are requested
to make payment immediately
ROBERT F. DUNTON.

Belfast, July 13,1915,

EXECUTOR’S

NOTICE.

Tile subscriber here-

by gives notice that he lias been duly appointed executor of the last will and testament

of

HARRIET E. FROST, late of Belfast, 1
In the County of Waldo, deceased.
All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately,
ARCHIE F.J. EAGER.
Belfast, July 13, 1915.
NOTICE.
The
subscriber
EXECUTOR’S
hereby gives notice that lie lias been duly

appointed .executor of
ment of

the last will and testa-

LYDIA C. CARVER, late_of Searsport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against tlie estate of said deceased are
desired to present file same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment

immediately.

HARRY E.

Searsport. Me., July 13, 1915.

BANGS.

SEARSPORT.
OtiB Colson left Friday morning for Nashua
H„ on a business trip.
Tinker-mackerel were selling in the streets
last week at eight for twenty-five cents.
Charles G. Sheldon of Boston was in town
Wednesday and Thursday calling on friends.

LOOK OVER THIS PAGE I

N.

Eugene P. Carver, Esq of Boston
Saturday and Sunday calling on friends.
was

in

town

Dr. and Mrs. Samuel Calderwood of Koxon
were in town last week calling
friends.
Lawrence Hamilton and family of Boston
arrived Monday to spend their vacation at
their old home.
finished disBarge Cumru from Philadelphia
W.
charging 3,000 tons of coal at the P. C. &

bury. Mass.,

Where

on

Elm street,

Raymond E. Lord, clerk in Soule’s drug
store, Gardiner, is visiting Mr and Mrs. J. B.

Sweetser for a week.

Flying

a

Gipsy along the
cruise in his steam yacht
coast of Maine, arrived in port Saturday.
Mrs. Julia Marshall, who has been the guest
Fred Swift on Him street for
several weeks, returned to Boston Friday.
of Mr. and Mrs.

Machine

from

George M. Curtis arrived Wednesday
New York and is visiting his parents, Capt.
and Mrs. Henry Y. Curtis, on Water.street.
Miss M. Ida West of Brooklyn, N. Y., arrived Friday and is the guest of her parents,
and Mrs. W. H. West, on Main street.

EXHIBIT

Harry Nason, third officer of the steamer
Millinocket, was in town last Thursday and
Friday while the steamer was loading at Cape
Jelli6on.
A 250-pound porp oise caught in one of the
herring weirs in the harbor was on exhibition
in front of the Searsport Fruit Co. store on
Main street last week.
New peas

are

in

Have

peck; rasp-

abundance at 15 cents per box, and
blueberries at 10 cents per quart.
Harold J. Biather, assistant paymaster of
the Great Northern Paper Co. of Millinockett,
Mrs.
was in town Friday,the guest of Mr. and
Charles Rogers on the Black road.
berries in

visiting

you ever seen a

Every

REMEMBER,

get

you

all this for

in

Adams,

Class.

popular jewelers,

or

!

I

Samuel Butman, who has been spending
several weeks at his old home here returned
Sunday to his home in Texas, where he is
the owner of a 12,0C0 acre ranch.

race.

-—25c.-

A large amount of hay is now in the fields
and has been cut for the past week, but on account of the continual wet weather the farmers
have been unable to make the hay.

and see the

four silver cups offered as J prizes in the colt

What a lot
exci tm ml arc! ail for

Girniny!

of|fun

a

I

and

THE

■

Li! Hi!

II

FROM ST. LOUIS

A Beal Midway

fine bunch

waiting for
you at the Poultry Show

Colt Exhibition

our

THE FAC r THAT THERE’S

of entries

LOTS OF ENTRIES
3-Minute Class, Trot or Pace.
2.40 Class, Trot or Pace.
The Green Horse Pace, Trot
Pace.
2.27 Class. Trot or Pace.
2.24 Class, Trot or Pace.
The Farmers’ Oat Race.

modern,

Colcord has

Look in windows of William Thayer, Chase
& Doak, H. J. Locke & Son and Samuel

Chester Lombard, foreman at the B. & A.
roundhouse at Mack’s Point, and Mrs. Lombard and son James, who have been
Boston, returned home Saturday.

B

Don’t Overlook

EVER

Here you have the standard oldtime thrills. You will see some
real racing this August

The

up-to-the-minute flying machine
do steep banking, volplaning,
spirals, ocean-rolling and deathdips ?

the market at 25 cents per
at 30 cents per

HORSEJACES

Poultry Show

In

Capt.

peck; new potatoes

EXCITING

BEST

THRU LINE

Nehemiah Roulstone and Harold Marshall,
who have been spending a two weeks’ vacation in town, returned to Boston Sunday.

making

I

Quarter?^

The New Waldo County Fair Association

Miss Margaret Miller of Brooklyn, N. Y., arrived Monday and is the guest of Miss Lillias
P. Nichols on Water street.
C. C. Hamilton of Boston, who is spending
the summer in his cottage at Sandypoint, called on friends in town Friday,
rtMve
S T. Fnirphilfi And son Jav.who
have been speeding a month in Philadelphia,
home
Sunday in their auto.
returned
John H. Montgomery of Bucksport was in
town Saturday and Sunday with his family,
who are summering at Pleasant Point.

who is

a

CONDUCTED BY

Miss Laura Trundy of Bangor spent Sunday
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Trundy,
oq East Main street,
Six reel pictures, the "Story of Damon and
Pythias,’’ will be shown at Union hall Saturday evening, August 7th.

Eugene P. Carver, Jr

Earth Could You Get More Fun for

THE NEW WALDO COUNTY FAIR!

plant Saturday.
Mrs. Mary A. Black of Providence, K, I., is
spending the summer with Mr. and Mrs. Ferd

Swift

on

I

IB
at a 94-mile-an-hour

IB

clip.

Yes, Sir. ’twill make the Zone
at the World’s Fair jealous to see

This will be some feature. Thin'
of it—Flying Machine circling

|B

our

overhead—motorcycle geared

|B

Here you’ll find your favorites
—the good old Rocks and Wyandottes, Reds—and all the rest.
The Rapid Fire Leghorns, Minorcas and Andalusians: the staid
old Brahmas, Cochins,Langshans,
and the coming Orpingtons! The
classy Polish and Bearded Silvers,
The Laced and The Crested, The
Silver Penciled and The Star
Span ;led, the Red Caps and the

And all the other side shows

Bantams! All these, mind you,
and Turkeys, Geese, Ducks and
Pigeons, The Pea Fowls and The
Swans—yes, and gocd business
pointers, too —all thrown in for

Then remember, the Band ConThere’ll be music in the
air, all right—and you hear it all
•for

Ocean Wave
Ferris Wheel
Motor Drome

|

|B

to the limit roaring underneath
Can the sky terror beat the
earth greyhound!

Merry-Go-Round

certs.

|B

ut

|B

|B

I

m §Siff ii

|B

A tight wire performance thirty
feet in the air by a man who
juggles with death—turning bar,

spring

son

wire,

S
!■

fB
|B

etc.

Yes. your ne:ves will get goon
exercise—all for

|B

I

-25c.-

Iifib iiMt

Dr. Edward S. Calderwood of Roxbury,
Mass., arrived Wednesday for a few days stay
with bis family, who are summering at the
McClure homestead on East Main street.

*

Capt. and Mrs. J. D. Sweetser, Miss Rilla J.
Carlon and a party of New York ladies, left
Tuesday in Capt. Sweetser’s auto on a trip to
Moosehead Lake and will return the last of the

Come to

our

helped make it

city in the forenoon

a sure success.

and see the attractive

In the afternoon

we

displays of

our

live merchants.

They

all boosters of

are

fair and have

our

will hold your attention every minute!

week,

The New Waldo

John Sullivan had a severe hemorrhage at
the home of his son-in-law, Prof. B. C. Richardson, on West Main street, Sunday afternoon. but at this writing is very much im-

proved.
Because of the uncertainty of the presence
of Rev. T. P. Williams of Houlton at the
Centennial Celebration Professor Calvin Clark
of the Bangor Theological Seminary will speak
at the Harbor Church in the afternoon and at
the first church in the evening.
The hay cut of 1914 at Moose Point Farm,
consisting of about 80 tons, pressed, was sold
last week to a Pittsfield hay buyer for the
The price was $19 per ton at
Boston market.
the barn. The hay is being shipped by the B.
& A. railroad to its destination.

Will

be

the

best

ever

held

in

this

salad, hot rolls., ices, cakes and coffee
served, Mrs. Calderwood, Misses Iona and
Ethel Nichols assisting. Others present were
Mrs. A. M. Ross, Mrs. Ellen Lieo, Miss Laeb,
Miss Roulestone, Mrs. J. H. Montgomery, Miss
Erskine and Miss Florence Colcord.
ster

were

Donald W. Vaughan, clerk for the Searspoit
Drug Co., [missed his bicycle from the store
one evening about two weeks ago last Friday.
A young man from a near-by town rode into
the village on the wheel. Mr. Vaughan was
notified by a party who thought he recognized
the wheel and .interviewed the young men,

of admission

to

all

the features

will

NEW WALDO COUNTY

be only TWENTY-FIVE

cents

FAIR ASSOCIATION

BY H. C.

BUZZELL, Secretary
—
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Lieut. Carver is the
since school days.
MARRIED.
of the late Capt. Cyrus and Ciara Carver,
and is an Annapolis graduate. The bride is i Carver-Gerry. In New York, August 2,
the daughter of Mrs. Henrietta Gerry Young by Rev Geo Clark Houghton, DD, Lieut Wilcelebration; but the actual success depends of this
town, a graduate of the Searsport High bur Carver, U S N, and Miss Henrietta Gerry
lor g to
upon ycur nterest to ireke these days
school, trained as a nurse in the Trull hospital of Searsport.
be remembered for their er joyment and profit.
and qualified in surgery in the Emerson hospiHamm-Arbuckles. In Winterport, July 24,
tal and in 6urgery at Bellevue, and is well by Rev A J Lockhart, Silas Eugene Hamm and
A delightful party was given Wednesday afher
known
for
high qualifications.
Daisy Arbuckles, both of Winterport,
ternoon, July 28th, by Miss Dorothy McGown
Lindsey-Smith. In Rockland, July 24, by
of Worcester.Mass., a summer visitor,in honor
Old-Time Taxpayers of Islesboro. Followof her cousin, Miss Elizabeth Havener, aUo of ing is a list of the tax payers ot the town of Rev Willard Pratt, Arthur W Lindsey and
A Smith.
Worcester, who is spending the season with Islesboro, county of Hancock and common^ Florence
Nutter Carter. In Brooklin, July '24, by
her parents at their summer home here and
wealth of Massachusetts, who were assessed
whose engagement to Dr. William Curtis of for taxes for the year 1816, copied from an Rev Louis W West, Fred E Nutter of Brookof Brooksville.
Everett, Mass., was recently announced. The old pamphlet now in possession of the writer: lin and Miss Hannah Carter
I young ladies assembled with their needlework Elisha
Richards Wooster. In Belfast, July 31, by
Ames, Jabez Ames, Joseph Boardman, Rev
Arthur A Blair, Ralph Richards and Miss
and upon suggestion of one of the party a game Thomas Boardman, William Boardman, Robert
Marian Wooster, both of Belfast.
was started in which Miss Havener was “it.”
Coombs, Hosea Coombs, Fields Coombs,
were
ch
on
wh
Salley-Reynolds. In Pittsfield, July 23,
She was given a slip of paper
Jesse Coombs, Benjamin Coombs, Anthony
written directions to look in a certain place Coombs, Anthony Coombs, Jr., Field Coomb9, Arthur s Salley, of Pittsfield and Miss Charin the house. There she found a package on 2nd.,
Simon Dcdge, Joshua Coombs, Si- lotte M Reynolds of Unity.
Snowden-Small. In Deer Isle, July 16, by
which was written, look elsewhere, and so on mon Dodge, Jr., James Dodge, Rahbone
until she searched many a nook and corner of Dodge,
John
Josiah
Farrow, Rev O J Guptill, Willis T Snowden and Miss
Farrow,
the house, finding dainty handkerchiefs, the Josiah Farrow, Jr., John Gilkey, John Gilkey,
Evelyn F Small, both of Deer Isle.
in the party. Salads, ices and 1 Jr., Thomas Gilkey, Paoli Hewes, Jeremiah
In Deer Isle, July 20, by
Weed-Eaton,
| gifts of the girls
Rev George Smith, Howard G Weed and Miss
coffee were served. The weeding is to take Hatch, Isaac Hatch, Joseph Jones, Elison LesI place at the Havener suknmer home here on sen, Thomas Marshall, Elisha Nash, Miehil1 Evelyn B Eaton, both of Deer Isle.
Winslow-Orff. In Warren, July 24, by Rev
August 11th. Miss Havener has been coming Parker, Jonathan Parker, Mark Pendleton*
to Searsport with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Pendleton, Joseph Pendleton, Stephen J E Everingham, Roscoe Newell Winslow and
Ludwig Havener,ever since she can remember, Pendleton, John Pendleton, Jr., Jonathan Pen- Hattie M Orff.
and the engagement is the culmination of a dleton, William Pendleton, 3d, Joseph Philseashore romance, young Dr. Curtis also being brqok, James Pendleton, William Pendleton,
DIED.
a
summer visitor, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
2d, Hancock Rose, Henry Rose, Lemuel Rich,
Joseph Curtis of Everett, formerly of Sears- Robert Sherman, Simon Sprague, Solomon
Benson. In Camden, July 27, Silas C Benson,
port. The guests were Misses Maude and Lil- Sprague, David Thomas, Godfrey Trim, Roblian Smith,Misses Emily and Lucy Ross, Misses ert Trim, James Trim. Samuel Veasie, Samuel aged 73 years, 8 months and 28 days,
Broughton. In Rockport, July 21, Carrie G
Salhe and Kate Dow, Lillies Nichols, Mariam Veazie, Jr., Samuel Williams, Joseph Williams,
Stowers, Evelyn Jackson, Margaret Pendleton, Benjamin Williams, Amos Williams, Samuel S, wife of Samuel Broughton oi Fall River, a
native
of Warren, aged 68 years, 11 months
Miss Hazeltine.
Warren, Samuel Warren, Jr., George Warren,
and 19 days. Burial at Camden.
Joseph Woodward.
Burns. In North Islesboro, July 28, Mary
Carver-Gerry. Frierds here were somewhat surprised to receive Tuesday an anJ, widow of the late William H Burns of BelJACKSON.
nouncement of the marriage in New York,
fast, aged 89 years and 15 days.
Haskell. In Pittsfield, July 27, Louis O
Monday, of Lieut Wilbur Carver, U. S. N.,
and Miss Henrietta Gerry of this town. AlPhilip Bartlett <ff Monroe is helping A. E- Haskell, aged 46 years, 6 months and 18 days.
Herrick. In Brooklin, July 23, Lizzie W,
though the engsgement was announced some Morton with his haying.
time ago, the date of the wedding was not
Mrs. Crosby of Kenduskeag is caring for wife of Dr Fred S Herrick, aged 51 years, 3
atis
months
and 9 days.
here.
Lieut.
Carver
known
generally
her daughter, Mrs. Levi Stevens.
Robbins In| Southwest Harbor, July 22,
tached to the U. S. S, Tenneesee, which has
Mrs. Herbert Chase, who has been caring
Pearl
MediterRobbins, aged 74 years.
just returned from a year in the
for her niece, Mrs. Eugene Fletcher, of PittsIn Belfast, July 30, Alfred W
Robbins.
The wedding ceremony was per- field, for several weeks, has returned home.
ranean.
formed by Rev. George Clark Houghton, D.
Mrs. Herbert Hadley and little son, Charlie Robbins, aged 9 months and 13 days.
Small.
In
Church
of
the
Belfast, Ju ly 28. Lydia E, infant
D.. of the
Transfiguration, of Mascoma, N. H„ are spending a few weeks
“The Little Church Arcund the Corner.” The with Mrs. Hadley's parents, Mr. and Mrs. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Small.
York, In Penobscot, July 22, Katie, infant
couple will go to Portsmouth. N. H., soon, Everett Morton.
where the Tennessee is to dry dock. Both
daughter of Mr and Mrs Ernest W York.
Mrs. Ernest Stimpson and little daughter,
bride and greerr sj«nt their earlier day s here Elnora, who were the guests of Mrs. Stimpand the wedding is the cu'minaticn of a friendson's parent*, Mr. and Mrs. John H. Boody,
BELFAST PRICE CURRNET.
for a few days, have returned to their home in
Brooks.
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

benefit that jtu will derive fnm then
be in proportion to ycur desire. Every
effort is being made to make successful the

Tne
will

CLARION COAL FURNACES

Henry G. Curtis entertained at bridge
Wednesday afternoon, July 28th, in honor of
Hope Curtis, wife of Dr. Edward Calderwood
of Roxbury, Mass., and Blanche Ross wife of
Lieut. Frederick Frasier Black, of the U. S. A.,
former Searsport young ladies, who are spending the summer here. Three tables were arranged, Miss Mabel Griffin winning first prize,
a traveling thimble case, and Mrs, Ludwig
Havener, the consolation, a pack of cards. Lob-

cost

THE

Mho said that be bought it in Boston last
spring, but Mr. Vaughan thought the young
Frank H. Cleaves is remodelling the Manley j man must have been mistaken as he bought
Foote hou?e, on Leach street, which he re- i the wheel himself and not the “young man
cently bought. The interior is being fitted for from the near-by town,” and took the wheel
the accommodation of his boarders. A garage
without any protest from the young man,
is to be built on the premises for the storage who returned to his home four miles distant
of the automobiles of his customers.
on “shank's mare," which had no rubber tires
or chain attachments.
The steamer Frieda, Sabine, Texas, for
Horsemackerel. The catching of horseSearsport with sulphur, went ashore on Seguin island Monday in a dense fog, but was float- mackerel in Casco bay by Wallace Bro’s, last
Her
ed that afternoon without assistance.
week, an account of which appeared in the
destination was changed to Portland, where
daily papers, recalls some of the horseshe arrived at 6 30 p. m., Tuesday, and will
mackerel feats of the early days in Searsport
discharge at the Maine Central pockets.
harbor, back in the 7Q's. The late Ezekiel
Mosman, who was engaged in the Menhaden
The barkentine Mabel I. Meyers, Capt. C. fishery here in 1863, caught a horsemackerel
N. Meyers, which was run into and sunk Friin his nets that was brought ashore and hauled
day evening by the battleship Nebraska 35 to the hay-scales of Deacon Andrew Leach on
miles southeast of Highland Light, Cape Cod,
Mount Ephraim road, and weighed 9u0 pounds.
while on the passage from Bridgewater, Bar- The deacon, who was then 70 years of age,
bados, to Portland with a cargo of molasses said it was the largest fish that had ever been
was the last square-rigger built in Searsport,
weighed on his scales. The seme year, John
having been launched here Sept. 19, 1891. The Peterson, a Swede, who was engaged in the
Meyers family owned the controlling interest menhaden fishing at Pleasant Cove, just west
in the vessel and had no insurance. A full acof the steamboat wharf, attached a billy iron
count of the collision appeared in the daily
into the back of a large horse mackerel that
papers.
immediately started at a high rate of speed
and Mr. PeterBon got his legs taDgled up in
Twice in the history of the First Congrega- the coil as the fish was speeding at a fast clip
tionalist Church in Searsport,a small sheet has and had a free ride over the harbor until he
been published under the heading of *‘The got clear of the rope.
This fish was not as
Gabble” The observance of the Centennial
large as the one taken by Mr. Mosman.
seems a fitting time to print a third issue.
Congregational Church Notes. In addiCopies will be on sale Thursday at five cents.
Extracts from tne previous issues and items of tion to the announcement made in last week's
historic interest will be mingled with the paper concerning the observance of the
church news of today. The 1915 edition of Centennial Celebration of Congregationalism
The Gabble is published through the effort of in
Searsport we wish to make plain that the
Lieut. F. F. Black. Advertising Staff, Mrs. J. public is cordially invited to attend all the
D. Sweeter and Miss Louise D. Leib.
services. Saturday will giv(e those who are
with us for but a short time opportunity to
Dr. and Mrs. A. A. Jackson,Dr. Arthur Jackmeet each other and the town people; also to
son and Miss Evelyn Jackson,who were in Banbecome familiar with the history of the town.
gor July 24th to attend the wedding of Alton
Jackson and Miss Rebecca Chilcott, were at Remember the picnic at Mosman's Grove and
the John Pendleton homestead last week for bring whatever lunch you desire in addition to
the clams and coffee served (free) by the coma brief visit before returning to their home in
It is also in order to suggest that if
Everett, Mass. Mr. Jackson and bride will mitteesugar, cream, cups and a pan for
spend some time in Searsport before leaving convenient,
be
clams
packed with each basket, Sunday
for their new home in Minneapolis, where the
devoted
to services of religious nature
will
be
former is in business with his uncle William K.
a pause at the threshold of the new century to
Morison, formerly of Belfast. Both bride and
for
the
thank
God
splendid heritage given us
groom have many friends here.
by the strong men and women of the past and
Harold
E.
Lieut
Marr, U. S. A., with Mrs to implore His blessing upon present and fuMarr, formerly Miss Mildred Bowen,are guests ture history of church and community. These
of the latter’s father, George Bowen, in Main are to be days of fellowship ana communion,
street.The lieutenant has two months’ leave of
absence, which will be spent in Maine. He
has recently been stationed in Honolulu, at
Schofield barracks. Lieut, and Mrs. Marr were
married in California about two years ago,Miss
Bowen and her father crossing the continent
to meet Lieutenant Marr,who was then stationed in the Philippines. They went to the Philippines and Japan on their wedding trip and for
some time have been in Honolulu.
Mrs.

section—and. the

Fair

County

have simplified the heating proposition Rom every standpoint.
There is no other apparatus
that will accomplish so much and
work at so small expense.
Pure warm air in constant circulation it what you want. A
Clarion will give it to you.
Send us a plan of your building
and ask for estimate.
ESTABLISHED 183S

WOOD & BISHOP
BANGOR. MAINE

W. A. HALL, Belfast, Malne.5

CO.,

ship

vaSiaSit8M$iiSii3ia3M8ii3ia3ifev »3i»3s»?«i?o*o'4

son

BORN.*
Billings. In Deer ble, July 10, to Mr and
Arthur Billings, a son.
Bridges. In Sedgwick, July 1, to Mr and
Mrs Raymond Bridges, a daughter, Pauline.
Butler. In Tremont, July IK, to Mr and
Mrs Alfred H Butler, a daughter.
Dyer. In .Montville, August 1. to Mr and
Mra Alonzo Dyer, a daughter.
Eaton. In Deer Isle, July 19, to Mr. and
Mra Michael Eaton, a son.
Greenlaw. In Oceanville, July 20, to Mf
and Mra. Alfred B Greenlaw, a son.
Heath. In West Penobscot, July 23, to Mr
and Mra Charles W Heath, a daughter.
Knowlton. In Stonington, July 16, to Mr
and Mra John Knowlton, a daughter.
Leach. In South Penobscot, July 20, to Mr
and Mra Guy A Leach, a daughter.
Morton. In Jackson, July 26, to Mr and
Mrs Harold Morton, a son.
Parker. In Deer Isle, July 2, to Mr and Mra
Edward J Parker, a son.
Stevens. In Jackson, July 19, to Mr and
Mrs Levi Stevens, a daughter.
Shall. In Deer Isle, July 19, to Mr and Mrs
Grover C Small, a son.
York. In Penobscot, July 22, to Mr and Mra
Ernest W York, a daughter.
Mrs

y
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PRODUCE

MARKET.

PAID

PRODUCER.

10 001a400
Apples,per bbl,1.00r2,Q0 Hay,
13
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
3 25a3 50 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
]3
3 75 Lamb Skins,
Beans, Y. E.,
75
28a30 Mutton,
8
Butter,
42
Beef, sides,
8£al0 Oats, 32 lb.,
8 Potatoes,
35a40
Beef, forequarters,
60Round Hog,
10
Barley, bu,
Cheese,
7.00
24Straw,
18.Turkey,
26a30
Chicken,
Calf Skins,
18 Tallow,
2
12al3
Duck.
20! Veal,
26 Wool, unwashed,
8
Eggs,
16 Wood, hard,
6.00
Fowl,
18 Wood, soft,
3.50
Geese,

Ferguson Poultry Farin’
TO

One of the largest and best
Situated on
in New England.
one mile from Belfast Postoffice
a beautiful view of the bay, its
splendid dwelling house, with

ISlWheat Meal,

f

equipped Poultry 1-

Northport

Avenue.
Square, and comma”
location is ideal.
hot and cold wat(
tubs and bath, spacious stable, laying house 524 feet
brooder House 24x126, with capacity of 6,000 chiu
colony houses, 46 acres of land under high state oi
vation. Capitally adapted for a combined Poult'
Truck Gardening Farm,
To be sold at once at a bargain. Apply at

The
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NEWS OF BROOKS.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Grant are rejoicing over
the birth of another daughter, Ruth Ethel.

>

National Bank.

George Roberts,

wife and da.

Miss Dorcas Davis of Providence, R. I„
visited Miss Christine Jones the past week.

younger members of the part
pleasure in boating, fishing,sw i

Mrs. A. E. Kilgore and daughter Dorothy
in Auburn visiting her sister, Mrs. Welch,
and the Doctor is “baching" it for a short
time.
are

Roy Roberts is carrying on quite a business
with his fish cart, driving about the surrounding country, and always has the best in that
line to offer his customers.
An auto party of young people from here
went to Newburg one day last week and picked some 60 quarts of cherries. The crop has
been unusually heavy in that locality.

Lake.^^^

;

a

f.

J

j

J

c

|
!

period.

Dr. N. R. Cook and fam;
much of their time rusticate
Mr. an
camp on Randall Pond.

John H. Gordon is still a very sick man, an d
is attended at his home by a trained nurse.

if
a

sachusetta have come to their
on Emmons street, and wit!
Studebaker car are enjoying t
the surrounding country duri;

C. A. Lane and family recently returned
from Bayside, where they spent two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Lampher have an addition to their family of a pair of twin girls.

Mr and Mrs. Edwin Boody are entertaining
their daughter, Mrs. Prince Besse, and children of Zanesville, Ohio, this being;the first
visit to her childhood home in eight years.
Carl Jenkins and family have moved into
their new house and expect to complete it before cold weather, when it will be one more
added to the many pretty places on that street.
The Rev. Mr. Martin left this week for Bangor to join his brother in a vacation trip during the month of August. There will be no
RETAIL PRICE.
RETAIL MARKET.
further services at the Union church during
18 Lime,
110 that time,
Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22 Oat Meal,
6
Mrs. Hattie Jenkins has had a vacation from
97 Onions,
3
Corn,
which she spent at
Cracked Corn,
92 Oil, kerosene,
12al8 her store of two weeks,
Miss Grace Evans of Monroe look92 Pollock,
Corn Meal.
7 Islesboro,
ed
the
interests of the store during her
after
22 Pork,
13
Cheese,
Cotton Seed,
180 Plaster,
1.13 absence.
Mrs. Eben Miller and children have just re10 Rye Meal,
4
Codfish, dry,
8 Shorts,
150 turned from a most delightful vacation passed
Cranberries,
19 Sugar,
Clover Seed,
7k with Mrs. Miller’s father, Chas. Small, and
7d26a8 76 Salt, T. L,
40 brother. Dr. Foster C. Small. Much of the
Flour,
time was spent at the Dix cottage on Swan
8 76 Sweet Potatoes,
H. G. Seed,

Lard,

Si.

BE SOLD

daughter and grandchildren,ar*
sports.

Constipation
dizziness,
medicine,

headai

causes

drowsiness.
Doan’s

use

all stores.

Belfast

For

I

Regulet-

Savings B

*

Notice is hereby given Ilia:
Book No. 14,919, issued by tin
lost and application has been n
cate book according to laws re;
new

books.

WILMER J. DORMAN
Belfast, July 27, 1915.—3w 30

SPECIAL
during August

PRICES

Pigs, Young
Boars and Boar Pigs, als<> !
Shoats. 500 handsome pigs re;
ate shipment.
We do not get faT
on

NEW ENGLAND LI VI

Peabody.

4w31p

For Sale
a

Sand and gravel
reasonable price.
CHAS. M.

Tel. 306

deliver^ ^
HILL'

dear sport A*

f
;
s

j

